
 

 

 

JOINT AUDIT AND SCRUTINY PANEL 
 

Tuesday 23 September 2014 at 2.00 pm 

COUNTY HALL 
WEST BRIDGFORD 

NOTTINGHAM 

____________________ 
Membership 

Stephen Charnock (Chair) 

Leslie Ayoola 

John Brooks 

Peter McKay 

Philip Hodgson 

 

A G E N D A 

 

1. Apologies for absence 

 

2. Declarations of Interest by Panel Members and Officers (see notes below) 

 

3. To agree the minutes of the previous meeting held on 17 June 2014 

 

4. Statement of Accounts and Annual Governance Statements for 2013-14  

 

5. External Audit of the Accounts 2013-14 (ISA 260) 

 
6. Strategic Risk Register Report (2014/15 Quarter 1) 
 
7. East Midlands Police Collaboration Update  

 

8. Internal Audit Progress Report 

 

9. Audit and Inspection Report   

 

10. Panel Work Plan and Meeting Schedule 

  



 

 

FOR INFORMATION ITEMS 

 

PCC Update Report – report to Police and Crime Panel on 15th September 2014 

 

Performance & Insight Report – report to Strategic Resources and Performance 

meeting on 3rd September 2014 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 Members of the public are welcome to attend to observe this meeting 

 

 For further information on this agenda, please contact the Office of the 

Police and Crime Commissioner on 0115 9670999 extension 801 2005 or 

email nopcc@nottinghamshire.pnn.police.uk  

 

 A declaration of interest could involve a private or financial matter which 

could be seen as having an influence on the decision being taken, such as 

having a family member who would be directly affected by the decision being 

taken, or being involved with the organisation the decision relates to.  Contact 

the Democratic Services Officer: sara.allmond@nottscc.gov.uk for clarification 

or advice prior to the meeting. 

 

 

 

mailto:nopcc@nottinghamshire.pnn.police.uk
mailto:sara.allmond@nottscc.gov.uk
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ITEM 3 
 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER 
County Hall, West Bridgford, Nottingham, NG2 7QP 

 
____________________________________ 

 
MINUTES 

OF THE MEETING OF THE 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER 

JOINT AUDIT & SCRUTINY PANEL 
HELD ON TUESDAY 17 JUNE 2014 

AT COUNTY HALL, WEST BRIDGFORD 
NOTTINGHAM  

COMMENCING AT 2.00 PM  
____________________________________ 

 
MEMBERSHIP  
(A - denotes absent) 

 
Mr Stephen Charnock (Chair) 
Mr Leslie Ayoola 

 Mr John Brooks  
 Dr Phil Hodgson 

 Mr Peter McKay 
 
 
OFFICERS PRESENT 
 
Jackie Alexander  Professional Standards Directorate, Notts Police 
John Cornett   KPMG (External Audit)  
Paul Davies   Democratic Services, Notts County Council 
Chris Eyre   Chief Constable, Notts. Police 
Phil Gilbert   Performance and Policing Policy Officer, OPCC 
Margaret Monckton  ACO Resources, Notts. Police 
Charlotte Radford   Chief Finance Officer, OPCC 
Paddy Tipping  Police and Crime Commissioner 
Angela Ward   Baker Tilly (Internal Audit) 
 
1. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN 
 
 Stephen Charnock was elected as Chairman of the Panel for 2014/15. 
 
2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
  

Apologies for absence were received from Adrian Benselin, Kevin Dennis, 
DCC Sue Fish, Patrick Green and Paddy Tipping. 
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3. DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS BY MEMBERS AND OFFICERS 
 

None. 
 
 

4. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 18 February 2014 were agreed 
as an accurate record and signed by the Chairman. 

 
 
5. IPCC INVESTIGATIONS 
 

Jackie Alexander, Professional Standards Directorate (PSD) introduced the 
report.  She explained that of the 17 cases referred to in the Independent 
Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) from 1 October 2013 to 3 March 2014, 
15 had been deemed suitable for local investigation, and two identified for 
supervised investigation.  She also reported on the outcomes of investigations 
during that period, and observed that investigation locally rather than by the 
IPCC might still result in a criminal or disciplinary sanction.  In response to a 
query, she undertook to clarify the discrepancy between the 17 cases in 
paragraph 4.1 of the report, and the 19 cases in Appendix A. 
 
During discussions, the following points were raised:- 
 

 The figures were in line with the normal pattern, and this was corroborated 
by the IPCC.  Jackie Alexander would obtain comparative data with other 
forces.  She indicated that Nottinghamshire had a relatively high level of 
complaints, which she regarded as healthy, as it showed people’s 
readiness to complain. 
 

 The force took a robust line on racism, and monitored the pattern of 
complaints.  There was a reluctance by younger people to make 
complaints even though they might express strong views about stop and 
search.  The Force would tackle this through its overall efforts to build trust 
and confidence, and widen its recruitment from ethnic minorities. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/014 
 
That the summary of IPCC investigations be noted. 

 
6. IPCC LESSONS LEARNED FEEDBACK 
 

The report summarised the Force’s approach to learning from the 
Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) and internal 
investigations and legal challenges.  The IPCC asked the Force to 
demonstrate how it had learned from complaints. 
 
During discussions, the following points were clarified:- 
 

 In some instances, the Professional Standards Directorate monitored the 
implementation of the lessons learned over a long period to ensure good 
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practice was embedded.  In other cases, the learning was disseminated 
but officers left to implement it. 
 

 The IPCC Learning the Lessons bulletin identified overnight detention of 
young people as an issue.  The Panel was assured that the Force took this 
very seriously.  There was also an on-line learning system to share 
information between PSDs.   

 

 The College of Policing had recently launched a Code of Ethics, which 
would become statutory. The Force was already working on its 
implications.   

 

 Officers might receive feedback on incidents through the Unsatisfactory 
Performance Procedures, either by the PSD or departments. 
 

RESOLVED 2014/015 
 

That the report be noted. 
 
 

7. PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REPORTING PROCEDURE 
(“WHISTLEBLOWING”) 

 
Jackie Alexander introduced the draft Professional Standards Reporting 
Procedure for the Force, which offered several routes for the reporting of 
incidents, and support mechanisms for people who made a report.   
 
During discussions the following points were clarified:- 
 

 The majority of issues raised through Integrity Messenger were grievances 
or management issues.   
 

 There were some negative views about the procedure, which were 
successfully addressed in training sessions. 

 

 Integrity Messenger had the benefit of allowing dialogue with people even 
though they remained anonymous. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/016 

 
That the Panel be assured by the processes in place for whistleblowing, as 
detailed in the report. 

 
 
8. REGIONAL PROCUREMENT ANTI-FRAUD AND CORRUPTION POLICY – 

REVIEW OF COMPLIANCE, OCTOBER 2013 – MARCH 2014 
 

Margaret Monckton introduced the report on compliance with the East 
Midlands Strategic Commercial Unit’s (EMSCU) policy on the prevention of 
fraud and corruption in procurement.  No fraudulent activity had been 
identified in relation to Nottinghamshire Police. 
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During discussions the following point were clarified:- 
 

 The policy covered the three partner forces of Nottinghamshire, 
Derbyshire and Northamptonshire.  It linked to work within 
Nottinghamshire Police on integrity.  Other controls existed against fraud 
and corruption in non-procurement activities, for example the Force’s Anti-
Corruption Unit. 
 

 HMIC were to undertake an inspection of police integrity and corruption in 
July. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/017 
 
That it be noted that: 
 

1. EMSCU’s Commercial Director has received no reports of any 
fraudulent activity following any audit of procurement activity 
undertaken by the Force.   

 
2. EMSCU’s Head of Procurement Services has advised that there have 

been no reports of any fraudulent activity in relation to procurement 
activity undertaken by Nottinghamshire Police. 

 
3. EMSCU’s Head of Supplier Services will write to suppliers before the 

end of June 2014 to re-iterate the Force’s position in relation to gifts, 
gratuities and hospitality. 
 

 
9. INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT 2013/14 
 

Angela Ward introduced the Internal Audit Annual Assurance Report for the 
year ending 31 March 2014.  She affirmed that the report complied with the 
Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.   
 
During discussions the following point was raised:- 
 

 The absence of an Internal Audit self-assessment against the charter was 
queried.  It was pointed out that the standards required an annual self-
assessment of compliance (undertaken by Baker Tilley) and a five-yearly 
external assessment.  Ms Ward agreed to follow this up. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/018 
 
1. That the Panel note the opinion provided, “adequate” and the work 

undertaken in 2013/14. 
 

2. That the Internal Auditor clarify whether all self-assessment requirements 
have been met. 
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11. DRAFT ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENTS 
 

Margaret Monckton introduced the report on the draft Annual Governance 
Statements for the Force, PCC and EMSOU.  Chris Eyre indicated that the 
AGS was widely shared inside the Force before he signed it off, and he 
sought assurance that statements were valid before he did so.   
 
During discussions the following point were clarified:- 
 

 Issues highlighted on page 19 of the Force’s AGS reflected the key risk 
management work in the Force. 
 

 It was suggested that officers receive a hard copy of the Code of Conduct, 
and sign to say that they have received and understand it. 

 

 The AGSs should identify significant governance issues from last year’s 
statements, and what action was taken. 

 

 The EMSOU AGS would be better treated as a part of the Force’s AGS. 
 
 RESOLVED 2014/019 

 
That the Panel’s comments be noted and reflected in the final versions of the 
Annual Governance Statements. 
 

 
12. POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 2013-18 – 12 MONTH MONITORING REPORT 
 

Phil Gilbert introduced the monitoring report on the Policing Plan.  He 
indicated that ticks in the document were to distinguish pledges from strategic 
themes.   
 
During discussions the following points were clarified:- 
 

 The plan was for five years, but had been refreshed, although the seven 
strategic themes remained valid.  There would be some other changes in 
the new delivery plan. 
 

 If the Panel identified any issues of concern, it could ask for a further 
detailed report or decide to scrutinise in detail.  Panel members felt that 
the monitoring report was of greater relevance to the Police and Crime 
Panel in holding the PCC to account. 

 

 Partnership work was now focussed on crime.  Partners who failed to 
deliver would not be funded again.   

 

 There had been a great improvement in sickness absence. 
 
RESOLVED 2014/020 
 
1. That the progress made under the Police and Crime Plane be noted. 
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2. That no particular issues be identified at this stage for the PCC to take 
forward in the refresh of the Plan. 

 
 
13. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS - ORAL UPDATE  
 

Charlotte Radford reported that the first draft of the statement of accounts was 
almost complete, and all external items had been received. 
 
RESOLVED 2014/021 
 
That the oral update be noted. 

 
 
14. EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2013/14 

 
John Cornett introduced the External Audit Plan for 2013/14.  He compared 
the lack of guidance last year with the requirement to comply with the CIPFA 
guidance which was now available.  Margaret Monckton referred to the 
amount of work this required in re-stating the previous year’s accounts.  The 
external auditor was of the view however that the changes were not 
significant.  There were also differences of view about the degree of risk 
relating to the A19 appeal and the 2013/14 accounts. 
 
RESOLVED 2014/022 
 
1. That progress on the External Audit Plan 2013/14 be noted. 

 
2. That discussions continue between the Force, PCC’s Office and the 

External Auditor about compliance with CIPFA guidance and the 
statement of audit risks. 

 
 
15. INTERNAL AUDIT OF CRIME RECORDING UNDERTAKEN BY BAKER 

TILLEY 
 
Angela Ward introduced the Internal Audit report on crime recording, linking it 
to the HMIC and Public Administration Select Committee reports on this topic.  
The Force had agreed to all the recommendations in the report apart from one 
to disband the Crime and Incident Data Quality Board.   
 
During discussions the following points were clarified:- 
 

 Last time HMIC had reviewed crime recording by Nottinghamshire Police, 
they identified the second highest level of compliance with NCRS in the 
country.  However the Internal Audit recommendations were seen as 
helpful in focussing crime recording more on the victim’s experience. 
 

 Panel members queried how they might oversee implementation of the 
recommendations. 
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 There appeared to be errors in calculating percentages in the performance 
report to the Police and Crime Panel.  It was agreed to look into these. 

 

 The Force’s IT section were looking into the problems which officers had 
experience in recording ethnicity using mobile devices. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/023 
 
1. That the recommendations of the Internal Audit report be supported. 

 
2. That the Panel oversee implementation of the recommendations. 

 
 
16. AUDIT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF FORMER POLICE AUTHORITY’S 

SCRUTINY REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS ON ANTI-SOCIAL 
BEHAVIOUR 
 
Phil Gilbert introduced the report on progress made in implementing the 32 
recommendations of the former Police Authority’s scrutiny review of anti-social 
behaviour (ASB).  He pointed out that the Anti-Social Behaviour Act would 
supersede some of the recommendations.  Angela Ward took the Panel 
through the Internal Audit report. 
 
During discussions the following points were clarified:- 
 

 The on-line facility Track My Crime might encourage better recording of 
ASB by victims. 
  

 The ASB Act introduced new powers and ways of working which meant 
that some recommendations of the scrutiny review should no longer be 
pursued. 

 

 The Act came into force in the autumn.  The Chief Constable 
recommended an audit of the new system no earlier than six months later. 

 
RESOLVED 2014/024 
 
That the Panel agree that the Force has implemented as far as possible the 
recommendations of the former Police Authority’s scrutiny review of anti-social 
behaviour. 

 
17. INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT 
 

RESOLVED 2014/025 
 
That the report be noted. 
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18. AUDIT AND INSPECTION 
 
RESOLVED 2014/026 
 
1.  That progress made against audit and inspection recommendations be 

noted. 
 
2.   That the forthcoming audits and inspections be noted. 
 

19. WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS 
 

The work plan and schedule of meetings was considered by the Panel. 
 
RESOLVED 2014/027 
 
That the work plan and schedule of meetings be noted. 

 
 

The meeting closed at 4.05 pm 
 
 
 
 
CHAIR 



For  Comment / Decision 

Public/Non Public* Public 

Report to: Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

Date of Meeting: 23rd September 2014 

Report of: The Chief Finance Officer & ACO Resources 

Report Author: Charlotte Radford 

E-mail:  

Other Contacts: Paul Steeples 

Agenda Item: 4 

 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS AND ANNUAL GOVERNANCE 
STATEMENTS FOR 2013-14 
 

1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1  To provide members with a copy of the audited statement of accounts and 

annual governance statements for 2013-14. 
 

2. Recommendations 

 
2.1 Members are requested having examined the statements provided to 

recommend the accounts and annual governance statements to the Police & 
Crime Commissioner for approval. 
 

2.2 To also recommend the accounts and governance statements to the Police & 
Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable for signing. 
 

 

3. Reasons for Recommendations 

 
3.1 This complies with Accounts and Audit Regulations and good financial 

governance. 
 

4. Summary of Key Points  

 
4.1 This is the second year of Group Accounts for the Commissioner and Chief 

Constable.  
 

4.2 The accounts representing the Chief Constable show the cost of policing in 
the provision of services to deliver the Police & Crime Plan. 

 
4.3 The Group accounts also include the financial statement relating to the Office 

of the Police & Crime Commissioner. 
 
4.4 Both legal entities are providing these statements to reflect the working 

arrangements under stage 1 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Act 2011. The statements for 2013-14 have been revised following guidance 
from CIPFA and conform with the joint accounts of all PCC’s and CC’s.  



 

 

4.5 From April 2014 there have been changes in respect to the transfer of staff 
from the Commissioner to the Chief Constable; these will be reflected fully in 
the accounts for 2014-15. 

 
4.6 These accounts are the final accounts having made changes identified by the 

auditors and represent fairly the financial position of the Group and its 
individual entities. 
 

4.7 There are two Annual Governance Statements, one for each entity detailing 
the governance arrangements in place for 2013-14. 

 
 

5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 

 
5.1 None as a direct result of this report. 

6. Human Resources Implications 

 
6.1 None as a direct result of this report 
 

7. Equality Implications 

 
7.1 None as a direct result of this report 

8. Risk Management 

 
8.1 None as a direct result of this report. 
 

9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 

 
9.1 This complies with Financial Regulations which underpin the achievement of 

all Police & Crime Plan priorities. 
 

10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 

 
10.1 This complies with the Accounts and Audit Regulations. 
 

11.  Details of outcome of consultation 

 
11.1 The draft accounts were made available on the website for comment. No 

comments have been received. 
 

12.  Appendices 

 
12.1 Appendix A  - The Chief Constables Statement of Accounts 2013-14 
 Appendix B - The Group Statement of Accounts 2013-14 
 Appendix C - The PCC’s Annual Governance Statement 2013-14 
 Appendix D - The Chief Constables Annual Governance Statement 

2013-14 































































































































































































 
 

 

 

 

 

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT  

 

2013-14 
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1. SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

1.1 The Nottinghamshire Police and Crime Commissioner (Commissioner) is 
responsible for ensuring that business is conducted in accordance with the 
law and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded and properly 
accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively. 
 

1.2 The Commissioner also has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to 
make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its 
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness. 
 

1.3 In discharging this overall responsibility the Commissioner is responsible for 
putting in place suitable arrangements for the governance of the organisations 
affairs, which facilitate the effective exercise of its functions and include 
arrangements for the management of risk. 
 

1.4 The Commissioner has approved and adopted jointly with the Chief Constable 
a Joint Corporate Code of Governance, which is consistent with the principles 
of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework: Delivering Good Governance in Local 
Government. A copy of our code is available on our website at 
www.nottinghamshire.pcc.police.uk or from: 

 
The Nottinghamshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
Arnot Hill House 
Arnot Hill Park 
Arnold 
Nottinghamshire 
NG5 6LU 
 

This statement explains how we have followed the code and also meets the 
requirements of the Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011. 
 

1.5 Throughout this statement there are references made to other documents 
being available on the Commissioners website (or the website). This 
reference relates to the Police and Crime Commissioners website at the 
address given above. 
 

1.6 The Police & Crime Commissioners financial management arrangements 
conform to the governance requirements of the CIPFA Statement on the Role 
of the Chief Financial Officer in Local Government (2010); as set out in the 
Application Note to Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: 
Framework. 

  

http://www.nottinghamshire.pcc.police.uk/
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2. THE AIM OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 
 

2.1 The governance framework is basically the systems and processes, and the 

culture and values, we are controlled by and which we answer to, get involved 

with and lead the community. The framework allows us to monitor how we are 

achieving our long-term aims, and to consider whether our aims have helped 

us deliver appropriate services that are value for money. 

 

2.2 The system of internal control is an important part of the framework and is 

designed to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot remove all risk of 

failing to achieve our policies and aims, so it can only offer reasonable 

protection. The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process 

designed to: 

 

 Identify and prioritise risks that could prevent us from achieving our 

policies and aims; 

 Assess how likely it is that the identified risks will happen, and what 

will be the result if they did; and 

 Manage the risks efficiently, effectively and economically. 

We have had a governance framework in place for the year ended the 31st 

March 2014 and up to the date of approval of the annual statement of 

accounts. 

 

 

 

3. THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 
 

 Our governance framework is made up of many systems, policies, procedures 

and operations we have in place to do the following: 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the Act) introduced 

one of the biggest changes in governance arrangements for policing. The Act 

created two legal entities, the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief 

Constable.  

 

 The Chief Constable retained the responsibility for operational policing 

whereas; the Commissioner has the responsibility for the totality of policing in 

the area. The Commissioners responsibilities were also extended to include 

crime prevention and the protection of vulnerable people and victims. 
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 Initially, all assets, liabilities and staff were transferred to the Commissioner. 

This continued to be the case until 31 March 2014 when the staff under the 

Chief Constables direction and control transferred to the Chief Constable from 

the Police and Crime Commissioner. This significant change was planned and 

prepared for in 2013-14 and will be reflected in the next Statement of 

Accounts and Annual Governance Statement for 2014-15. 

 

3.2 Publish our aims for local people and others who use our services 

 

 The Commissioner has refreshed the Police and Crime Plan taking account of 

the feedback he has received during the year and the achievements that have 

been made. The plan sets out our priorities for the remaining four years, 

focusing on achieving seven priorities which aim to make communities safer 

and place victims at the centre of what we do. The plan reflects the time 

period covered by the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP). 

 

 The Police and Crime Plan is based upon the following seven priorities: 

1. Protect, support and respond to victims, witnesses and vulnerable people 
2. Improve the efficiency, accessibility and effectiveness of the criminal 

justice process 
3. Focus on priority crime types and those local areas that are most 

affected by crime and antisocial behaviour 
4. Reduce the impact of drugs and alcohol on levels of crime and antisocial 

behaviour 
5. Reduce the threat from organised crime 
6. Prevention, early intervention and reduction in reoffending 
7. Spending your money wisely 

 
These priorities build upon the Commissioners vision of giving victims and 

citizens a bigger voice in policing to achieve a safer Nottingham and 

Nottinghamshire. 

 

The plan was built and refreshed after listening to members of the public and 

with our partners. It includes a review of each organisations strategic 

assessment, incorporating regional and national requirements in relation to 

policing and crime. The performance measures and targets within the plan 

have all been agreed with partners and the force. 

 

For the plan next year we are already working with partners to further develop 

a Police and Crime Needs Assessment which will refresh the Joint 

Partnership Strategic Assessment, aiming to maximise analytical capacity, 

minimise duplication and share learning, good practice and innovation across 

the City and County. This will provide a comprehensive threat, risk and harm 

assessment, which will identify local consultation and engagement and 

improve the identification of need across the Commissioners priorities. 
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3.3 Review our aims and the effect they have on our governance 

arrangements 

 

We have worked hard to communicate (and receive feedback on) our aims for 

the community. We have done this a number of ways, including: 

 

 The Commissioner listened to the public during his attendance at 

partner meetings and his walkabouts within the City and County. For 

example, he promised 150 extra police officers and 100 extra PCSO’s.  

Recruitment plans have been put in place to deliver this and the 

resources prioritised within the budget. During the year a significant 

step towards achieving this target has already been made. 

 

 The Commissioner has also instigated a number of review/scrutiny 

pieces of work to build upon the Police and Crime Plan priorities such 

as a review of BME Recruitment and Retention, Base Budget Review, 

Domestic Violence, Restorative Justice, a Victim Consortium to inform 

the commissioning strategy and Alcohol.  

 

 The Base Budget Review made recommendations to achieve further 
savings which have been implemented.  
 

 A BME Steering Group has been established to oversee the 
implementation of the Project Group’s report recommendations and an 
internal Working Group established chaired by the Commissioner and 
Deputy Chief Constable. 

 

 Domestic violence has undergone a thorough review across the County 
to identify the best service delivery for victims. There is a longer piece 
of academic work, commissioned by the Deputy Commissioner, which 
aims to identify triggers for repeat victims and opportunities for 
associated support and prevention; with an emphasis on methods used 
for identifying what has happened in relationships and how future 
relationships can be built without domestic violence.  An Alcohol 
Strategy has been developed with partners and is being delivered. 
 

 

However, this is not all - since coming into post the Commissioner has 

listened to partners, the public and the force on what are emerging issues and 

started working with people on areas such as CCTV in taxis in the City 

Centre, Alcohol, Mental Health issues particularly in custody and community 

safety issues relating to the Forest Recreation Ground. Also there is a new 

and emerging community’s project, which will include an academic scoping of 

the impact of economic migrants on public services and crime. There will be 
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the identification of further research working within the ‘Better Policing 

Collaborative’, which the Commissioner is a member,  and which has received 

College of Policing innovation funding for academics to work with operational 

areas to develop innovation and improve effectiveness of service delivery. 

 

 The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner have continued to attend 

meetings with community groups across the City and County and many 

public events during their first 18 months of office.  This work is 

informing them of the priorities they are implementing in the refreshed 

police and crime plan update.  

 

 Focus groups were held with ASB victims and members of the public in 

relation to the refreshed Police and Crime Plan priorities and the 

precept. 

 

 An on-line survey was used for consulting on the precept and a 

telephone survey was undertaken in relation to the plan and the 

precept. 

 

 Public meetings have been held with a variety of groups, to discuss a 

variety of issues and at a variety of venues: for example with the Asian 

Youth Group, the City Council Youth Cabinet, Broxtowe Youth Council, 

Women’s groups and at the African Caribbean National Artistic Centre 

and Public Stakeholder Forums in the City and the County.  

 

 The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner have held discussion 

groups and web chats with young people and undertaken patch walks 

across the City and County. 

 

 The Commissioner and the Office of the Police and Crime 

Commissioner (OPCC) staff have attended events across the City and 

County. These events were used to canvass opinion in relation to the 

Alcohol Strategy and general issues relating to policing. 

 

We use feedback that we receive from all sources to help inform decisions. 

Feedback that the Commissioner received during the public events, meetings 

and walkabouts resulted in us reviewing our outcomes, which reflect our 

communities’ top priorities of improving antisocial behaviour, supporting our 

vulnerable people and victims of crime and increasing community safety. 
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3.4 Measure the quality of our services and make sure we provide them in 

line with our aims and that they provide value for money 

 

 The Commissioner is provided with weekly briefings on performance and 

formally holds the Chief Constable to account for performance in the Strategic 

Resources and Performance meetings, that are held in public venues around 

the County and City. 

 

 The Commissioner is also briefed on a monthly basis on expenditure against 

the budget. The Chief Finance Officer to the Commissioner also advises on 

any changes and emerging issues that could impact on the Medium Term 

Financial Plan. 

 

 In addition to the Strategic Resources and Performance meetings the Joint 

Audit and Scrutiny Committee receives updates on performance and financial 

monitoring and the Police and Crime Panel receive update reports from the 

Commissioner. Public Stakeholder meetings have also been held in the City 

and the County.   

 

 The Commissioner has instigated several pieces of review/scrutiny work, 

drawing on professionals in the field and community representation. Such 

areas of work under review include:  

 BME representation within the force and the use of stop and search 

in BME communities. The group formed out of this review continue 

to meet and drive forward change.  

 Base Budget Review – an in-depth analysis of the current budget to 

identify where savings can be made and how to align the budget with 

police and crime priorities.  This will also ensure ongoing value for 

money. 

 Alcohol Strategy – the aim to devise a Countywide (including the 

City) Joint Alcohol Strategy with a supporting action plan with 

strategic partners leading the actions to delivery.  The Commissioner 

has worked closely with Nottinghamshire County Council Public 

Health to jointly commission substance misuse services, together 

with delivering the Alcohol Strategy and Action Plan, which 

addresses night time economy issues.  Funding has been provided 

to the Safer Nottinghamshire Board and to the Nottingham Crime 

and Drugs Partnership to ensure drug misusing offenders have 

access to treatment and recovery services. 
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 Restorative Justice – A review into its use and any improvements 

that can be made. Independent Consultants have been appointed to 

develop a strategy; to ensure that victims receive a good service. 

 Transforming Rehabilitation – A review with interested stakeholders 

within Nottinghamshire and the region following the announcement 

of reform of probation by the Government. Commissioning and 

OPCC staff have been working closely with MOJ officials to 

maximise the change for the benefit of the people of 

Nottinghamshire and to ensure partnership arrangements are 

maintained.  The OPCC are part of East Midlands Regional Advisory 

Group and have provided grants to third sector organisations to 

enable them to form consortium of 2nd or 3rd tier providers.  Briefing 

has been provided for potential interested providers. 

 Mental Health – A review on an area of work that has increasing 

demands being made on policing resources as all agencies are 

affected by reducing resources.  This work involves decision on 

overarching mental health and criminal justice strategy; which work 

with partners to improve access and processes for effective dealing 

with patients under section 136 of the Mental Health Act 2007.  

Community Psychiatric nurses with the Police are currently providing 

a ‘Street Triage’ service through joint partnership in the City and the 

County.  A conference on Mental health is being planned for later 

this year. 

 

The reports from these pieces of work will continue to be presented to the 

Audit and Scrutiny Panel and the recommendations will continue to be 

monitored by the Panel. Progress on these reviews is also reported to the 

Police and Crime Panel. 

 

 

3.5 Ensuring a High Quality Service 

 

The Police and Crime Plan is based upon the Commissioners values which 

are: 

 

Victims - by listening and taking action to protect and safeguard 

vulnerable people. 

Openness- by putting victims and public at the heart of open and 

transparent decision–making. 

Inclusiveness- by working effectively with communities and business to 

tackle crime and anti social behaviour. 
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Communities - by ensuring fairness, respect and accountability to victims 

and communities. 

Empowering - by engaging with victims and communities to help shape 

policing services and building partnerships. 

 

The Plan itself incorporates global, national, regional and local requirements 

into the seven priorities and details how these will be met, measured and 

monitored.  Specific targets for the Force and partners are included in this and 

the overall measure of success will be the improvement in victim satisfaction 

and public confidence. 

 

Each year the Commissioner will produce an Annual Report detailing how well 

performance against the plan is progressing. A copy of the Annual Report is 

available on the Commissioners website. 

 

In addition to this is the role of the Police and Crime Panel. The 

Commissioner is held to account by this panel, which also has power to veto 

the precept and the appointment of a new Chief Constable. This panel is 

administered by the County Council and its terms of reference can be found 

on Nottinghamshire County Councils website. 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Ensuring Value for Money 

 

In times of austerity there is a great deal of focus on the “money” and how it is 

being spent.  The Commissioner wanted to do more than this and has 

implemented a base budget review in 2013 on the principles of priority based 

budgeting.  This means that no budget is protected; each element of 

expenditure must demonstrate that it is being used in the achievement of the 

police and crime plan and in doing this is the work being done at the most 

economic level. 

 

This review identified where and how further savings could be achieved.  The 

recommendations from the final report are being implemented and making 

savings in existing budgets. 

 

The Commissioner has also commissioned specific pieces of work with 

partners and the third sector.  Each commissioning agreement requires 

performance details and achievement goals.  Similarly, the grant monies that 

are being allocated to community groups and the third sector also have a 

requirement to achieve performance aims linked to the Police and Crime Plan. 
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The Commissioner is also the Regional Chair from 1st April 2014 on the PCC 

Board, which; ensures regional activities continue to drive out further savings 

and improved working over the medium term financial period. 

 

The joint audit and scrutiny panel receive audit reports, update reports and 

the strategic risk register. These reports enable the panel to challenge the 

OPCC and the Force on ensuring value for money across all activities. The 

terms of reference for the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel, together with all 

reports and minutes are available on the website. 

 

 

3.7 Working Together 

 

As has been reported in previous sections the Commissioner is listening to 

victims, communities and partners and this is at the heart of how he does 

business. He is involving people from across these areas to develop and work 

with him in bringing about improvements. 

 

Each partnership, commissioning agreement, grant agreement and review 

has terms of reference linked to the clear achievement of the police and crime 

plan priorities.  These agreements clearly define the responsibility of each 

participant. 

 

Regionally the five PCC’s and forces collaborate to ensure resilience and 

deliver value for money.  This is done under Section 22 agreements. During 

2013-14 the following arrangements for collaboration have been agreed and 

were in place: EMSOU, EMSOU-CT, EMSOU-FFI, EMSOU-MC, EMTSU, 

EMSCU, Learning and Development, Occupational Health, Payroll, Protected 

Person Services, RIPA and Risk Register.  

 

The “Act” required PCC’s to put a Scheme of Delegation in place to ensure 

the business continued to run smoothly.  There was one significant change 

relating to this in that delegations could no longer be made to the Chief 

Constable (or any constable) and therefore have been made to specific 

members of staff employed by the Commissioner, but some of whom are 

under the direction and control of the Chief Constable.  The Scheme of 

Delegation is approved and operating effectively. The Scheme of Delegation 

is available on the Commissioners website.  

 

The OPCC and Force also have a Working Relationship Agreement, bringing 

clarity to the services required by the OPCC from functions under the Chief 

Constable’s direction and control. The Draft Working Relationship Agreement 

is available on the Commissioners website. 
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2014-15 will see further significant change as stage 2 of the Act is put in 

place. This has been planned for and the required changes to Governance 

arrangements have been put in place to ensure a smooth transition. 

 

 

3.8 Ensuring High Standards of Conduct and Behaviour 

 

There are a number of ways that this is achieved: 

 

 The Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Chief Executive and Chief 

Finance Officer have published declarations of interest on the OPCC 

website. 

 Details of salaries and expenses claimed are also published on the 

website. 

 A gifts and hospitality register is in place for all staff and members of 

the OPCC to record details of all offers made and this is reviewed 

annually. 

 Members of the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel and staff attending the 

Strategic Resources and Performance meeting are required to make 

declarations of interest where appropriate and that these are formally 

minuted. 

 Professional bodies codes of conduct, that staff have to comply with 

(e.g. Charted Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy) are part of 

what we do. 

 A Complaints Procedure is in place for complaints against the 

Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, staff and members in the OPCC 

and the Chief Constable. 

 An Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Policy is in place and reported on 

together with fraud returns annually to the Audit Commission. 

 Financial Regulations are in place together with standing orders for 

Land and Property and Contracts. 

 The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners Code of Ethics. 

 

All of the above together with other policies and the culture of working in the 

OPCC ensure the high standards of conduct and behaviour are achieved. 

 

 

3.9 Decision Making Transparency 

 

All decisions not specifically delegated are made by the Commissioner.  There 

are two ways in which decisions can be made, either: 
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1. In a public meeting of Strategic Resources and Performance, where 

minutes are taken recording decisions made.  These minutes are 

published on the website. 

 

2. In day-to-day management activity by the Commissioner.  This is done 

by a report with any required supporting information and Executive 

Decision Record being completed and submitted to the Commissioner.  

Once approved the decision record is published on the website. 

 

The Commissioner refers to the professional officers within the OPCC to 

inform him on the decisions being made. 

 

The role of the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel also ensures transparency in 

the decisions made. It receives reports and can make recommendations to 

the Commissioner on issues relating to audit and inspection, risk 

management, recommendations from other sources such as scrutiny working 

groups and governance. 

 

The strategic risks of the OPCC are incorporated in the joint strategic risk 

register that is reported regularly to the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel. All 

significant public interest decisions are published on the Commissioners 

website. 

 

 

3.10 Developing Capacity and Capability 

 

Staff within the OPCC were directly transferred from the former Police 

Authority, bringing those skills with them.  During 2013-14 a further review of 

the existing staffing structure has been undertaken and a new structure 

reflecting the needs of an efficient and effective OPCC has been 

implemented. 

 

During 2013-14 and together with other local authorities and the fire service a 

CIPFA Graduate Trainee scheme has been put in place. The success of this 

scheme is being held as best practice for other areas to follow. 

 

The Commissioner is now considering Apprenticeships for a post already 

identified within the new OPCC structure. 

 

Members of the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel have undertaken inductions 

within the OPCC and Force during the year.  Internal audit and external audit 

have also provided training on their roles and the roles of the members in 

providing an effective Audit Panel.  CIPFA provided their training course to 

members in the region in September 2013. 
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3.11 Engagement 

 

Throughout the previous sections you will have seen that engagement with 

people in our communities, in business, in third sector organisations, in 

partners and in our own staff and police officers is very important to us. 

 

We are constantly striving to ensure inclusion of all stakeholders especially in 

driving improvement in community safety that is important to you. 

 

We encourage you to complete our surveys and questionnaires which we 

have available at public events and on line. 

 

The Commissioner has met his commitment to establishing two Public 

Stakeholder Forums to allow stakeholders to have a direct influence and voice 

over policing priorities and how resources are allocated. 

 

How the Commissioner proposes to engage with the public and victims of 

crime is set out in the published Community Engagement and Consultation 

Strategy. This document can be found on the Commissioners website. 
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3.12 OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE YEAR: 

 

 Online Chats: The Commissioner has supported further consultation with 
Young People with on line Chats and joined the Chief Constable for online 
chats with police officers and police staff. 
 

 Consultation on the policing estate: The Force is continuing its work to 
examine areas of business where services can become more efficient and 
savings made as a means of navigating the current financial challenges. 

 Rural Crime Focus: The Commissioner hosted a Strategic Resources and 
Performance Meeting which highlighted issues of rural and wildlife crime, 
marking his commitment to tackling the issues. 

 Purchase of EMSOU HQ: The operational headquarters of the East Midlands 
Special Operations Unit has been bought by the region’s five police forces. 
The purchase had been agreed by the Regional Police and Crime 
Commissioners and Chief Constables, with the East Midlands forces sharing 
the long-term financial savings. 

 Home Office rethink of PCSO powers: The Commissioner initiated the 
Home Office to rethink PCSO powers, and it has been announced that there 
will be consideration of expanding PCSO legal powers. 

 Victims Code: The publiction of the new Code of Practice for Victims of 
Crime (the Victims’ Code) in October 2013 has been welcomed, with a 
Victims Strategy being prepared for 2014 for Nottinghamshire and Integrated 
Victims Services from October 2014 as the Commissioner is an early adopter. 

 The living wage accreditation: Nottinghamshire Police is to be the first 
police force in England and Wales to sign up to a national campaign calling 
for all workers to be paid an hourly rate that matches the cost of living. The 
new Living Wage is £7.65 per hour, which is significantly higher than the 
Minimum Wage, which is £6.31.  
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4. REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS 

 

4.1 The OPCC has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the 
effectiveness of the governance framework, including: 
 

 The system of internal audit. 

 The system of internal control. 
 

The review by the OPCC has two elements to it. Firstly, it has to be satisfied 

that the process put in place by the Chief Constable for the force’s assurance 

review is adequate and reliable. This was done through a joint consultation 

early in the review process.  

 

Secondly, is the process upon which the OPCC can rely. This consists of 

obtaining individual assurances from the Chief Constable, the ACO 

Resources, the Chief Executive and the Chief Finance Officer, together with 

the annual assurance provided by the internal auditors and regional Deputy 

Chief Constable. These assurances form the basis of assessing whether 

governance is operating effectively and that controls which are in place are 

being adhered to. 

 

4.2 The comments made on the assurance forms are incorporated where 

applicable in the accounts and action plans. For example contingent liabilities 

and accruals have been made where appropriate. 

 

4.3 In addition to this a review based upon the use of resources self assessment 

principles and the schedule provided in the CIPFA/SOLACE framework has 

been developed and completed.  This provides links to documentary evidence 

to support this statement and has been provided to the external auditor for 

their review. 

 

4.3 The Chief Finance Officer has had responsibility for reviewing and updating 

the Scheme of Delegation and Financial Regulations, during the year, to 

ensure they were fit for purpose and met the new requirements of the Act. The 

reviewed delegation and regulations have been approved by the 

Commissioner. These have been reviewed further by the Chief Finance 

Officer with the Chief Executive, ACO Resources and the Deputy Chief 

Constable, in preparation for the Stage 2 Staff Transfer. 

 

4.4 The internal auditors produce reports for the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

throughout the year and use this work to inform their annual assurance 

opinion in their annual report. For 2013-14 they have rated the assurance 

level as adequate. The internal audit annual report will be available on the 

website under the Audit and Scrutiny Panel meeting papers for June 2014. 
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4.5 The work of the HMIC is also reported to the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

and the Force produce regular reports to the panel on the implementation of 

all audit and inspection recommendations. The Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

papers on the website include as a standing item a report on all audit and 

inspection report recommendations, which includes a tracker for their 

implementation.  

 

4.6 Internal Audit verifies the implementation of all audit and inspection 

recommendations in their follow-up audits during the year. The results of the 

follow-up audit are reported in the Internal Audit Progress Reports to the Audit 

and Scrutiny panel. 

 

4.7 Other assurance mechanisms include the Regional meeting of 

Commissioners and Chief Constables and the Police and Crime Panel. 

 

4.8 There are areas to monitor further, which include the development and 

delivery of the Forces efficiency savings, which form part of the HMIC 

inspection regime, under Valuing the Police.  

 

4.9 There will be further challenges and opportunities for partnership and 

community working for the Commissioner with the introduction of the Anti-

Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, particularly around the need 

to consult on Community Triggers and Community Remedies. 

 

4.10 Effectiveness of victims’ services will transfer to the Commissioner from 

October 2014. As an early adopter, the Commissioner has in place an 

Integrated Victims Services Programme Board to manage the interoperability 

and delivery of services to victims. 

 

4.11 The effectiveness of the Strategic Policing Requirement will be monitored by 

the use of a Strategic Toolkit produced by the College of Policing, and will 

form part of the assurance processes of the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel. 
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5. SIGNIFICANT GOVERNANCE ISSUES 

 

 

FINANCIAL CLIMATE 

 

5.1 This continues to dominate the public sector risk registers. The current 

Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) required up to 20% cuts in grant 

funding to 2014-15. Further cuts in the next CSR were announced on 26th 

June 2013. 

 

5.2 To date the Force has delivered savings on average of £10m per annum.  The 

Medium Term Plan sees this continuing up to 2020 at least. Savings of 

£12.7m have to be achieved in 2014-15. 

 

5.3 The Medium Term Financial Plan is approved by the Commissioner in 

February and is available on the website. It is updated during the year as 

significant changes emerge. These updates are also available on the website.  

 

5.4 There are further risks that could impact on the above estimates for example 

the impact of the Single Rate Pension from April 2016 this is likely to result in 

an additional cost of £3.5m in the budget. 

 

5.5 We are also limited in any other mitigation that we could take. Council Tax 

referendum limits are being set low and the freeze grant ceases in 2015-16.  

 

5.6 We are further impacted by the localisation of council tax – the billing 

authorities in response to the Governments limited delegation, have made 

decisions that have significantly reduced the tax base estimates and therefore 

the amount to be raised through the precept. Similarly any further change to 

Partners funding is likely to have an impact on the Police and Crime budget or 

service delivery. 

 

5.7 Whilst funding continues to reduce it is imperative that good governance 

structures and processes continue to operate in the OPCC and Force.  

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

5.8 During 2013-14, crime increased by 0.7% and ASB fell by 6.5% against an 

8% target. Over the two year period (2011-12 to 2013-14) crime has reduced 

11.4% and ASB 38.8% toward a 50% reduction target. 
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5.9 Details on performance and the improvements made are reported to the 

Strategic Resources and Performance meeting as a standing item on the 

agenda. Performance details are also provided in the Commissioners update 

report which is reported to the Police and Crime Panel and the Audit and 

Scrutiny Panel. These are also available on the website and Nottinghamshire 

County Councils website. The Commissioner has weekly bi-lateral meetings 

with the Chief Constable to review performance. 

 

5.10 The support of the Commissioner in increasing the numbers of officers and 

PCSO’s and working closely with partner organisations does mitigate this 

currently. However, as funding is restricted further it is probable that 

recruitment will be affected and risk mitigation reduced. 

 

 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

 

5.11 The Target Operating Model is developing a picture of what the Force will look 

like in 2020 as funding reduces year on year. One major change will be to the 

way of working and therefore the workforce mix and numbers of officers and 

staff will change. 

 

5.12 BME recruitment and retention to reflect the communities of Nottinghamshire 

will continue to be a cause for concern and the force positive action 

campaigns’ will continue to be reviewed. 

 

5.13 A contingent liability has been identified within the statement of accounts 

relating to the application of regulations A19 during 2011-12. The ruling is 

currently being appealed. 

 

 

STAGE 2 TRANSITION 

 

5.14 This will bring further changes to governance arrangements and will require 

changes to the existing Scheme of Delegation, financial regulations and all 

jointly owned policies. Work on this commenced in 2013-14 and is currently 

being finalised. 

 

5.15 A board of senior management had been in place to develop the transfer 

order for the Home Secretary and ensure a smooth transition. The Transfer 

Order has now been finalised and signed off by the Home Secretary. 
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 

 

5.16 The arrangements for information governance need to provide the assurance 

needed by the Commissioner. This particularly relates to the unauthorised use 

of force data and the need for information sharing protocols to be 

standardised for partner organisations. 

 

5.17 The Information Sharing Protocol between the Force and the Commissioner is 

being developed. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of responsibility 
 
Nottinghamshire Police is responsible for ensuring that its business is conducted in 
accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded 
and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively. The 
Force has the duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to make arrangements to 
secure continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised. 
 
In discharging this overall responsibility, Nottinghamshire Police is responsible for 
putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, facilitating the 
effective exercise of its functions, and which includes arrangements for the 
management of risk. 
 
The Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire Police and the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (PCC) for Nottinghamshire have approved and adopted a Joint Code 
of Corporate Governance, which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA/ 
SOLACE Framework ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government’. A copy of 
the Code of Governance can be obtained from the Nottinghamshire Office of Police 
and Crime Commissioner (NOPCC) website at www.nottinghamshire.pcc.police.uk.  
 
This Annual Governance Statement (the Statement) explains how Nottinghamshire 
Police has complied with the Code. The production of the Statement also complies 
with the Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011, regulation 4(3). 
 

1.2 The purpose of the governance framework 
 
The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, culture and 
values by which the Force is directed and controlled and its activities through which it 
accounts to, engages with and leads its communities. It enables the Force to monitor 
the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those objectives 
have led to the delivery of appropriate services and value for money. 
 
The system of internal control is a significant part of the framework and is designed 
to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot eliminate all risk of failure to achieve 
aims and objectives and can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute 
assurance to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the Force’s aims 
and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood and potential impact of those risks being 
realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.  
 
The systems, processes, cultures and values comprising Nottinghamshire Police’s 
governance framework, the key elements of which are described in the following 
sections of this document, are subject to regular review. 
 
The governance framework has been in place at Nottinghamshire Police from the 
year ended 31st March 2013 and will be up to the date of approval of the annual 
report and statement of accounts. 
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2.0 Annual Governance Statement 
 

2.1 Creating and implementing a vision for the local area 
 
Strategic planning  
In November 2012 all police forces in England and Wales, except London, elected 
their first Police and Crime Commissioner. One of the Commissioner’s key 
responsibilities was to issue a Police and Crime Plan to cover their period in office 
(2013-18), in which they make clear their priorities and the objectives they are setting 
for the Force. In addition, following a comprehensive strategic assessment carried 
out with the support of local community safety and criminal justice partners; the 
Commissioner has set a number of strategic themes. 
 
In April 2013 a Strategic Plan for 2013-18 was produced and implemented which 
makes clear how the strategies and plans of the Force will address the 
Commissioner’s priorities and support the achievement of the objectives in the Police 
and Crime Plan. It has been developed by the Chief Officer Team based on an 
understanding of what the Force does well, the areas where it can improve and how 
well equipped the Force is to meet future challenges.  
 
The Plan is built on strong foundations established over many years of working 
together with other police forces and law enforcement agencies, and in partnership 
with criminal justice agencies, local authorities and other organisations in the public, 
private and voluntary sectors. It takes into account the views of local people and 
partner agencies as well as analysis of available evidence, and utilising the vast 
amount of experience and expertise within the organisation so that the Force is 
confident it is addressing the right issues in the right way. 
 
To meet the challenges that lie ahead the Force has planned carefully how to use its 
resources, whilst retaining the flexibility to respond to new and emerging threats to 
the people and communities it serves.  
 
The strategic plan articulates Nottinghamshire Police’s vision to be the best 
performing police force in England and Wales. Clear, measurable aims have been 
set in terms of reduction of crime and antisocial behaviour, resource management 
and victim satisfaction, so the Force will know when this has been achieved. 

Delivery and monitoring  

A monthly Performance and Insight Pack is produced which reports against the 
strategic priority themes set out in the Police and Crime Plan, this includes 
performance against target as well as analysis of trends overtime. Additional insight 
is also given for those measures which are deemed to be experiencing performance 
that is of concern to the Force. 
 
The Performance and Insight Pack is received by senior managers throughout the 
Force and is reported to the Joint Local Policing and Operational Support Board and 
the Corporate Services Board on a monthly basis. It is also presented to the Office of 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) Strategic Resources and Performance 
Meeting to inform the OPCC of the key performance headlines for the Force. The 
minutes of this meeting, along with the Pack, are made available on the OPCC 
website so they are accessible to members of the public. 
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2.2 Working together to achieve a common purpose with clearly defined 
functions and roles 

Scheme of delegation 

The Force is subject to the OPCC’s Scheme of Delegation, which details the 
functions delegated to the Chief Executive, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of the 
PCC the Assistant Chief Officer (ACO) Resources of the Force and the Head of 
Legal Services. The Force will develop its own Scheme of Delegation during 2014/15 
to break down the accountabilities further for the organisation. 
  
The Scheme enables the OPCC and the Force to function in an efficient and effective 
manner. It sets out the extent to which the PCC has delegated decisions to the Chief 
Constable, Chief Executive and CFO that are the statutory responsibility of the PCC.  
  
The role of the Chief Financial Officer 
The ACO has a statutory responsibility to carry out the functions of the CFO as set 
out in the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, Section 114 of the Local 
Government Act 2011 1988 and the CIPFA Statement on the Role of the Chief 
Finance Officer. In carrying out the role of the CFO, the ACO ensures that the 
financial affairs of the Force are properly administered having regard to probity, 
legality and appropriate standards.  
 
As a key member of the leadership team, they help to develop and implement 
strategy and resource, and deliver the PCC’s strategic objectives sustainably and in 
the public interest. They are actively involved in and able to bring influence to bear 
on, all material business decisions (subject to the operational responsibilities of the 
Chief Constable) to ensure immediate and longer term implications, opportunities 
and risks are fully considered, and aligned with the financial strategy. They lead and 
encourage the promotion and delivery of good financial management so that public 
money is safeguarded at all times and used appropriately, economically, efficiently 
and effectively.  
 
The requirements for the role of the Chief Constable’s CFO, along with Section 151 
Officer responsibilities, are formally documented in the ACO’s job description. 

The role of the Head of Internal Audit 

In compliance with CIPFA guidance, the OPCC and the Force have appointed a 
Head of Internal Audit. This role is contracted out to Baker Tilly, they are responsible 
for the organisation’s internal audit service, on behalf of the CFO, including drawing 
up the internal audit strategy and annual plan and giving the internal annual audit 
opinion. 

Policing Protocol 

The Force is compliant with the Policing Protocol, which was issued in accordance 
with the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and sets out how the 
functions of the PCC, Chief Constable and Police and Crime Panel will be exercised 
in relation to each other.  
 
The Protocol intends to encourage an effective working relationship and mutual 
understanding of, and respect for, each party’s statutory functions will serve to 
enhance policing for local communities. 

Financial regulations 

The Force is governed by the OPCC’s Financial Regulations, which detail the 
working financial relationship between the Commissioner and the Chief Constable 
and their respective Chief Financial Officers. They are part of the overall regulatory 
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and governance framework that includes the policing protocol, codes of conduct, 
scheme of consent and scheme of delegation.  
 
The Chief Constable has day to day responsibility for financial management of the 
Force within the framework of the agreed budget allocation and levels of 
authorisation issued by the Commissioner. However, these duties are delegated to 
the ACO Resources as the Chief Constable’s Chief Financial Officer.  
 
The ACO Resources is responsible for ensuring that the financial affairs of the Force 
are properly administered and that the financial regulations are observed and kept up 
to date. The ACO is also responsible for providing assurance to the Chief Constable, 
the Commissioner and the external auditor of any unlawful or potentially unlawful 
expenditure by the Chief Constable or officers of the Chief Constable. They will also 
advise the Chief Constable on VFM in relation to all aspects of the Force’s 
expenditure and the soundness of the budget. 
 
The Commissioner, Chief Constable and all employees have a duty to abide by the 
highest standards of honesty, integrity and transparency in dealing with financial 
issues. This is facilitated by ensuring everyone is clear about the standards to which 
they are working and the controls that are in place to ensure that these standards are 
met. 
 
All Divisional and Departmental Heads have formally acknowledged their 
responsibilities in accordance with the Force and the OPCC’s Financial Regulations. 
There are no significant issues to be reported and no instances of non-compliance to 
be reported. 
 
An annual audit against the key financial controls is conducted by the Force’s internal 
auditors; the latest audit rated the Force’s arrangements as ‘substantial’. 

Contract standing orders 

The East Midlands Strategic Commercial Unit (EMSCU) drafted Contract Procedure 
Rules and Standing Orders (the Orders) in 2013/14. The document updates the 
standing orders and also reflects how EMSCU manage strategic procurements 
across all three partner forces, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Northamptonshire. It 
is intended as a guide for suppliers and staff to help those engaged in buying and 
providing goods and services. 
 
The Orders set out the Business Code of Conduct for the NOPCC and the Force to 
advise on the minimum standards expected of all staff to ensure fairness and 
consistency of approach in line with sound commercial practice. 
 
The document includes procurement policy and procedures, the aim of which are to 
ensure that the supply of goods, services and works are procured in accordance with 
relevant legislation and in the most cost effective manner. They also aim to ensure 
that procurement activity is undertaken in a fair, transparent and consistent manner, 
ensuring the highest standards of probity and accountability. Procedures define the 
minimum processes expected of staff engaged in the procurement of goods, services 
and works on behalf of the NOPCC and NP. 
 
Agreement from all three forces is still being finalised, once formally approved these 
will be published on the OPCC website. 

Partnership working  

The Force is committed to working in partnership to deliver its priorities. By working 
with other organisations and agencies the Force can provide the very best service to 
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its communities. It is essential that working in partnership with others is underpinned 
by a common vision that is understood and agreed by all parties. 
 
The City of Nottingham’s ‘Plan 2020’ sets out a clear ten year strategy with a shared 
vision, strategic priorities and cross-cutting aims, which all partners, including the 
Force will contribute to. The delivery of the strategy is governed by the One 
Nottingham Board which brings together the leaders of key public sector 
organisations and stakeholders across Nottingham City with the overriding purpose 
of promoting and ensuring the delivery of the 2020 Vision and Sustainable 
Community Strategy. The One Nottingham Executive Group is responsible for driving 
and managing the delivery of the strategy, and the medium term action plan around 
delivery of the wider strategy.  
 
Each strategic priority is owned by a theme partnership, which is accountable to the 
One Nottingham Executive Group. Strategic Priority Five ‘Safer Nottingham’ is led by 
the Crime and Drugs Partnership, of which the Nottinghamshire Police City Division 
is a key member. 
  
One Nottingham produces an annual report in June, which reports on progress 
toward headline indicators set under each priority.  
 
In the County, strategic partnerships are underpinned by a common vision and 
objectives, which are documented in the terms of reference for the Safer 
Nottinghamshire Board (SNB). 
 
The SNB is responsible for setting strategic direction for community safety and 
substance misuse, ensuring the effective delivery of the Nottinghamshire Community 
Safety Strategy, supporting the statutory local Community Safety Partnerships 
(CSPs) to deliver their community safety strategies and ensuring effective 
performance management arrangements are in place.  
 
The four statutory CSPs are responsible for the delivery of local community safety 
strategies and action plans. The SNB Delivery Groups support the SNB and CSPs to 
implement the community safety strategies. 
 
The SNB’s Performance Group is tasked to provide a summary of performance to the 
Board at each meeting together with exception reports around areas of poor 
performance or areas of concern in order that the Board is then able to take key 
decisions. 
 
The Force’s internal auditors, Baker Tilly, undertook an audit of Partnership 
Governance Arrangements in July 2012. The review highlighted some weaknesses in 
the controls and arrangements associated with the identification and monitoring of 
partnership activity. 
 
It was identified that a corporate Partnership Working Policy should be developed 
and implemented in order to outline the key controls and arrangements to be 
followed establishing a partnership agreement at the beginning of a partnership and 
for monitoring partnership activity throughout the life of the partnership. This should 
include the requirement for consistent risk and financial management, documenting 
the vision and purpose of the partnership, roles and responsibilities of partnership 
members and dispute resolution. 
 
The final audit report also recommended that a central partnership register should be 
established to ensure that the PCC and the Chief Officer Team are aware of exactly 
what partnerships are operating to enable them to proactively challenge the 
partnerships progress against its objectives and ensure the continued benefit of the 
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Force’s involvement. This register has now been produced and will be reported on in 
line with the Force Partnership Working Policy, once it is established. 
 
Finally, it was recommended that the Force establish a consistent statement of 
funding sources and proper financial administration around partnership working, this 
has now been implemented. 
 
These recommendations have been captured and are being monitored through the 
Force Action Plan. Progress is reported to the Joint Local Policing and Operational 
Support Board, which is chaired jointly by the ACC, Local Policing, and the ACC, 
Crime Justice and Protective Services, on a monthly basis.  

Collaboration  

Collaborative opportunities are increasingly being explored and arrangements put in 
place within the region in order to maintain and improve service delivery whilst 
delivering significant cost savings. 
 
The East Midlands Collaboration Programme (EMPCP) manages projects on behalf 
of East Midland’s forces. It has four portfolio areas, Specialist Crime, Operational 
Support, Specialist Operations and Resources, each headed by one of the region’s 
Chief Constables and delivered by the EMPCP team. 
 
The Commissioners for each Force area are responsible for monitoring from a 
governance perspective the effectiveness and efficiency of the collaboration and 
considering ways in which the functions could be exercised to improve their 
effectiveness and efficiency. The Chief Constables for each force are responsible for 
the determination of the strategic operational direction and for monitoring the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the collaboration from a direction and control 
perspective. 
 
Each collaboration requires an agreement pursuant to Section 22a of the Police Act 
1996 as amended by the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. The 
agreement sets out the relationship between the parties entering into the agreement, 
the governance and accountability arrangements, roles and responsibilities, dispute 
resolution and financial contribution. 
 
Assurance regarding collaborative arrangements has recently been sought from both 
the Force’s internal auditors and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC). 
The results of these reviews are monitored through the appropriate Boards. 
 
 
URN* Identified improvement actions: 
2.2.1 Establish where Information Sharing Agreements need to be reviewed in 

respect of partnership working, update as appropriate and communicate 
to relevant stakeholders. 

2.2.2 Once agreed publish the updated Contract Procedure Rules and 
Standing Orders on the OPCC website. 

2.2.3 Develop and publish an Internal Scheme of Delegation to set out levels of 
authorisation for senior managers in the Force. 

2.2.4 Develop and implement a Partnership Working Policy. 
*Unique Reference Number. 
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2.3 Demonstrating the values of good governance through upholding high 
standards of conduct and behaviour 

Our Values  

The PROUD values were introduced to the Force in 2012. The values, to be 
professional, have respect of all, working as one team, having utmost honesty and 
integrity and by doing it differently; define what unites all officers and staff in 
delivering policing services within Nottinghamshire. 
 
The Force values have been communicated widely to all staff through the Policing 
Plan, the Force intranet and via interactive briefings, which all officers and staff have 
taken part in. The values have also been integrated into the new PDR process. 
Officers and staff are asked to provide evidence on how they have actively 
demonstrated support for the Force’s Values.  Evidence of commitment must also be 
demonstrated during the recruitment and promotion process. 

Standards of conduct 

Standards of conduct and personal behaviour expected of all police officers and 
police staff have been communicated formally through the Police Conduct 
Regulations 2012, and the Police Staff Misconduct Policy and Procedure. The latter 
was issued in 2012 to provide a clear and transparent framework to communicate to 
police staff employees what is expected of them and the likely consequence of failure 
in meeting those standards.  
 
A National Code of Ethics for Policing in England and Wales was circulated for 
consultation in 2013/14. It sets out nine policing principles and ten standards of 
professional behaviour and emphasising what good policing should look like and how 
ethical officers and staff should behave. To support this, the Force published a code 
of conduct which aimed to give greater clarity around the expected standards of 
behaviour of Officers and Staff in maintaining professional boundaries with victims, 
witnesses and offenders. This was published on both the Force intranet and the 
Force website. 
 
Professional Standards have an effective standards monitoring process in place. 
Standards are governed by the Professional Standards and Integrity Board, which is 
chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable and takes place on a bi-monthly basis. The 
remit of the meeting is to oversee integrity and monitor standards of conduct and 
behaviour within the Force, ensuring that they are in line with Force values and have 
a positive impact of reputation and public confidence. It forms an integral part of the 
Force’s internal governance arrangements by bringing together members of the 
Professional Standards and HR senior management teams to review matters of 
performance relating to conduct.  
 
A report on IPCC investigations is presented at the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel on 
a bi-annual basis. The purpose of the report is to inform the PCC in respect of how 
many cases the Force has referred to the Independent Police Complaints 
Commission (IPCC) during a specified period. Also, it details any outcomes and 
recommendations the IPCC has referred back to the Force during this period, and 
other learning identified. The Panel is made up of five independent members, 
members of the public are also able to attend and minutes of the meeting are made 
available via the OPCC website. 
 
The Force has a Professional Standards Reporting Procedure in place. The purpose 
of the procedure is to set out the ways in which individuals within Nottinghamshire 
Police can report breaches of professional standards in a supportive and confidential 
environment. Incidents can be reported via a confidential telephone line, through 
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Integrity Messenger, which is a confidential IT reporting facility, or direct to line 
management.  

Managing complaints 

There are effective, transparent and accessible mechanisms for managing 
complaints in Force, which are managed in accordance with statutory guidance 
provided by the IPCC which was revised as a result of the Police Reform and Social 
Responsibility Act 2011.  
 
All complainants receive regular updates and reports in respect of investigations 
taking place, in line with statutory guidance. Furthermore, once complaints have 
been investigated complainants are surveyed to ensure they are satisfied with the 
service they have received and the resolution reached. 
 
Any complaints which may indicate a failure in service delivery are fed into the 
Service Improvement Plan, which is governed by the Professional Standards and 
Integrity Board. The process is subject to continual review and improvement. 
 
Lessons learned as a result of complaints which are investigated by the Independent 
Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) and Nottinghamshire Police are outlined and 
accompanied with resulting guidance on the Professional Standards intranet page. 
 
To provide internal assurance, a Performance and Insight Report, monitoring the 
complaints process, is produced on a monthly basis. This report provides statistical 
data and analysis on public complaints and allegations recorded by Division or 
Department. 
 
A Complaints Assurance Report is also produced by the OPCC to provide the PCC 
with assurance that complaints are being managed in accordance with IPCC 
statutory guidance. Recommendations are reported to the Strategic Resources and 
Performance Meeting, which is chaired by the PCC, on a bi-annual basis. The 
minutes of this meeting are made available to the public on the OPCC website. 
 
The Force also receives nationally comparative statistical data from the IPCC in 
respect of public complaints, on a quarterly basis. 

Conflicts of interest 

The Force has a Business Interests and Additional Employment for Police Officers 
and Police Staff Procedure which was revised in 2012 due to the publication of 
revised guidance from the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) following the 
HMIC Integrity Review ‘Without fear or favour’, The guidance outlines the 
recommended approach to the management of business interests and additional 
occupation for those working in the Police Service of England and Wales. It is 
intended to provide consistency of application and enable appropriate decisions to be 
taken to ensure the reputation of the Police Service and the health, safety and 
wellbeing of members of staff.  
 
A Register of Interests is published on the Force website; any changes are reported 
on a monthly basis to the Professional Standards and Integrity Board.   
 
The Notifiable Associations for Police Personnel Procedure was also reviewed in 
2012 following the HMIC Integrity Review. It provides guidance to all personnel as to 
what could be interpreted as a ‘notifiable association’. Furthermore, it identifies the 
procedures that should be followed should police personnel consider themselves the 
subject of, or suspect another member of staff to have, a notifiable association. This 
is available on the Force intranet and website.  
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An ‘Integrity Healthcheck’ is being introduced for all Officers and Staff in 2014/15 as 
part of the annual PDR process. Individuals will be reminded of their obligations in 
respect of Force policy regarding notifiable associations, gifts and hospitality, 
business interests and debt management, 

Gifts and hospitality 

The Gifts, Gratuities and Hospitality Procedure provides both officers and staff with 
an ethical framework in which to determine the boundaries of acceptability around 
gifts, gratuities and hospitality. This was last reviewed in October 2012 following the 
issuing of ACPO guidance. 
 
A register of gifts, gratuities and hospitality is maintained by the Professional 
Standards Department, it is published annually on the Force website. 
 
Information assurance 
Information assurance (IA) is governed through the Force Information Assurance 
Board, chaired by the DCC as the Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO). The role of 
the Board is to manage the effectiveness of Information Assurance arrangements to 
ensure that information held, processed and accessed by members of the Force and 
our stakeholders is kept secure in order to ensure confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information. 
 
An annual information assurance assessment takes place against the Information 
Assurance Maturity Model (IAMM). An IA Task and Finish Group has been set up to 
look at the requirements of the IAMM in order to carry out a gap analysis of how the 
Force currently operates in relation to the requirements of the model. This group is 
responsible for implementing and developing areas of information assurance, 
reporting to the Force Information Assurance Board (FIAB) quarterly. 
 
An Information Risk Management Group was recently commissioned by the SIRO for 
the management of strategic information risks on behalf of the Force Information 
Assurance Board (FIAB). The role of the group will be to provide assurance to the 
FIAB as to how effectively information risks are being managed at project, division / 
department and Force level and to manage the implementation of the Information 
Risk Management Strategy. 
 
All users of Force systems are aware of their roles and responsibilities with regard to 
ensuring they handle and process police information in compliance with the Force’s 
Information Assurance Framework, and have a duty to report instances of non-
compliance to their line managers. The majority of staff have completed an e-learning 
course on Information Assurance. This is a mandatory exercise which all Officers and 
Staff will be required to complete during 2014/15. 
 
Each information asset or system in Force has an Information Asset Owner whose 
role it is to understand what information is held, what is added and what is removed, 
how information is moved, who has access and why. Training was conducted by the 
Information Management Officer in 2013/14 for Information Asset Owners and their 
delegates to ensure they fully understood their role and responsibilities.  
 
Nottinghamshire Police as a public authority have a legal responsibility to respond to 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Data Protection Subject Access Requests 
(DP SARs) within legislative deadlines, which are monitored and governed by the 
Information Commissioner’s Office. These requests are processed and completed by 
the Information Management Team within Business and Finance. An annual report is 
presented to the OPCC’s Audit and Scrutiny Panel to provide the Panel with data on 
legislative compliance with the FOIA and DP SARs. This data is also presented at 
the FIAB quarterly. 
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Information sharing 
The Force has a number of Information Sharing Agreements (ISAs) in place with 
partners and other agencies to define the arrangements for processing data between 
the two bodies in order to offer clarity on when and how information can be shared 
legally and professionally, in order to achieve intended outcomes. All ISAs are 
formally approved by the SIRO.  
 
In order to ensure all ISAs are fit for purpose they will be reviewed during 2014/15. A 
mechanism will also be put in place to ensure they are reviewed on an annual basis 
going forward. 
 
Information security 
The Force’s Information Security Policy is owned by Professional Standards, it was 
last updated in October 2013. The aims of the policy are to ensure that information 
held, processed and accessed is kept secure in order to ensure confidentiality, 
integrity and availability at all times. 
 
The policy extends and applies to all Nottinghamshire Police owned information 
systems and assets, which hold both manual and electronic information, irrespective 
of their physical location. The policy also applies to all police officers, police staff and 
partners, agents and other approved persons working for or with the Police. 
 
The Force recognises the need to ensure security for its areas of responsibility and is 
committed to managing information and information assets appropriately. This is 
achieved by maintaining appropriate security standards, specifically in relation to the 
HMG Security Policy Framework.  
 
The Force maintains compliance with ACPO Information Systems Security Policy 
and the HMG Information Assurance Maturity Model (IAMM). A gap analysis has 
been conducted against the IAMM and an Information Assurance Improvement Plan 
developed.  
 
The Information Assurance Improvement Plan incorporates all improvement 
opportunities for Information Assurance, including those identified by the Information 
Commissioner, from a gap analysis against the ISO 27001 and the IAMM framework. 
 
The results of the improvement plan are monitored by the ACO Resources and 
reported on a quarterly basis to the Force Information Assurance Board, which is 
chaired by the DCC who is the Force SIRO. The Board has direct responsibility for 
maintaining Information Security Policy and Procedures, for their implementation and 
providing advice. 

 
The Force will engage with the National Accreditors and maintain a current certificate 
of accreditation to relevant National Systems at all times. 
 
Information assurance audit 
The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) conducted an audit of the Force’s data 
protection compliance arrangements in October 2013. The purpose of the audit was 
to provide the Information Commissioner and the Force with independent assurance 
of the extent to which the Force is complying with the Data Protection Act. It focussed 
specifically on the security of personal data, data sharing and requests for personal 
data.  
 
The overall conclusion was that there was a limited level of assurance that processes 
and procedures are in place and delivering data protection compliance. In order to 
enhance existing processes to facilitate compliance a number of recommendations 
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were made which have formed part of the Force’s Information Assurance 
Improvement Plan.  
 
 
 
URN Identified improvement actions: 
2.3.1 Ensure all Officers and Staff complete the Information Assurance NCALT 

exercise. 
2.3.2 Introduce a process for updating the Information Asset Register 

periodically. 
2.3.3 Put mechanisms in place to ensure ISAs are reviewed on an annual basis. 

 
 

2.4 Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to 
effective scrutiny and managing risk 

Governance structure 

The Force Executive Board is the Force’s primary decision making forum, its purpose 
is to direct, set and oversee the strategic development of the Force. It sets the Force 
strategy, agrees and sets the Force priorities and monitors performance and risk 
against the Force Strategic Plan. The Force Executive Board is attended by all the 
Chief Officers and is the forum in which all key decisions are made, such as 
expenditure, subject to the PCC’s Scheme of Delegation. 
 
Both the Assistant Chief Constables and the ACO Resources chair meetings to 
manage activity, performance and risk within their respective portfolio. The progress 
of projects under each portfolio are monitored and any arising risks are managed 
accordingly. The Boards also review and approve business cases, project scopes, 
initiation documents, and actions arising from audit and inspection. The Boards are 
also the primary forum for managing the performance of the portfolio. 
 
The Transformation Board was introduced to the governance structure in 2013/14, 
the purpose of which is to govern transformational activity to ensure the Force will 
meet its future performance and financial challenges.  
 
The meeting structure, terms of reference and work plans are reviewed regularly to 
ensure effective governance and monitoring, real accountability to stakeholders and 
value for money.  

Decision making 

The Business and Finance department are responsible for implementing 
mechanisms to ensure all appropriate considerations are made when making a key 
decision, for example when writing business cases, scopes, project initiation 
documents, policies,  procedures and strategy. Guidance is provided by Business 
Partners, the Programme Management Office and the Planning and Policy Team. 
 
Decision making is recorded as part of minutes, action plans and decision logs; 
however there is no consistent process for recording decisions at corporate 
meetings. This has been identified as an area for improvement for 2014/15 along 
with the requirement to publish decisions on the intranet to ensure transparency and 
accountability.  
 
Additionally it is a requirement of the ICO Publication Scheme that the Force publish 
how key decisions are made on the external website. This should take the form of 
minutes of key Force meetings, such as the Force Executive Board. This is not 
currently done and has also been identified as an area for improvement for 2014/15.  
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Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

In accordance with the Financial Management Code of Practice for the police 
service, issued by the Home Office, the PCC and the Chief Constable established a 
Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel (the Panel) in 2013. The role of the Panel is to advise 
the PCC and Chief Constable on the adequacy of the corporate governance and risk 
management arrangements in place and the associated control environment, 
advising according to good governance principles and proper practices.  
 
The Panel also assist the Commissioner and the Chief Constable in fulfilling their 
responsibility for ensuring Value for Money and they oversee an annual programme 
of scrutiny of key areas of policing activity on behalf of the Commissioner. 
 
The Panel meets four times a year and consists of five independent members. The 
terms of reference for the Panel, meeting agendas, minutes and associated reports 
are published on the OPCC’s website in the interests of transparency and 
accountability. 

Risk management 

The Force and the Office of the PCC have agreed a joint Corporate Risk 
Management Policy and Procedure which specify roles, responsibilities and 
processes to be followed. Assurance that the Policy and Procedure are being 
implemented and are effective has been provided to the Corporate Governance 
Board, Force Executive Board and Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel through 6-monthly 
strategic risk reports prepared by the risk practitioner within the Business and 
Finance department. Both documents have also been communicated to all divisional 
commanders and heads of department and are available on the Force intranet.  
 
During the second half of 2013/14 the Policy has been reviewed against the Office of 
Government Commerce (OGC) Management of Risk (M_o_R) standard and is 
currently being updated, which will bring about changes to improve the consistency 
with which risk management is applied and its effectiveness as an aid to decision 
making. 
 
Risk identification and review were used during 2013/14 to inform assurance 
mapping, which is a valuable tool for determining gaps in assurance to inform a risk 
based internal audit and scrutiny schedule. They provide a ‘dashboard view’ for the 
Chief Officer Team and Joint Audit and Scrutiny Plan to enable them to assess at a 
glance where levels of assurance in key areas of the business are adequate or 
where further assurance may be required. 

Business Continuity 

Business Continuity Planning within Nottinghamshire Police is carried out in line with 
the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) five year Business Continuity 
Strategy, the Business Continuity Institute Good Practice Guidelines (to industry 
standard) and the International Standard for BCM. The strategic lead for BCM is the 
Deputy Chief Constable. 
 
The Force BC Lead Officer is responsible for directing and advising on BCM policy, 
strategy and process throughout the organisation. This includes ensuring effective 
business impact assessment, risk assessment, plan formulation, test, exercise and 
internal review. 
 
The Head of each Division and Department is the BC Plan Owner and has an 
appointed Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for BCM, responsible for the production of 
BC plans, communication at all levels from management teams to officers and staff 
and ensuring all plans are subject to test exercise and review.  
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Divisions and Departments carry out Business Impact Assessments (BIA) on all 
functions and activities within their area of operation and from this, identify the critical 
activities that must be maintained, as far as is possible, during any disruption to 
normal business. Once identified, critical activities are subject to risk assessment, 
and recovery strategies identified and put in place to maintained and/or recover those 
activities during disruption. When completed, the above information is used to inform 
and direct production of the Business Continuity Plan (BCP). 
 
All BC plans are subject to annual review, and will be exercised in line with the Force 
BC test and exercise programme. Following de-brief of any text or exercise, a report 
is completed and, if required, BC plans are reviewed and updated. 
 
BC is governed in the Force through a quarterly Business Continuity Forum, which is 
chaired by the BC Lead Officer, and is attended by the SPOCs for each division and 
department. The Force Executive Board and Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel of the 
OPCC receive an Annual Business Continuity Assurance Report to ensure that BC is 
adequately managed. 

Internal audit 

The Commissioner and Force employ Baker Tilly, an independent provider of 
accountancy and business services, as its internal auditors. The primary role of 
internal audit is to give assurance to the Commissioner and Chief Constable, on the 
effectiveness of the controls in place to manage risks.   
 
The Force’s risk based internal audit plan is agreed and presented to the Panel 
before the start of the new financial year. The plan is informed by an assurance 
mapping process which highlights key policy areas lacking assurance.  
 
Progress against the audit plan is formally reported on by Baker Tilly on an annual 
basis. In addition, a representative from the internal auditors meets with the ACO 
Resources on a quarterly basis to discuss internal audit progress and highlight any 
risks or opportunities for improvement. 

External audit 

The Force’s external auditors, KPMG LLP, audit the Commissioner’s and Chief 
Constable’s financial statements, Annual Governance Statement and performance 
management arrangements, as well as undertaking a number of thematic based 
reviews.  
 
The External Audit Annual Letter is presented at the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel 
as the final part of compliance with the Accounts and Audit Regulations for closure of 
the accounts. 
The report summarises the key findings form the annual audit of the OPCC and the 
Chief Constable, its intention is also to communicate any issues to key external 
stakeholders, including members of the public. This includes a comment on the 
OPCC and Force’s value for money (VFM) profile. There were no matters to report in 
the 2012/13 Annual Audit Letter, in respect of VFM. 
 
External inspection 
HMIC inspects and reports on the efficiency and effectiveness of police forces and 
specified national police agencies. Its overall objective is to provide, in the public 
interest, independent, professional assessments of police efficiency and 
effectiveness for the public, their elected representatives and the police. 
 
In addition, the criminal justice inspectorates of Constabulary, Crown Prosecution 
Service (CPS), Prisons, and Probation, also carry out regular evaluations in 
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partnership, as part of the Criminal Justice Joint Inspections (CJJI) programme and 
alongside other national inspectorates such as Ofsted. 

Legislative monitoring and compliance  

Legislative change in relation to crime and justice policy is monitored continually by 
the Force and reported on monthly. The Horizon Summary report is made available 
on the Force intranet and is sent directly to divisional and departmental heads for 
their information and action where necessary. Changes in legislation and statutory 
guidance are also communicated directly to senior management from professional 
bodies such as ACPO, CIPFA and the IPCC.  
 
Where there is a risk that we may be in breach of our legislative obligations this will 
be recorded on the Force risk register and managed according to the Corporate Risk 
Management Policy and Procedure. 
 
In the future, Force intend to develop the Horizon Summary report further to link in 
with the business planning process to ensure risks and opportunities are properly 
explored and taken forward. 
  
URN Identified improvement actions: 
2.4.1 Review the way in which actions and decisions are recorded and ensure 

they are published in line with the ICO Model Publication Scheme. 
2.4.2 Embed the revised Corporate Risk Management Policy and Procedure. 
2.4.3 Develop the Horizon Scanning Report further to link in with the business 

planning process. 
 
 
2.5 Developing the capacity and capability of the Force to be effective 

Learning and development 

Learning and development is delivered collaboratively by EMCHRIS. Each of the four 
forces within the collaboration hold quarterly Training Priority Panels which set the 
learning and development priorities for each Force, this is chaired by the DCC in 
Nottinghamshire. Training priorities are based on consideration of risk and 
forthcoming legislative changes; they are informed by both emerging national issues, 
such as ASB and Cyber Crime, and local priorities.  
 
The learning and development priorities are presented in a report to the OPCC’s 
Strategic Resources and Performance Meeting to provide an overview and 
accompanying Training Plan for the year.  
 
Individual training needs are assessed as part of the PDR process. HR People 
Meetings are also held on divisions to assess the training needs of operational staff 
and HR Partners attend Senior Management Team departmental meetings to ensure 
training is kept up to date for staff across the rest of the Force. 
 
All Officers and Staff are required to complete mandatory e-learning packages from 
the National Centre for Applied Learning Techniques (NCALT) on topics such as 
Health and Safety, Information Assurance and CETIS, which provides them with an 
understanding of a range of legislation relating to the access and use of information 
and data held by the Force. 
 
The Force’s formal induction process is currently being reviewed and updated to 
ensure officers and staff are fully supported and given all the information required to 
carry out their roles effectively. This will include a pre employment information pack 
around the Force, a structured induction process and mentoring guidelines. Line 
managers will also have the opportunity to input information tailored to the 
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individual’s role and their specific department or function. To support this, a three 
session mandatory training package will be run by Learning and Development 
covering areas such as the PROUD values, the PDR process and equality and 
diversity. 
 
A Talent Management and Succession Planning Strategy is currently being 
developed by the Force, along with a draft Talent Management Framework, however 
there is still some work required to develop the processes, practices, learning 
interventions and communications plan to support this.  
 
 
URN Identified improvement actions: 
2.5.1 Develop and implement a Talent Management and Succession Planning 

Strategy. 
2.5.2 Review, update and embed the formal induction process. 

 
 

2.6 Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust 
public accountability 

Community engagement and consultation 

During 2013/14 the Force developed and published a Public Engagement Strategy to 
ensure that engagement with the public contributes positively to the Force and 
Commissioner’s priorities, and enhances the public’s perception of Nottinghamshire 
Police. Effective engagement is directly linked to the Force’s objectives as set out in 
the Police and Crime Plan 2013-18. 
 
At a universal level engagement takes place through social media platforms, 
including Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, the Force website, which provides local 
updates for each Neighbourhood Policing Team (NPT) area along with priorities, 
contact details and details of engagement events. The Neighbourhood Priority 
Survey was introduced as part of a commitment to creating safer neighbourhoods; it 
allows individuals in the community to influence how their area is policed by 
completing a short survey which is available on the Force website. 
 
The Force has developed a robust structure of strategic and local Independent 
Advisory Groups (IAGs) which represent different community groups across the 
whole of the city and county. They provide an invaluable service to Nottinghamshire 
Police in three core areas; critical incidents, building trust and confidence and 
advising on strategies, policies and procedures. 
 
The Neighbourhood Alert electronic communication system is designed to help 
members of the public communicate with their local Neighbourhood Policing Team 
and their local Neighbourhood Watch coordinator. The system can be used to report 
information about suspicious behaviour and antisocial behaviour and to allow users 
to be sent information about crime trends in their area and community safety and 
crime reduction advice. The aim is to provide up-to-date information direct to 
registered members to support two-way communication between members of the 
public, Nottinghamshire Police and Neighbourhood Watch, in order to reduce crime. 
 
Victims of crime are, at initial contact, provided with information about what service 
they can expect. Track My Crime was also launched in 2013/14, which is an online 
service for victims of crime allowing them to track the investigation of a crime at a 
time that is convenient to them. Victim satisfaction is reported as part of the 
Performance and Insight Pack to the OPCC’s Strategic Resources and Performance 
Meeting on a bi-monthly basis, the minutes of this meeting, along with the report are 
published on the Commissioner’s website. 
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Workforce engagement and consultation 

The Staff Perception Survey gives employees of Nottinghamshire Police an 
opportunity to help shape the future of the Force on matters such as values and 
behaviours, leadership, motivation and morale. 
 
The Force has a statutory obligation to formally consult with employees regarding 
terms and conditions, workforce change and health and safety. Where a statutory 
obligation is not present the Force has a duty to consult and when doing so it should 
be in the proper manner. The arrangements for consultation with staff are being 
reviewed and will be addressed as part of the Policy Development Framework. 
 
There is a Trade Union Recognition Agreement in place to ensure the Force formally 
recognises trade unions, which represent members’ interests. The Force will consult 
with them when proposing changes in pay and conditions which are not nationally 
determined and matters such as disciplinary procedures. Relevant issues, which 
impact on the Police Staff Associations, on which there is to be consultation will be 
brought to the Joint Negotiating and Staff Consultative Committee for Police and 
Support Staff Associations, chaired by the Chief Constable. A Memorandum of 
Understanding for Diversity and Support Associations is currently being updated. 
 
URN Identified improvement actions: 
2.6.1 Review the arrangements for consultation with staff as part of the Policy 

Development Framework. 
 

3.0 Review of effectiveness 
 

Nottinghamshire Police has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review 
of the effectiveness of its governance framework including the system of internal 
control. The review of effectiveness is informed by the work of the Chief Officer 
Team, the Heads of Divisions and Departments and other senior managers within the 
Force who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the 
governance environment. It is also informed by the reports of our internal and 
external auditors and other review agencies and inspectorates. 
 
The review is made robust by obtaining assurance through the process of interviews 
with the Heads of Divisions and Departments and their senior management teams. 
Each Chief Officer and Divisional and Departmental Head has provided a 
comprehensive, signed Statement of Assurance which comments on their 
compliance with the Force’s governance framework during 2013/14. Potential areas 
for improvement where there are weaknesses in either controls or assurances have 
also been identified for 2014/15.  
 
We have been advised on the implications of the result of the review of effectiveness 
of the governance framework by the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel, and that the 
arrangements continue to be regarded as fit for purpose in accordance with the 
governance framework. The areas to be specifically addressed with new actions are 
planned and outlined below. 
 
The results of this review will be delivered through the Force business planning 
process and governed by the ACC and ACO Boards. Reporting will also take place 
annually to the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel alongside the external auditor’s report, 
which will set out their opinions in relation to accounts, governance and performance. 
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4.0 Significant governance issues 
 

The review process to support the production of the Annual Governance Statement 
in 2014/15 identified the following significant governance issues. These have been 
agreed with the respective Divisional and Departmental Heads to address 
weaknesses identified in the Force’s systems of internal control. These issues are 
significant in that they cover a large proportion of the organisation’s activities and/ or 
are key risk controls and therefore require a corporate solution. 
  
URN Action  
2.2.1 Establish where Information Sharing Agreements need to be reviewed in 

respect of partnership working, update as appropriate and communicate to 
relevant stakeholders. 

2.2.2 Once agreed publish the updated Contract Procedure Rules and Standing 
Orders on the OPCC website. 

2.2.3 Develop and publish an Internal Scheme of Delegation to set out levels of 
authorisation for senior managers in the Force. 

2.2.4 Develop and implement a Partnership Working Policy. 
2.3.1 Ensure all Officers and Staff complete the Information Assurance NCALT 

exercise. 
2.3.2 Introduce a process for updating the Information Asset Register 

periodically. 
2.3.3 Put mechanisms in place to ensure ISAs are reviewed on an annual basis. 
2.4.1 Review the way in which actions and decisions are recorded and ensure 

they are published in line with the ICO Model Publication Scheme. 
2.4.2 Embed the revised Corporate Risk Management Policy and Procedure. 
2.4.3 Develop the Horizon Scanning Report further to link in with the business 

planning process. 
2.5.1 Develop and implement a Talent Management and Succession Planning 

Strategy. 
2.5.2 Review, update and embed the formal induction process. 
2.6.1 Review the arrangements for consultation with staff as part of the Policy 

Development Framework. 
 
Please see ‘Appendix One’ to this Statement for a summary of the improvement 
actions identified in the Force’s 2012/13 Statement. 
 
 
 
We propose over the coming year to take steps to address the above matters to 
further enhance our governance arrangements. We are satisfied that these steps will 
address the need for improvements that were identified in our review of effectiveness 
and will monitor their implementation as part of our next annual review. 
 
 

Signed _   Signed__  
 

Chris Eyre,     Margaret Monckton, 
Chief Constable    ACO Resources (CFO) 
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Appendix One: Summary of identified governance issues for 2012/13 
 

Assurance 
area 

Action Update* 
 

*Correct as of June 2014. 

Risk 
management 

Implement the regular use of 
divisional and departmental 
risk register by the end of Q2 
2013/14. 
 

Action superseded. A process for the use of 
division and department risk registers has been 
developed, and will be described within separate 
strategies for operational policing, corporate 
services and information. To date the information 
risk strategy has been completed, an information 
risk register has been set up and is in use. The 
other strategies are still in development, though 
new style risk registers are being trialled in Crime 
and Justice, Estates and Facilities and Business 
and Finance. 
 

Risk 
management 

Develop a three year 
corporate risk management 
strategy to facilitate the 
Force’s development of its 
future approach to risk 
management. 
 

Action superseded. The Force Risk Management 
Policy has been updated to reflect the adoption of 
the Officer of Government Commerce (OGC) 
Management of Risk (MoR) approach. Once the 
revised policy has been implemented across the 
Force, a self assessment against the risk maturity 
model, provided by MoR, will be carried out that 
will form the basis of a refreshed risk improvement 
plan. This is part of an ongoing, cyclical process 
so from that point of view the implementation of 
the revised policy will complete this action, for the 
time being. There will no longer be the 
requirement for a Force level risk strategy, instead 
there will be a Force policy and portfolio 
strategies, as described above. 
 
The requirement to embed the revised Risk 
Management Policy and Procedure has been 
included as an improvement action for 2014/15. 
 

Risk 
management 

Work with Corporate 
Communications to develop 
an internal communication 
strategy for risk management. 
 

Action ongoing. Communication activity will be 
identified through the self assessment as part of 
the improvement plan. 

Partnership 
working 

Establish an overarching 
partnership working policy to 
outline the key controls and 
arrangements to be followed 
for setting up and monitoring 
partnership activity. 
 

Action ongoing. The Force is currently working to 
develop a Partnership Working Policy. This action 
has been included as an improvement action for 
2014/15. 

Partnership 
working 

Establish a central 
partnership register to ensure 
that the Force are aware of 
exactly what partnerships are 
operating and whether these 
are of benefit to the Force 
and, or stakeholders. 
 

Action complete. Partnership registers have been 
established in all areas of the Force. The reporting 
and maintenance of the partnership register will 
be developed in line with the Partnership Working 
Policy. 

Financial 
management 

Establish a financial reporting 
process for external funding 
and contributions to partner 
agencies, operations and 
projects. 

Action complete. The Force have reviewed and 
revised the way that external funding and 
contributions to partners is reported. The 
management reports now incorporate the main 
funded accounts, externally funded and seconded 
officers to produce an overall total for the Force. 
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Policy 
governance 

Identify policies which will be 
jointly owned by the NOPCC 
and ensure they are 
managed centrally so that 
amendments are consistent. 

Action discharged. The NOPCC have developed 
their own suite of policies and procedures which 
are available on the Commissioner’s website. The 
Force and NOPCC do however have joint 
Financial Regulations and a joint Corporate Risk 
Management Policy and Procedure. 
 

Policy 
governance 

Review the arrangements for 
consultation with staff as part 
of the Policy Development 
Framework. 

Action ongoing. Work on the Policy Development 
Framework has been delayed due to competing 
demands. This has been included as an 
improvement action for 2014/15. 
 

Development 
of Officers and 
Staff 

Roll out the new PDR 
process providing support to 
officers and staff and support 
managers with 
implementation. 

Action complete. A new PDR process was 
introduced in August 2013, incorporating feedback 
from previous PDR processes and making sure 
that the Force is in-line with the national 
standards. 
 

Corporate 
meeting 
structure 

Review the corporate meeting 
structure to ensure it reflects 
and meets the requirements 
of the PCC’s governance 
arrangements and to ensure 
clear decision making 
processes and robust 
governance for systems of 
internal control within the 
Force. 
 

Action complete. The corporate meeting structure 
was reviewed and revised in July 2013 to enable 
a clearer decision making process and more 
robust governance. The meeting structure will 
continue to be reviewed periodically to ensure it is 
fit for purpose. 
 
 

Information 
assurance 

Develop and implement the 
information assurance 
improvement plan to address 
weaknesses in Information 
Sharing Agreements and to 
meet the full requirements of 
the Data Protection Act. 

Action complete. An information assurance 
improvement plan has been developed and the 
implementation of improvements continue to be 
monitored by the ACO Resources and reported on 
a quarterly basis to the Force Information 
Assurance Board, which is chaired by the DCC as 
the Force SIRO. Information Sharing Agreements 
are being reviewed to ensure they are fit for 
purpose; this has been included as an 
improvement action for 2014/15. 
 

 
 
 



 



For Information / Consideration / Comment 
Public/Non Public* Public 
Report to: Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

Date of Meeting: 23rd September 2014 
Report of: Chief Finance Officer 
Report Author: Charlotte Radford 
E-mail:  
Other Contacts: John Cornett & Adrian Benselin (KPMG) 
Agenda Item: 5 
 
External Audit of the Accounts 2013-14 (ISA 260) 
 
1. Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 To provide members with the results of the review of the Statement of 

Accounts and supporting documentation for the Financial Year 2013-14. 
 

2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 Members are requested to: 

• Consider the report of the External Auditor and recommend its findings 
to the Police & Crime Commissioner. 

• Recommend the letter of representation to the Police & Crime 
Commissioner for signing and sending to the external auditors. 

 
 
3. Reasons for Recommendations 
 
3.1 This complies with good governance arrangements and the relevant statutory 

and regulatory requirements. 
 
 
4. Summary of Key Points  

 
 
4.1 The attached report details the findings of the external auditors during the 

audit of the accounts for 2013-14. 
 
4.2 The auditor’s report also includes a draft letter of representation for the Chief 

Finance Officer to complete. 
 

4.3 The Auditor highlights in his report that he intends to issue an unqualified 
opinion in relation to the accounts, governance arrangements and value for 
money. 
 

 



 
5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 
 
5.1 None as a direct result of this report. Risks identified will be subject to financial 

evaluation. 

 

6. Human Resources Implications 
 
6.1 None as a direct result of this report. 
 
 
7. Equality Implications 
 
7.1  None as a direct result of this report. 

8. Risk Management 
 
8.1 None as a direct result of this report. Risks have been identified and are being 

managed. 
 
9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 
 
9.1 None as a direct result of this report. 
 
10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 
 
10.1 The report explains the changes in legislation, regulation and recommended 

practice that have resulted to changes incorporated within the Statement of 
Accounts. 

 
11.  Details of outcome of consultation 
 
11.1 Not applicable  
 
12.  Appendices 
 
12.1 A – Report to those charged with governance (ISA260) 
 
 
 



Report to those 
charged with 
governance 
(ISA 260) 2013/14

Police and Crime Commissioner for 
Nottinghamshire

Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire

12 September 2014
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This report is addressed to the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable and has been prepared for their sole use. We take no responsibility to any 
member of staff acting in their individual capacities, or to third parties. The Audit Commission has issued a document entitled Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors 
and Audited Bodies. This summarises where the responsibilities of auditors begin and end and what is expected from the audited body. We draw your attention to this 
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in accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively.
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Scope of this report

This report summarises the key findings arising from:

■ our audit work at the Police and Crime Commissioner for 
Nottinghamshire (‘the PCC’) and the Chief Constable of 
Nottinghamshire (‘the CC’) on their 2013/14 financial statements; 
and

■ our work to support our 2013/14 value for money (VFM) 
arrangements conclusion.

ISA 260 requires us to produce this report for those charged with 
governance; the PCC and the CC acting as corporations sole. We are 
also providing a copy of this report to the Joint Independent Audit 
Committee to assist with their role.

Financial statements

Our External Audit Plan 2013/14, presented to you in June 2014, set 
out the four stages of our financial statements audit process.

This report focuses on the third stage of the process: substantive 
procedures. Our on site work for this took place during July and 
August 2014. 

We are now in the final phase of the audit, the completion stage. Some 
aspects of this stage are also discharged through this report.

VFM arrangements conclusion 

Our External Audit Plan 2013/14 explained our risk-based approach to 
VFM work, which follows guidance provided by the Audit Commission. 
We have now nearly completed our work to support our 2013/14 VFM 
arrangements conclusion. This included:

■ assessing the potential VFM risks and identifying the residual audit 
risks for our VFM arrangements conclusion; and

■ considering the results of any relevant work by the PCC and CC, 
and other inspectorates and review agencies in relation to these 
risk areas.

Structure of this report

This report is structured as follows:

■ Section 2 summarises the headline messages.

■ Section 3 sets out our key findings from our audit work in relation to 
the 2013/14 financial statements of the PCC and CC. 

■ Section 4 outlines our key findings from our work on the VFM 
arrangements conclusion. 

Our recommendations are included in Appendix 1.
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Section one
Introduction

This document summarises:

■ the key issues identified 
during our audit of the 
financial statements for 
the year ended 31 March 
2014 for the PCC and CC; 
and

■ our assessment of the 
PCC’s and the CC’s 
arrangements to secure 
value for money (VFM) in 
its use of resources.

Control 
Evaluation

Substantive 
Procedures

CompletionPlanning
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Section two
Headlines

This table summarises the 

headline messages. 

Sections three and four of 

this report provide further 

details on each area.

Proposed audit 
opinion

Our audit is substantially complete. We anticipate issuing unqualified audit opinions on the financial statements for 
both the PCC and CC by 30 September 2014. We will also report that the wording of your Annual Governance
Statements accord with our understanding of arrangements in place.

Audit adjustments For the PCC and the CC our audit has identified only a small number of presentational adjustments. All were 
adjusted and had no impact on the primary statements. 

Changes in 
accounting approach

New authoritative guidance has been issued by CIPFA to assist police bodies in allocating financial activity between 
the PCC and the CC in their single entity financial statements.

The CC has therefore recognised the costs of operational policing in their 2013/14 financial statements. A prior period 
adjustment has been made to ensure the financial statements are comparable between the two periods.

Key financial 
statements audit 
risks

We review risks to the financial statements on an ongoing basis. We have worked with officers throughout the year to 
discuss specific risk areas. The PCC and the CC addressed issues appropriately. 

Accounts production 
and audit process

Officers dealt with the majority of audit queries within a reasonable time but in some cases we experienced delays in 
the audit process, due to some supporting working papers not being available on a timely basis or due to finance staff 
being on annual leave. We will work with your officers to ensure there is clearer communication and understanding of 
what we require.

Completion At the date of this report our audit of the financial statements is substantially complete subject to completing the
remaining audit work as shown below and final checks, including Director review, as part our completion procedures:

• Leased vehicle additions to Property, plant and equipment.

Before we can issue our opinion we require a signed management representation letter.

We confirm that we have complied with requirements on objectivity and independence in relation to this year’s audit
of the financial statements of the PCC and the CC.

VFM arrangements 
conclusion and risk 
areas

We have still to complete our work on VFM. We anticipate that this will conclude that the PCC and the CC have made 
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in their use of resources. 

We therefore anticipate issuing an unqualified VFM arrangements conclusion by 30 September 2014.

We will provide an update when we present this report to the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel on 23 September 2014.
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Section three
Proposed opinion and audit differences

Our audit has identified a 

small number of 

presentational adjustments.

Proposed audit opinion

Subject to all outstanding queries being resolved to our satisfaction, 
we anticipate issuing an unqualified audit opinion on the financial 
statements of the PCC and the CC following approval of the Statement 
of Accounts by the PCC and the CC on 23 September 2014. 

Audit differences

In accordance with ISA 260 we are required to report uncorrected 
audit differences to those charged with governance. We also report 
any material misstatements which have been corrected and which we 
believe should be communicated to you to help you meet your 
governance responsibilities. 

There were no material errors identified which required correction.

There were no uncorrected errors. 

We identified a small number of presentational and classification 
adjustments required to ensure that the accounts are compliant with 
the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting the United 
Kingdom 2013/14 (‘the Code’).These were all adjusted for correctly. 

Annual Governance Statements

We have reviewed the Annual Governance Statements and confirmed 
that:

■ they comply with Delivering Good Governance in Local 
Government: A Framework published by CIPFA/SOLACE; and

■ they are not misleading or inconsistent with other information we 
are aware of from our audit of the financial statements. 
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Section three 
Changes in accounting approach

We have worked with 

management to consider the 

implications of the new 

accounting guidance issued 

by CIPFA. The PCC and the 

CC have revised the 

accounting approach 

adopted for 2013/14, and in 

the prior period, to reflect 

these discussions. 

For 2013/14, the PCC and the CC have changed the basis on which 
their single entity financial statements have been produced. 

Prior period approach

For 2012/13, in common with PCCs and CCs in many other police 
areas, the PCC and the CC adopted the concept of agent/principal 
when accounting for their activity. This approach recognised:

■ the PCC’s strategic policing role in setting the Police and Crime 
Plan;

■ the CC’s use of assets owned by the PCC, and of police staff 
employed by the CC, to deliver the CC’s operational policing role; 
and

■ the PCC’s ability to hold the CC to account.

As a result, it was considered that the CC was acting as the PCC’s 
agent, with the CC managing the PCC’s resources to meet the PCC’s 
strategic objectives, rather than as a principal in their own right. This 
meant that operational policing and all other activity was recognised in 
the PCC’s primary statements only, with the CC producing ‘zero’ 
accounts, that explained their role and showed the resources deployed 
by the CC on the PCC’s behalf, but did not recognise any income and 
expenditure or assets and liabilities.

Despite the significantly different approaches adopted by different 
police bodies, there were no qualified audit opinions issued in 2012/13 
because the lack of definitive guidance meant that the wide range of 
different approaches were all considered reasonable to reflect the 
nature of local arrangements.

Why change the approach for 2013/14?

The inconsistencies that were apparent in 2012/13 prompted a 
reconsideration of the basis of police accounting and a desire for 
greater consistency between the accounts of PCCs and CCs in 
different police areas. 

Changes enacted in the Anti-social Behaviour Act 2014 made CCs 
local authorities in their own right, changed the statutory basis on 
which CCs prepared their financial statements, legally requiring them 
to adopt the Code of Audit Practice for Local Authority Accounting, and 
permitting CIPFA to consider issuing guidance on interpreting the 
Code for CCs.

In March 2014, CIPFA issued LAAP Bulletin 98A which provided police 
bodies with authoritative guidance on apportioning activity and assets 
between the PCC and the CC in their respective single entity financial 
statements. The Audit Commission and its audit suppliers, including 
KPMG, have discussed the guidance to ensure a consistent approach 
is being adopted to the audit of PCC and CC accounts in 2013/14.

What changes have been made?

Following discussions between the Responsible Finance Officers and 
ourselves, we have agreed that, on the basis of the new guidance 
issued since our 2012/13 audit opinion was issued in September 2013, 
it is appropriate to change the accounting approach adopted for 
2013/14.

In 2013/14, the CC is recognising the operational costs of policing as 
costs within the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. 
This includes the full costs of employing police officers and civilian 
staff, except for staff employed in the Office of the PCC. Accumulated 
absences and pensions have been recognised in the CC’s Balance 
Sheet.

All other income and expenditure, assets and liabilities are recognised 
by the PCC in their single entity financial statements. A prior period 
adjustment has been made to both sets of financial statements to 
apply the same accounting approach to the prior period, to make the 
financial performance and position in both years comparable.

There have been no changes to the group financial performance or 
position reported in 2012/13 as a result of these changes.
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Section three
Key financial statements audit risks and other audit issues

We have worked with 

officers throughout the year 

to discuss specific risk 

areas. The PCC and the CC 

have addressed these issues 

appropriately. 
Key audit risk Issue Findings

During the year, the Local Government Pension Scheme for 
Nottinghamshire (the Pension Fund) underwent a triennial 
valuation with an effective date of 31 March 2013 in line with 
the Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) 
Regulations 2008. The PCC and CC’s shares of pensions 
assets and liabilities is determined in detail, and a large 
volume of data is provided to the actuary in order to carry out 
this triennial valuation. 

The IAS 19 numbers included in the financial statements for 
2013/14 will be based on the output of the triennial valuation 
rolled forward to 31 March 2014. For 2014/15 and 2015/16 
the actuary will then roll forward the valuation for accounting 
purposes based on more limited data.

There is a risk that the data provided to the actuary for the 
valuation exercise would be inaccurate and that these 
inaccuracies would affect the actuarial figures in the 
accounts. Most of the data is provided to the actuary by 
Nottinghamshire County Council who administer the Pension 
Fund.

We have confirmed that the PCC/CC has 
obtained independent actuarial valuations 
and that the underlying data submitted to 
the actuary for this purpose was complete 
and accurate. We have also confirmed 
that the assumptions underpinning the 
actuarial valuations have been reviewed 
by management and found to be 
reasonable, and that the IAS19 figures in 
the accounts agree to the information 
provided by the actuary. We have also 
obtained assurances from the auditors of 
the Pension Fund as to the processes in 
place at Nottinghamshire County Council.

LGPS 
Triennial 
Valuation

In our External Audit Plan 2013/14, presented to you in June 2014 we identified the key risks and other audit issues affecting the 2013/14 
financial statements for the PCC and CC. We have now completed our testing of these areas and set out our evaluation following our 
substantive work. 

Key financial statements audit risks
The table below sets out our detailed findings for each of the risks that are specific to the PCC and the CC. 
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Section three
Key financial statements audit risks and other audit issues (continued)

We have worked with 

officers throughout the year 

to discuss specific risk 

areas. The PCC and the CC 

have addressed these issues 

appropriately. 

Key audit risk Issue Findings

CIPFA has issued guidance on the form and content of the 
2013/14 accounts. In particular, they expect to see policing 
activities accounted for in the Chief Constable’s accounts in 
recognition of the control that the Chief Constable exercises 
in practice. This is a significant departure from the treatment 
adopted in the 2012/13 accounts, when all the transactions 
were accounted for in the Commissioner’s accounts, and will 
require restatement of last year’s accounts to be consistent 
with this years approach.

We had discussions with finance staff as 
the accounting guidance evolved. We 
agreed an appropriate way forward and 
we are satisfied that the accounts, as 
presented, are compliant with the agreed 
approach.

Nottinghamshire Police have recently lost the employment 
tribunal against them in relation to A19. This forced officers 
with over 30 years service to retire. In Nottinghamshire this 
affected just under 100 officers.

Along with four other police forces, Nottinghamshire may 
now have to pay some form of compensation to these former 
officers. An appeal has been lodged. The ruling may have an 
impact on the 2013/14 financial statements and also the 
2014/15 financial statements.

The PCC is currently appealing the 
decision of the employment tribunal. The 
potential financial exposure should the 
appeal be unsuccessful will depend on the 
individual circumstances of the officers 
involved.
Adequate disclosure of the contingent 
liability has been made in the notes to the 
accounts.

A19 
Tribunal 
Ruling

Form and 
Content of 
Accounts

Additionally, we considered the risk of management override of controls, which is a standard risk for all organisations. 
Our controls testing and substantive procedures, including over journal entries, accounting estimates and significant transactions that are 
outside the normal course of business, or are otherwise unusual, did not identify any issues. 
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Section three
Accounts production and audit process

We have noted a deterioration 

in the availability of some 

supporting working papers. 

Officers dealt with the 

majority of audit queries 

within a reasonable time but 

in some cases we 

experienced delays in the 

audit process.

Accounts production and audit process

ISA 260 requires us to communicate to those charged with 
governance, the PCC and the CC as corporations sole, our views 
about the significant qualitative aspects of their accounting practices 
and financial reporting. We also assessed the processes for preparing 
the accounts and supporting an efficient audit.

We considered the following criteria: 

We have made a recommendation in respect of the PCC and the CC’s 
working papers which is included in Appendix 1.

Element Commentary 

Completeness 
of draft 
accounts 

We received an initial set of draft accounts on 1 
July 2014 prior to the commencement of our audit 
visit on 7 July. This draft was based on the format 
of the 2012/13 accounts. We received the 
corrected disaggregated and restated draft 
accounts at the end of the second week of the 
audit. The only amendments made to this draft 
after this date were presentational items 
requested by the audit team.

Availability 
and quality of 
supporting 
working 
papers 

Our Accounts Audit Protocol, which we issued in 
February 2014 and discussed with key members 
of the finance team, set out our working paper 
requirements for the audit. 

Not all working papers were available at the start 
of the audit. We were provided with no working 
papers to support grant income, borrowings or 
investments and these had to be requested. We 
also had to request additional working papers for 
property, plant and equipment, payroll and 
debtors. In addition the overall quality of working 
papers provided was variable.

We will work with your officers to ensure there is 
clearer communication and understanding of what 
we require.

Element Commentary 

Response to 
audit queries 

Officers resolved the majority of audit queries in a 
reasonable time. In some cases, however, we 
experienced delays, specifically where staff who 
prepared the working papers were not available 
during the audit. A number of finance staff were 
on annual leave for some of the 3 week audit visit. 
We received very short notice of this planned 
leave.

Group audit To gain assurance over the PCC’s group 
accounts, we placed reliance on work completed 
on the single entity financial statements of the 
PCC and the CC.

There are no specific matters to report pertaining 
to the group audit.
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Section three
Accounts production and audit process (continued)

There was a temporary gap in 

up to date assurance from the 

regular review of monthly 

bank reconciliations. This 

situation has not recurred 

since.

Appropriate action has been 

taken in response to prior 

year recommendations.

Additional findings in respect of key financial systems

Formal monthly bank reconciliations were not completed for April, 
May, June or July 2013. This was due to a staff changeover. Bank 
reconciliations were subsequently resumed in August 2013 and found 
to be completed on a timely basis and reviewed each month since 
then. We have not made any recommendation in respect of this 
matter.

Prior year recommendations

There were two recommendations in last year’s ISA 260 report, one in 
respect of obtaining declarations of interest forms from senior 
management and audit and scrutiny panel members; the other in 
respect of granting access to finance IT systems for new starters and 
removing leavers.

We are pleased to report that appropriate action has been taken in 
respect of both recommendations.
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Section three 
Completion

We confirm that we have 

complied with requirements 

on objectivity and 

independence in relation to 

this year’s audit of the 

financial statements of the 

PCC and the CC. 

Before we can issue our 

opinion we require a signed 

management representation 

letter. 

Once we have finalised our 

opinions and conclusions 

we will prepare our Annual 
Audit Letter and close our 

audit.

Declaration of independence and objectivity

As part of the finalisation process we are required to provide you with 
representations concerning our independence. 

In relation to the audit of the financial statements of the Police and 
Crime Commissioner for Nottinghamshire and the Chief Constable of 
Nottinghamshire for the year ended 31 March 2014, we confirm that 
there were no relationships between KPMG LLP and the Police and 
Crime Commissioner for Nottinghamshire and the Chief Constable of 
Nottinghamshire, their senior officers and management and their 
affiliates that we consider may reasonably be thought to bear on the 
objectivity and independence of the audit engagement lead and audit 
staff. We also confirm that we have complied with Ethical Standards 
and the Audit Commission’s requirements in relation to independence 
and objectivity. 

We have provided a detailed declaration in Appendix 3 in accordance 
with ISA 260. 

Management representations

You are required to provide us with representations on specific matters 
such as your financial standing and whether the transactions within the 
accounts are legal and unaffected by fraud. We have provided 
templates to the Responsible Finance Officers for presentation to the 
PCC and the CC. We require a signed copy of these management 
representations before we issue our audit opinions. 

Other matters

ISA 260 requires us to communicate to those charged with 
governance by exception ‘audit matters of governance interest that 
arise from the audit of the financial statements’ which include:

■ significant difficulties encountered during the audit;

■ significant matters arising from the audit that were discussed, or 
subject to correspondence with management;

■ other matters, if arising from the audit that, in the auditor's 
professional judgment, are significant to the oversight of the 
financial reporting process; and

■ matters specifically required by other auditing standards to be 
communicated to those charged with governance (e.g. significant 
deficiencies in internal control; issues relating to fraud, compliance 
with laws and regulations, subsequent events, non disclosure, 
related party, public interest reporting, questions/objections, 
opening balances etc).

There are no others matters which we wish to draw to your attention in 
addition to those highlighted in this report relating to the audit of the 
2013/14 financial statements for the PCC and the CC.
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Section four – VFM arrangements conclusion
VFM arrangements conclusion

Background

Auditors are required to give their statutory VFM arrangements 
conclusion based on two criteria specified by the Audit Commission. 
These consider whether the PCC and the CC have proper 
arrangements in place for:

■ securing financial resilience: looking at the financial governance, 
financial planning and financial control processes at both the PCC 
and the CC; and

■ challenging how the PCC and the CC secure economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness: looking at how they prioritise resources and 
improve efficiency and productivity.

We follow a risk based approach to target audit effort on the areas of 
greatest audit risk. We consider the arrangements put in place by the 
PCC and the CC to mitigate these risks and plan our work accordingly. 

The key elements of the VFM audit approach are summarised in the 
diagram below. 

Work completed

We performed a risk assessment earlier in the year and have reviewed 
this throughout the year. 

We identified a single specific risk to our VFM arrangements 
conclusion although concluded we did not need to complete any 
additional detailed work. 

Conclusion

We have still to complete our work on VFM, however we expect to 
conclude that the PCC and CC have made proper arrangements to 
secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.

Our VFM arrangements 

conclusion considers how 

the PCC and the CC secure 

financial resilience and 

challenges how they secure 

economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness.

We have still to complete our 

work on VFM. We anticipate 

that this will conclude that 

the PCC and the CC have 

made proper arrangements 

to secure economy, 

efficiency and effectiveness 

in their use of resources. 

We will provide an update 

when we present this report 

to the Joint Audit and 

Scrutiny Panel on 23 

September 2014.

VFM audit risk 
assessment

Financial 
statements and 
other audit work

Assessment of 
residual audit 

risk

Identification of 
specific VFM 
audit work (if 

any)

Conclude on 
arrangements 

to secure 
VFM

No further work required

Assessment of work by 
external agencies

Specific local risk based 
work
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Securing financial resilience  
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Section four – VFM arrangements conclusion 
Specific VFM risks

Work completed

In line with the risk-based approach set out on the previous page, and 
in our External Audit Plan we have: 

■ assessed the key business risks affecting the PCC and the CC 
which are relevant to our VFM arrangements conclusion; and

■ identified any specific audit risks for our VFM arrangements 
conclusion, taking account of work undertaken in previous years or 
as part of our financial statements audit.

Key findings

Below we set out the findings in respect of those areas where we 
identified an audit risk for our VFM arrangements conclusion.

We have identified a single 

specific VFM risk. 

We are satisfied that external 

or internal scrutiny provides 

sufficient assurance that the 

current arrangements in 

relation to these risk areas at 

the PCC and the CC are 

adequate.

Key VFM risk
Risk description and link to VFM 
arrangements conclusion

Assessment

Nottinghamshire have recently lost the 
employment tribunal brought against them 
and four other forces by the Police 
Superintendents Association of England and 
Wales. This challenged the legality of their 
decision to force nearly 100 officers with 
more than 30 years service to retire. An 
appeal has been lodged.

The PCC is currently appealing the decision of the 
employment tribunal. The potential financial exposure 
should the appeal be unsuccessful will depend on the 
individual circumstances of the officers involved.

The PCC’s reserves strategy includes the current 
employment tribunals relating to A19 as one of the 
significant risks that have been considered, and that will be 
kept under review. 

The PCC is also considering an application to the Home 
Office for special grant, should the appeal not be upheld.

A19 ruling
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Key issues and recommendations

We have given each 

recommendation a risk 

rating and agreed what 

action management will 

need to take. 

The PCC and the CC should 

closely monitor progress in 

addressing specific risks 

and implementing our 

recommendations.

We will formally follow up 

these recommendations next 

year. 

Priority rating for recommendations

 Priority one: issues that are 
fundamental and material to your 
system of internal control. We believe 
that these issues might mean that you 
do not meet a system objective or 
reduce (mitigate) a risk.

 Priority two: issues that have an 
important effect on internal controls 
but do not need immediate action. 
You may still meet a system objective 
in full or in part or reduce (mitigate) a 
risk adequately but the weakness 
remains in the system. 

 Priority three: issues that would, if 
corrected, improve the internal control 
in general but are not vital to the 
overall system. These are generally 
issues of best practice that we feel 
would benefit you if you introduced 
them.

No. Risk Relevant 
body

Issue and recommendation Management response / responsible 
officer / due date

1  PCC and 
CC

Quality and availability of working papers

Some working papers were not provided at the start of the 
audit; we experienced some delays due to staff leave which 
we were not notified of on a timely basis.

We will work with your officers to ensure there is clearer 
communication and understanding of what we require.

Recommendation

The finance team should ensure:

• Availability of the working papers specified in the PBC 
schedule prior to the start of the audit;

• Availability of key staff during the audit process; and

• Appropriate peer review of working papers prior to 
handover.

Discussed and agreed in principle by the 
Chief Finance Officer and the Assistant 
Chief Officer (Resources).

A detailed response will be reported to the 
Audit and Scrutiny Panel after a feedback 
meeting with the auditors.
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Appendices
Appendix 2: Declaration of independence and objectivity

Requirements

Auditors appointed by the Audit Commission must comply with the
Code of Audit Practice (the ‘Code’) which states that: 

“Auditors and their staff should exercise their professional judgement 
and act independently of both the Commission and the audited body. 
Auditors, or any firm with which an auditor is associated, should not 
carry out work for an audited body that does not relate directly to the 
discharge of auditors’ functions, if it would impair the auditors’ 
independence or might give rise to a reasonable perception that their 
independence could be impaired.”

In considering issues of independence and objectivity we consider 
relevant professional, regulatory and legal requirements and guidance, 
including the provisions of the Code, the detailed provisions of the 
Statement of Independence included within the Audit Commission’s 
Standing Guidance for Local Government Auditors (‘Audit Commission 
Guidance’) and the requirements of APB Ethical Standard 1 Integrity, 
Objectivity and Independence (‘Ethical Standards’). 

The Code states that, in carrying out their audit of the financial 
statements, auditors should comply with auditing standards currently in 
force, and as may be amended from time to time. Audit Commission 
Guidance requires appointed auditors to follow the provisions of ISA 
(UK &I) 260 Communication of Audit Matters with Those Charged with 
Governance’ that are applicable to the audit of listed companies. This 
means that the appointed auditor must disclose in writing:

■ Details of all relationships between the auditor and the client, its 
directors and senior management and its affiliates, including all 
services provided by the audit firm and its network to the client, its 
directors and senior management and its affiliates, that the auditor 
considers may reasonably be thought to bear on the auditor’s 
objectivity and independence.

■ The related safeguards that are in place.

■ The total amount of fees that the auditor and the auditor’s network 
firms have charged to the client and its affiliates for the provision of 
services during the reporting period, analysed into appropriate 
categories, for example, statutory audit services, further audit 
services, tax advisory services and other non-audit services. For 
each category, the amounts of any future services which have 
been contracted or where a written proposal has been submitted 
are separately disclosed. We do this in our Annual Audit Letter.

Appointed auditors are also required to confirm in writing that they 
have complied with Ethical Standards and that, in the auditor’s 
professional judgement, the auditor is independent and the auditor’s 
objectivity is not compromised, or otherwise declare that the auditor 
has concerns that the auditor’s objectivity and independence may be 
compromised and explaining the actions which necessarily follow from 
this. These matters should be discussed with the Joint Independent 
Audit Committee.

Ethical Standards require us to communicate to those charged with 
governance in writing at least annually all significant facts and matters, 
including those related to the provision of non-audit services and the 
safeguards put in place that, in our professional judgement, may 
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence and the objectivity 
of the Engagement Lead and the audit team.

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity

KPMG's reputation is built, in great part, upon the conduct of our 
professionals and their ability to deliver objective and independent 
advice and opinions. That integrity and objectivity underpins the work 
that KPMG performs and is important to the regulatory environments in 
which we operate. All partners and staff have an obligation to maintain 
the relevant level of required independence and to identify and 
evaluate circumstances and relationships that may impair that 
independence.

The Code of Audit Practice 
requires us to exercise our 

professional judgement and 

act independently of the 

Commission, the PCC for 

Nottinghamshire and the CC 

of Nottinghamshire.
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Appendices
Appendix 2: Declaration of independence and objectivity (continued)

Acting as an auditor places specific obligations on the firm, partners 
and staff in order to demonstrate the firm's required independence. 
KPMG's policies and procedures regarding independence matters are 
detailed in the Ethics and Independence Manual (‘the Manual’). The 
Manual sets out the overriding principles and summarises the policies 
and regulations which all partners and staff must adhere to in the area 
of professional conduct and in dealings with clients and others. 

KPMG is committed to ensuring that all partners and staff are aware of 
these principles. To facilitate this, a hard copy of the Manual is 
provided to everyone annually. The Manual is divided into two parts. 
Part 1 sets out KPMG's ethics and independence policies which 
partners and staff must observe both in relation to their personal 
dealings and in relation to the professional services they provide. Part 
2 of the Manual summarises the key risk management policies which 
partners and staff are required to follow when providing such services.

All partners and staff must understand the personal responsibilities 
they have towards complying with the policies outlined in the Manual 
and follow them at all times. To acknowledge understanding of and 
adherence to the policies set out in the Manual, all partners and staff 
are required to submit an annual ethics and independence 
confirmation. Failure to follow these policies can result in disciplinary 
action.

Auditor declaration 

In relation to the audit of the financial statements for the financial year 
ending 31 March 2014 for the PCC for Nottinghamshire and the CC of 
Nottinghamshire, we confirm that there were no relationships between 
KPMG LLP and the PCC for Nottinghamshire and the CC of 
Nottinghamshire, their senior officers and management and their 
affiliates that we consider may reasonably be thought to bear on the 
objectivity and independence of the audit engagement lead and audit 
staff. We also confirm that we have complied with Ethical Standards 
and the Audit Commission’s requirements in relation to independence 
and objectivity. 

We confirm that we have 

complied with requirements 

on objectivity and 

independence in relation to 

this year’s audit of the PCC 

for Nottinghamshire and the 

CC of Nottinghamshire.
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STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER REPORT (2014/15 QUARTER 1) 
 
1. Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 To provide the Joint Audit and Scrutiny Panel with an updated picture of 

strategic risk across Nottinghamshire Police (the Force) and the 
Nottinghamshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (NOPCC). 
 

2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 That the Panel notes the current level of strategic risk and receives assurance 

as to the effectiveness of corporate risk management within the Force and the 
NOPCC. 

 
3. Reasons for Recommendations 
 
3.1 A Strategic Risk Register Report is provided to the Joint Audit and Scrutiny 

Panel every six months to enable the Panel to evaluate the effectiveness of 
risk management within the Force and NOPCC, as part of their scrutiny of 
corporate governance arrangements.  

 
4. Summary of Key Points  
 
4.1 The format of this report has been updated to reflect recent changes to the 
 Force’s and NOPCC’s risk management processes and adoption of the Office 
 of Government Commerce (OGC) Management of Risk (M_o_R) approach. 
 
4.2 The current level of risk exposure within the Force and NOPCC has been 
 evaluated in terms of the following types or categories of risk: 
 

• Crime and community safety 
• Operational efficiency & effectiveness 
• Judicial process 
• Reputation 
• Finances 
• Compliance 
• Health, safety and wellbeing 
• Environment 
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4.3  In the absence of a formal risk management strategy for the FEB and NOPCC 

 an assumption has been made that only High and Very high risks will be 
 reported to the Panel. 

 
4.4  The tables below summarise the level of risk exposure within the Force and 

 NOPCC in each of those categories, including reference to those specific 
 risks (both threats and opportunities) which are currently assessed as 
 having a High or Very high risk rating and the planned to response to those 
 risks: 

 

Risk type Finances 

Overall risk exposure Very high Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

Reserves are required to balance the 
budget for 2014/15 

VH 
Governance of efficiency savings plan 
2014/15 

Reserves are required to balance the 
budget for 2015-16 

VH 
Governance of Target Operating Model 
(TOM) & efficiency savings plan 2015/16 

Failure of appeal against A19 tribunal 
decision 

H 
Appeal process; contingent liability in 
accounts 

Opportunity for successful Police 
Innovation Fund bids 

H Business partner preparation of Force bids 

 

Risk type Operational efficiency & effectiveness 

Overall risk exposure High Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

Implementation of the CRIM project 
results in contact management teams 
out-growing existing accommodation 

VH 
Business case to explore options for 
relocation of contact management 

Mechanical or electrical failure at the 
Bridewell forces closure & temporary loss 
of custody provision  

H 
Business case for replacement / upgrade; 
business continuity plan in place 

Incremental loss of mobile data capability 
as Blackberry stocks run out 

H 
Recommended option is to upgrade 
existing BEAT system to be “device 
agnostic” 
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Changes to the probation service result in 
increased demand for Force offender 
management 

H 
Governance of offender management 
through Joint Local Policing & Specialist 
Services Board 

 

Risk type Compliance 

Overall risk exposure Medium Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

Unauthorised access to Force information 
by an employee  

H 
Protective monitoring; develop role based 
access through East Midlands Strategic 
Infrastructure Services (EMSIS) project 

Unauthorised third party access to Force 
information 

H 
Protective monitoring; develop policies and 
processes for managing and monitoring 
third party access 

 

Risk type Reputation 

Overall risk exposure Medium Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

The Force reports a year on year 
increase in recorded crime & ASB at the 
end of 2014/15 

H Force performance media strategy 

 

Risk type Judicial process 

Overall risk exposure Medium Trend 
 

Current top risks Risk response plans 

Loss of information from Digital Imaging 
Evidence Unit (DIEU) systems 

H 
Temporary repairs by DIEU; review & 
governance through Force Information 
Assurance Board (FIAB) 

 

Risk type Crime & community safety 

Overall risk exposure Medium Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

No risks currently rated High or Very high  N/A 
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Risk type Health, safety & wellbeing 

Overall risk exposure Low Trend 
 

Current top risks Risk response plans 

No risks currently rated High or Very high  N/A 

 

Risk type Environment 

Overall risk exposure Very low Trend  

Current top risks Risk response plans 

No risks currently rated High or Very high  N/A 

 
4.4 Appendices I-V to this report show the current risk registers for each 
 strategic portfolio: 
 

• Local Policing 
• Specialist Services 
• Corporate Services 
• Information 
• NOPCC 

 
4.5 The following risks have been closed since the previous report: 

 
4.6 A formal Information Risk Management Strategy has been developed by the 
 Force Information Assurance Board (FIAB). This document describes the 
 main risk management activities that are carried out in relation to information 
 assurance, the process and methodology that is used to assess and manage 
 individual risks, and the risk appetite and tolerance levels that have been set 
 by the DCC as Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO). 

Risk description Reason for closure 

Breach of FHQ security through 
unattended main gate resulting in harm to 
individuals or damage to property 

Risk accepted – no evidence of current threat 
(monitor through security incident reporting 
procedure) 

Loss of access to information if Mansfield 
servers overheat following air-con failure 

Risk accepted – air-con replaced & ICT business 
continuity plans in place (monitor through 
security incident reporting procedure) 
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4.7 Risk management strategies for the other portfolios and also for the FEB and 
 NOPCC are still in development. Consequently, the risk registers attached as 
 Appendices I-V have been compiled from available evidence and have not 
 been formally reviewed by the respective management boards. 
 
5 Financial Implications and Budget Provision 
 
5.1  The annual maintenance cost for the Orchid Risk Management System in 

 2014/15 is £5,700, with an additional £1,833.33 paid to Leicestershire Police 
 for hosting the system. Budget provision of a further £2,000 is also made to 
 cover the cost of a security penetration test of the system, which is only 
 carried out and charged for if it is deemed necessary by Leicestershire Police. 
 No test is planned for this year. 

5.2  As the Force no longer uses the Orchid system as its risk register, from 
 2015/16 the contract with Orchidsoft has been cancelled and the 
 Memorandum of Understanding with Leicestershire Police will no longer 
 apply. Consequently, no specific budget provision will be required to support 
 risk management beyond the current year. This has been recorded as a 
 saving in the 2015/16 efficiency plan. 

6  Human Resources Implications 
 
6.1  Professional support for risk management is provided by one Strategic 

 Support Officer within the Planning and Policy team (Business and Finance 
 department), who is trained as an M_o_R Registered Risk Practitioner and 
 who is also responsible for advising on business continuity management. 

 
6.2  General responsibility for risk management forms an integral part of the job 

 descriptions of individuals throughout the Force. 
 
7 Equality Implications 
 
7.1  There are no known equality implications associated with the implementation 

 of the Corporate Risk Management Policy. 

7.2  Where a particular risk is identified that could have an impact on the Force’s 
 or NOPCC’s  equality objectives that risk will be managed in line with the 
 Policy. 

8 Risk Management 
 
8.1 If the Force and NOPCC do not practice effective risk management there is 

risk of non-compliance with the principles of corporate governance. More 
specifically, ineffective risk management is likely to result in decisions being 
made that do not support the Force and the Commissioner in achieving their 
objectives. However, it is not considered that this is a risk that requires active 
management at this time. 
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9 Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 
 
9.1  In order to implement the M_o_R approach the Force risk practitioner will be 

 updating the existing Corporate Risk Management Policy and process. 
 
9.2  Good risk management within decision making is generally accepted as more 

 cost effective than a reactive approach to issues and can therefore have a 
 positive impact on the Police and Crime Plan priority of ‘Spending your money 
 wisely’. 

 
10 Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 
 
10.1 The preparation and publication of an annual governance statement in 
 accordance with the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework ‘Delivering Good 
 Governance in Local Government’ is necessary to meet the statutory 
 requirement set out in Regulation 4(2) of the Accounts and Audit 
 (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2006 for authorities to prepare a 
 statement of internal control. This includes the requirement to have “effective 
 risk management systems in place”. 
 
10.1 Where potential changes in legislation or other legal considerations represent 

 a significant threat or opportunity for the Force or the NOPCC these are 
 evaluated and managed in line with the Corporate Risk Management Policy. 

 
11  Details of outcome of consultation 
 
11.1 No consultation was required in preparing this report, as it is based on the  risk 
 management processes which form an integral part of the PCC’s and 
 Force’s governance arrangements. 
 
12.  Appendices 
 
12.1 Appendix I – Strategic Local Policing Risk Register, Quarter 1 2014/15 
 
12.2 Appendix II – Strategic Specialist Services Risk Register, Quarter 1 2014/15 
 
12.3 Appendix III – Strategic Corporate Services Risk Register, Quarter 1 2014/15 
 
12.4 Appendix IV – Strategic Information Risk Register, Quarter 1 2014/15 
 
12.5 Appendix V – Strategic NOPCC Risk Register, Quarter 1 2014/15 
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Business area  Local Policing  

Responsible officer ACC Simon Torr  

Period Quarter 1, 2014/15 
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LOC 
013 

Contact 
management 

Implementation of the CRIM 
project results in contact 
management teams out-growing 
existing accommodation 

ACC Torr Apr 2015 
Very 
high 
(5) 

High 
(4) 

Very 
high 
(20) 

NEW 

Business case to explore 
options for relocation of 
contact management 

Substantial 

LOC 
001 

Corporate 
communication

The Force reports a year on 
year increase in crime at the end 
of the 2014/15 financial year, 
which damages its reputation 

DCC Fish 
April / 
May 
2015 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(12) 

 

Force performance media 
strategy 

Reasonable 

LOC 
009 

Corporate 
communication

The Force reports a year on 
year increase in ASB at the end 
of the 2014/15 financial year, 
which damages its reputation 

DCC Fish 
April / 
May 
2015 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(12) 

 

Force performance media 
strategy 

Reasonable 

LOC 
006 

Contact 
management 

Changes to crime decision 
making by the CRIM project 
result in an increase in recorded 
crime, damaging reputation 

ACC Torr 

Oct 2014 
–  

Sep 
2015 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) NEW 

Develop a project media 
strategy 

Limited 

LOC 
003 

County 
Division 

County Council budget 
reductions result in increased 
demand for police services 

ACC Torr 2014-17 
Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

 

Further research to understand 
the implications of this risk 

Limited 
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LOC 
005 City Division 

City Council budget reductions 
result in increased demand for 
police services 

ACC Torr 2014-17 
Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

 

Further research to understand 
the implications of this risk 

Limited 

LOC 
014 

Contact 
management 

Increased in time taken to 
resolve calls leads to a reduction 
in call handling performance 

ACC Torr Next 12 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) NEW 

Assisted implementation using 
newly formed Contact 
Resolution Team 

Reasonable 

LOC 
015 

Contact 
management 

Closure of front counters results 
in increased volume of calls to 
the control room 

ACC Torr Next 12 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) NEW 

Front counter project is 
installing virtual front counter 
facilities as well as an online 
service 

Reasonable 

LOC 
011 

Project 
management 

Introduction of new Prisoner 
Handling Team results in 
increased number of arrests  

ACC Torr Next 12 
months 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) NEW 

Necessity test for arrest to be 
applied rigorously by divisional 
supervisors and custody 

Limited 

LOC 
012 

Project 
management 

Introduction of new Prisoner 
Handling Team results in drop in 
quality of initial investigations 

ACC Torr Next 12 
months 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) NEW 

Quality control by line 
managers & evidence review 
sergeants 

Limited 
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LOC 
010 

Project 
management 

A victim of crime does not make 
use of Track My Crime system, 
resulting in lost opportunity to 
realise business benefits 

ACC Torr Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) 

 

System changes; appointment 
of divisional SPOCs and 
communications plan 

Substantial 
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Closed risks  
 

Identifier Risk description Reason for closure Date closed Closed by 
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Appendix – explanatory note 
 
The following definitions and criteria have been used to describe and assess the risks recorded in this risk register: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Score Definition 

Very high 5 Significant, lasting or permanent impact on objectives 

High 4 Significant, temporary or noticeable, lasting impact on objectives 

Medium 3 Noticeable, temporary or minor, lasting impact on objectives 

Low 2 Minor, temporary or minimal, lasting impact on objectives 

Very low 1 Minimal, temporary impact on objectives 

 

Probability Score Definition 

Very high 5 Almost certainly will occur (>75% chance) 

High 4 More likely to occur than not 51-75% chance) 

Medium 3 Fairly likely to occur (26-50% chance) 

Low 2 Unlikely to occur (6-25% chance) 

Very low 1 Extremely unlikely or virtually impossible (0-5% chance) 
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Probability is multiplied by Impact to give the overall Rating, which is colour coded, dependent upon whether the risk represents a 
threat (negative impact) or opportunity (positive impact) using the matrices below: 
 

Im
p
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t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 

 
Threat scoring matrix        Opportunity scoring matrix 
 
The Confidence rating that is applied to each risk represents an evaluation of the source information used to assess the risk, as 
follows: 

 Substantial – risk scoring is based on substantial, reliable data and / or intelligence 
 Reasonable – risk scoring is based on some data and / or intelligence, but there are gaps or issues with reliability 
 Limited – risk scoring is based on professional judgement alone 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 
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Business area  Specialist Services  

Responsible officer ACC Steve Jupp  

Period Quarter 1, 2014/15 
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C&J 
009 Custody 

Closure of Bridewell custody 
following mechanical or 
electrical failure resulting in 
reduced custody provision 

ACC Jupp Next 2 
years 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(12) 

 
Explore options for replacing 
ageing equipment; update 
Custody business continuity 
plan  

Substantial 

C&J 
004 

Offender 
management 

Changes to the probation 
service resulting in increased 
demand for offender 
management 

ACC Jupp 2014/15 
Med 
(3) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(12) 

 
Governance of offender 
management through Joint 
Local Policing & Specialist 
Services Board 

Limited 

SPS 
011 

Criminal 
justice 

Opportunity to obtain a 
conviction in the Crown Court 
(currently 88%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(12) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midlands Criminal 
Justice project 

Substantial 

SPS 
012 

Criminal 
justice 

Opportunity to obtain a 
conviction in the Magistrates 
Court (currently 84%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(12) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midlands Criminal 
Justice project 

Substantial 

SPS 
003 Custody 

A fire at the Bridewell puts 
officers, staff and the public at 
risk of serious harm 

ACC Jupp Next 2 
years 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Medium 
(10) 

 

Business case to explore 
options for replacing ageing 
equipment 

Limited 
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SPS 
005 

Youth 
offending 

A young offender in the City 
goes on to re-offend (32.5% in 
2012/13) 

ACC Jupp Next 12 
months 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

 
Governance of offender 
management through Joint 
Performance Board 

Reasonable 

SPS 
007 

Criminal 
justice 

A Crown Court trial is ineffective 
(currently 54%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midland Criminal 
Justice project 

Substantial 

SPS 
008 

Criminal 
justice 

A Magistrates Court trial is 
ineffective (currently 60%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midland Criminal 
Justice project 

Substantial 

SPS 
010 

Criminal 
justice 

Opportunity to obtain an early 
guilt plea in the Magistrates 
Court (currently 69%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

High 
(4) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midland Criminal 
Justice project 

Substantial 

SPS 
017 

Criminal 
investigation 

Opportunity to “detect” a crime ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

 
Governance of crime through 
Joint Performance Board; 
Improving Investigations 
project 

Substantial 
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SPS 
009 

Criminal 
justice 

Opportunity to obtain an early 
guilt plea in the Crown Court 
(currently 34%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

 
Governance of criminal justice 
through Joint Performance 
Board; East Midland Criminal 
Justice project 
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Closed risks  
 

Identifier Risk description Reason for closure Date closed Closed by 
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Appendix – explanatory note 
 
The following definitions and criteria have been used to describe and assess the risks recorded in this risk register: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Score Definition 

Very high 5 Significant, lasting or permanent impact on objectives 

High 4 Significant, temporary or noticeable, lasting impact on objectives 

Medium 3 Noticeable, temporary or minor, lasting impact on objectives 

Low 2 Minor, temporary or minimal, lasting impact on objectives 

Very low 1 Minimal, temporary impact on objectives 

 

Probability Score Definition 

Very high 5 Almost certainly will occur (>75% chance) 

High 4 More likely to occur than not 51-75% chance) 

Medium 3 Fairly likely to occur (26-50% chance) 

Low 2 Unlikely to occur (6-25% chance) 

Very low 1 Extremely unlikely or virtually impossible (0-5% chance) 
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Probability is multiplied by Impact to give the overall Rating, which is colour coded, dependent upon whether the risk represents a 
threat (negative impact) or opportunity (positive impact) using the matrices below: 
 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 

 
Threat scoring matrix        Opportunity scoring matrix 
 
The Confidence rating that is applied to each risk represents an evaluation of the source information used to assess the risk, as 
follows: 

 Substantial – risk scoring is based on substantial, reliable data and / or intelligence 
 Reasonable – risk scoring is based on some data and / or intelligence, but there are gaps or issues with reliability 
 Limited – risk scoring is based on professional judgement alone 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 
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Business area  Corporate Services  

Responsible officer ACO Margaret Monckton 

Period Quarter 1, 2014/15 
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COS 
001 Finance 

The Force is unable to reduce 
expenditure by £12.7m and so 
has to use reserves to balance 
the budget for 2014/15 (current 
forecast £1.5-3.5m at risk) 

ACO 
Monckton 

June 
2015 

High 
(4) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Very 
high 
(20) 

 

Reduce the probability & impact 
through budget monitoring & 
CSB governance of the 
efficiency savings plan 

Reasonable 

COS 
004 Finance 

The Force is unable to reduce 
expenditure by around £10m and 
so has to use reserves to 
balance the budget for 2015/16 

ACO 
Monckton 

June 
2016 

High 
(4) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Very 
high 
(20) 

 

Reduce the probability & impact 
through development & delivery 
of an efficiency savings plan for 
2015/16 

Limited 

INS 
002 

Information 
assets 

Incremental loss of mobile data 
capability as Blackberry stocks 
run out, impacting on operational 
efficiency & control room 
demand 

ACO 
Monckton 

Aug 
2015 

High 
(4) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(16) NEW 

Recommended option is to 
upgrade existing BEAT system 
to be “device agnostic” 

Reasonable 

COS 
003 Finance 

The Force’s appeal against the 
employment tribunal ruling on 
use of Reg A19 fails, resulting in 
payment of compensation to 
c100 former officers 

ACO 
Monckton 

tbc 
Med 
(3) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

High 
(15) 

 

Appeal process; contingent 
liability of £3.5m in accounts for 
2014/15 

Limited 
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COS 
002 Finance 

Opportunity to successfully bid 
for in excess of £1m from the 
Police Innovation Fund in 
2015/16 

ACO 
Monckton 

Apr – Jul 
2015 

Med 
(3) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

High 
(15) 

 

Coordinate annual bids through 
finance business partners 

Reasonable 

INS 
001 

Infrastructure 
services 

Failure of Force telephony 
resulting in loss of internal & 
external communications 
capability 

ACO 
Monckton 

2016/17 
Med 
(3) 

Med 
(3) 

Med 
(9) 

Replace Force-wide & control 
room telephony (£1.5m); 
Information Services & Contact 
Management BC plans in place 

Reasonable 

COS 
005 

Health, 
safety & 
wellbeing 

An officer or member of staff is 
assaulted whilst at work (forecast 
270 in 2014/15, or 7% chance) 

ACO 
Monckton 

Next 12 
months 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Health & safety policy & related 
guidance in place; monitor 
through Corporate Services 
Board & Force H&S meeting 

Substantial 

SCU 
003 Procurement 

Savings are not realised 
because EMSCU are not 
involved at an early stage in the 
business case process 

ACO 
Monckton 

June 
2015 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Engagement with stakeholders 
& involvement in senior 
management meetings; 
communication plan rolled out 

Limited 

SCU 
007 Procurement 

Commercial challenge and 
reputation damage in the event 
of major supplier failure 

ACO 
Monckton 

Next 12 
months 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Implementation of Supplier 
Relationship management & 
stakeholder engagement by 
procurement business partners 

Limited 
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Closed risks  
 

Identifier Risk description Reason for closure Date closed Closed by 

B&F 001 
The Force successfully bids for in excess of £1m from 
the Police Innovation Fund in 2015/16 

The risk (opportunity) was exploited 
successfully 

August 2014 ACO Monckton 
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Appendix – explanatory note 
 
The following definitions and criteria have been used to describe and assess the risks recorded in this risk register: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Score Definition 

Very high 5 Significant, lasting or permanent impact on objectives 

High 4 Significant, temporary or noticeable, lasting impact on objectives 

Medium 3 Noticeable, temporary or minor, lasting impact on objectives 

Low 2 Minor, temporary or minimal, lasting impact on objectives 

Very low 1 Minimal, temporary impact on objectives 

 

Probability Score Definition 

Very high 5 Almost certainly will occur (>75% chance) 

High 4 More likely to occur than not 51-75% chance) 

Medium 3 Fairly likely to occur (26-50% chance) 

Low 2 Unlikely to occur (6-25% chance) 

Very low 1 Extremely unlikely or virtually impossible (0-5% chance) 
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Probability is multiplied by Impact to give the overall Rating, which is colour coded, dependent upon whether the risk represents a 
threat (negative impact) or opportunity (positive impact) using the matrices below: 
 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 

 
Threat scoring matrix        Opportunity scoring matrix 
 
The Confidence rating that is applied to each risk represents an evaluation of the source information used to assess the risk, as 
follows: 

 Substantial – risk scoring is based on substantial, reliable data and / or intelligence 
 Reasonable – risk scoring is based on some data and / or intelligence, but there are gaps or issues with reliability 
 Limited – risk scoring is based on professional judgement alone 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 
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Business area  Information 

Responsible officer DCC Sue Fish 

Period Quarter 1, 2014/15 
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C&J 
007 

Digital 
Imaging 
Evidence 
Unit (DIEU) 

Critical failure of DIEU stand 
alone ICT equipment resulting in 
permanent loss of information 

ACC Jupp Next 12 
months 

High 
(4) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(16) 

 

Temporary repairs by DIEU; 
DCC to review with Information 
Services & Crime & Justice 

Reasonable 

INF 
017 

Varies by 
information 
asset 

Unauthorised access to Force 
information by an officer, 
member of staff or volunteer 
(probability unknown) 

IAOs Next 3 
months 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(12) 

 
Protective monitoring; develop 
role based access through East 
Midlands Strategic 
Infrastructure Services (EMSIS) 

Limited 

INF 
010 

Varies by 
information 
asset 

Unauthorised third party access 
to Force information (probability 
unknown) 

IAOs Next 3 
months 

Med 
(3) 

High 
(4) 

High 
(12) 

 Protective monitoring; develop 
policies and processes for 
managing and monitoring third 
party access (ICO 45; IAT&F 
46, 65, 67 & 98) 

Limited 

INF 
019 

Digital 
Investigation 
Unit (DIU) 

Power outage results in loss of 
evidential data from Digital 
Investigation Unit (DIU), due to 
limited back-up at Holmes House 

ACC Jupp Next 12 
months 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 

Prepare business case to 
relocate DIU to FHQ 

Reasonable 

INF 
008 

Infrastructure 
services 

Breach of network security 
following end of Windows XP 
support resulting in theft or 
alteration of information 

ACO 
Monckton 

Next 3 
months 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 
Existing network security; extra 
12 months XP support from 
Microsoft; Windows 7 project to 
upgrade operating system 

Limited 
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INF 
016 

Criminal 
justice 

Information contained on discs 
and in documents is provided to 
the CPS and subsequently lost 
or misplaced within their offices 
(regular occurrence) 

Jane Dean Next 3 
months 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Low 
(2) 

Med 
(10) 

 

Liaise with CPS to resolve the 
procedural issues causing this 
risk 

Reasonable 

INF 
001 

Crime 
recording 

A sexual offence is reported but 
is not recorded as a crime, 
resulting in the Force being 
unable to provide victim services 
(currently 9%) 

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 

CAIDQ Board sexual offences 
action plan to reduce probability

Substantial 

INF 
002 

Crime 
recording 

A robbery offence is reported but 
is not recorded as a crime, 
resulting in the Force being 
unable to provide victim services 
(currently 7%)   

ACC Jupp Next 3 
months 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 

NCRS audit monitored through 
CAIDQ Board & CMB review of 
incidents to reduce probability 

Substantial 

INF 
031 

Infrastructure 
services 

The Force is unable to connect 
to the national Public Services 
Network (PSN): incomplete 
preparation (Windows upgrade; 
home working as BYOD) 

ACO 
Monckton 

Summer 
2015 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 

Regional PSN project led by 
Northants; procurement of 100 
laptops for essential users 

Reasonable 

INF 
003 

Crime 
recording 

Force activities lead to an 
increase in the number of 
recorded sexual offences, 
resulting in criticism & damage to 
reputation  

ACC Jupp June 
2015 

Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 
Seek Home Office assurance to 
assess probability and develop 
sexual offences media strategy 
to mitigate impact 

Reasonable 
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Closed risks  
 

Identifier Risk description Reason for closure Date closed Closed by 

INF 030 
Breach of FHQ security through unattended main gate 
resulting in harm to individuals or damage to property 

Risk accepted – no evidence of current threat 
(monitor through security incident reporting 
procedure) 

August 2014 FIAB 

INF 020 
Loss of access to information if Mansfield servers 
overheat following air-con failure 

Risk accepted – air-con replaced & ICT 
business continuity plans in place (monitor 
through security incident reporting procedure) 

August 2014 FIAB 
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Appendix – explanatory note 
 
The following definitions and criteria have been used to describe and assess the risks recorded in this risk register: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Score Definition 

Very high 5 Significant, lasting or permanent impact on objectives 

High 4 Significant, temporary or noticeable, lasting impact on objectives 

Medium 3 Noticeable, temporary or minor, lasting impact on objectives 

Low 2 Minor, temporary or minimal, lasting impact on objectives 

Very low 1 Minimal, temporary impact on objectives 

 

Probability Score Definition 

Very high 5 Almost certainly will occur (>75% chance) 

High 4 More likely to occur than not 51-75% chance) 

Medium 3 Fairly likely to occur (26-50% chance) 

Low 2 Unlikely to occur (6-25% chance) 

Very low 1 Extremely unlikely or virtually impossible (0-5% chance) 
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Probability is multiplied by Impact to give the overall Rating, which is colour coded, dependent upon whether the risk represents a 
threat (negative impact) or opportunity (positive impact) using the matrices below: 
 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 

 
Threat scoring matrix        Opportunity scoring matrix 
 
The Confidence rating that is applied to each risk represents an evaluation of the source information used to assess the risk, as 
follows: 

 Substantial – risk scoring is based on substantial, reliable data and / or intelligence 
 Reasonable – risk scoring is based on some data and / or intelligence, but there are gaps or issues with reliability 
 Limited – risk scoring is based on professional judgement alone 

Im
p

ac
t 

V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 
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Responsible officer Chief Executive Kevin Dennis 

Period Quarter 1, 2014/15 
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PCC 
001 

Strategy & 
assurance 

Government funding cuts reduce 
the budget that can be made 
available to the Chief Constable, 
resulting in an increase in crime 
in 2015/16 

Phil Gilbert Jun 
2016 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
High 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 
Police & Crime Plan priorities 
for prevention & early 
intervention; PCC’s Alcohol 
Strategy 

Limited 

PCC 
002 

Strategy & 
assurance 

Government funding cuts reduce 
the budget that can be made 
available to the Chief Constable, 
resulting in a reduced quality of 
service in 2015/16 

Phil Gilbert Jun 
2016 

Low 
(2) 

Very 
high 
(5) 

Med 
(10) 

 
Police & Crime Plan priorities 
for victims, witnesses & 
vulnerable people; PCC’s Victim 
Strategy 

Limited 

PCC 
008 Finance 

The Home Office review of Police 
& Crime funding results in 
Nottinghamshire Police receiving 
a smaller settlement than it does 
at present 

CFO Charlie 
Radford 

tbc 
Low 
(2) 

High 
(4) 

Med 
(8) 

 PCC CFO is involved through 
PaCCTS; Lobbying Government 
for a better deal on funding 
formula, police grant, precept 
and community safety fund 

Limited 
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Closed risks  
 

Identifier Risk description Reason for closure Date closed Closed by 
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Appendix – explanatory note 
 
The following definitions and criteria have been used to describe and assess the risks recorded in this risk register: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Score Definition 

Very high 5 Significant, lasting or permanent impact on objectives 

High 4 Significant, temporary or noticeable, lasting impact on objectives 

Medium 3 Noticeable, temporary or minor, lasting impact on objectives 

Low 2 Minor, temporary or minimal, lasting impact on objectives 

Very low 1 Minimal, temporary impact on objectives 

 

Probability Score Definition 

Very high 5 Almost certainly will occur (>75% chance) 

High 4 More likely to occur than not 51-75% chance) 

Medium 3 Fairly likely to occur (26-50% chance) 

Low 2 Unlikely to occur (6-25% chance) 

Very low 1 Extremely unlikely or virtually impossible (0-5% chance) 
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Probability is multiplied by Impact to give the overall Rating, which is colour coded, dependent upon whether the risk represents a 
threat (negative impact) or opportunity (positive impact) using the matrices below: 
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V high 
(5) 5 10 15 20 25 

High  
(4) 4 8 12 16 20 

Medium 
(3) 3 6 9 12 15 

Low 
(2) 2 4 6 8 10 

V low 
(1) 1 2 3 4 5 

 V low 
(1) 

Low 
(2) 

Medium 
(3) 

High  
(4) 

V high 
(5) 

Probability 

 
Threat scoring matrix        Opportunity scoring matrix 
 
The Confidence rating that is applied to each risk represents an evaluation of the source information used to assess the risk, as 
follows: 

 Substantial – risk scoring is based on substantial, reliable data and / or intelligence 
 Reasonable – risk scoring is based on some data and / or intelligence, but there are gaps or issues with reliability 
 Limited – risk scoring is based on professional judgement alone 
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East Midlands Police Collaboration Update 
 

1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide an update to the members of the Audit 

and Scrutiny Panel in relation to collaboration in the East Midlands by way of 
a high level overview. 
 

2. Recommendations 

 
2.1 It is recommended that members of the Panel note the contents of the report.  
 

3. Reasons for Recommendations 

 
3.1 To ensure that members are fully informed of the progress made by the East 

Midlands Police Collaboration Team to-date.  
 

4. Summary of Key Points  

 

4.1  There is an overall vision to develop an integrated East Midlands Operational 

Support Service (EMOpSS) for participating forces. This will be achieved 

through a staged approach and includes the following business areas; Armed 

Policing, Strategic Roads Policing, Specialist Services and Command & 

Control. The regional OSD senior management team is now in place and it is 

expected that an outline business case / options paper will be presented to 

the Programme Board at the end of September showing how Phase 3 will be 

implemented.  It is in this phase that cost savings will be delivered in addition 

to other benefits including consistency of approach in leadership, strategy, 

people, partnerships, resources and processes will be realised together with 

increased operational resilience. 

4.2 The East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS) collaboration continues 

to move forward under four business areas – Senior Management Team and 

Business Support, Prosecutions, Witness Care and Custody and the Head of 

EMCJS is in post.  The Custody work stream is developing plans around the 



regional use of custody estate, with the objectives of enhancing 

interoperability, streamlining and standardising processes in support of 

investigations. Initial proposals will be delivered in mid-September.    EMCJS 

is working with partners at a regional level to deliver action plans around 

Transforming Summary Justice (to increase the number of cases dealt with at 

first hearing by improving the quality of files, separating anticipated  guilty and 

not guilty cases, and improving case management by CPS, Police and Courts 

ahead of first hearings). Other regional pieces of work under development 

within Criminal Justice include the creation of Virtual Remand Courts. The 

project will deliver the technology and working practices to enable remand 

hearings to be held virtually, with prisoners remaining in police custody 

(mitigating the cost of transport to court and management at court).  It will also 

deliver the benefits of using the same technology to enable officers, victims 

and witnesses to provide evidence virtually.  EMCJS is working closely with 

the Niche implementation team to prepare for the delivery of the integrated IT 

platform. The successful delivery of this platform will release further potentials 

for the alignment of working practices and delivery of savings at a regional 

level. The first tranche of the EMCJS programme is scheduled to conclude by 

the end of 2014, by which time clear proposals will have been developed and 

costed. The second tranche of work (developing implementation plans), will 

commence in January 2015.     

4.3 A decision has been taken to disband the Resources portfolio. However, Chief 
Constable Eyre is still leading on the Business Support work. This area of 
business includes a two force project between Nottinghamshire Police and 
Northamptonshire Police seeking to transform the infrastructure and services 
to produce a single flexible infrastructure and service base where possible. A 
Lean Specialist has been appointed and will work in conjunction with the 
project team and specifically with the EMPCT Business Support team as they 
facilitate senior management and staff workshops, followed by the 
commencement of process mapping.   

 
4.4 Chief Constables and Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) have agreed 

to a new regional Governance structure (please see Appendix A).  
 
4.5 The Collaboration Team has re-structured to reflect the new portfolio structure 

with a Business Support Portfolio Lead having taken up post. A Performance 
Analyst has also been recruited and two Researcher/Clerical assistants are 
now in post.  

 
4.6      EMSOU/National Crime Agency co-location plans continue and the project is 

progressing well. An agreement has been reached to purchase the Building 

and to fit-out half. It is anticipated that the purchase will be completed by the 

end of September 2014. 

 
 



4.7 The regional Forensics project continues to progress with plans for the Arrow 
Centre development moving forwards. The Regional Collaboration Team has 
now moved out of the Arrow Centre to allow work to commence on the 
Forensics Centre of Excellence. 

 
4.8 Results of the recent Innovation Fund bids have now been received. The East 

Midlands region has been successful in a large number of those bids 
submitted (please see Appendix B for the full list). 

5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 

 
5.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report.  

6. Human Resources Implications 

 
6.1 Human resource implications in relation to collaboration are highlighted in the 

above, ‘summary of key points’ section.  
 

7. Equality Implications 

 
7.1  There are no equality implications arising from this report.  

8. Risk Management 

 
8.1 There are no risks highlighted in this report.    
 

9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 

 
9.1 The work of the East Midlands Collaboration team is clearly linked to the 

seven priorities of the Police and Crime Plan.  Collaboration is not only 
pragmatic, but will help achieve results that enhance the way the police 
service in the region does business.  

 

10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 

 
10.1 There are no relevant changes in legislation of other legal considerations with 

regards to this report.  
 

11.  Details of outcome of consultation 

 
11.1 There has been no consultation in the preparation of this report.   
 

12.  Appendices 

 
12.1 Appendix A – regional governance structure. 
 
12.2 Appendix B – Innovation Bids.  
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2014/15 Commitments from successful multi-year bids in the 2013/14 

Precursor Fund 

Lead force 
Other forces in 
collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Avon and 
Somerset 

Gloucestershire 
Wiltshire 

Multi-force software 
solution for the 
management of specialist 
operations 

£150,000 

Cambridgeshire 
Bedfordshire 
Hertfordshire 

Bringing together 
operational and 
organisational support 
across three force areas 

£6,570,000 

Cleveland Durham 
Expansion of joint 
protective services team in 
Cleveland and Durham 

£195,000 

Derbyshire 

Leicestershire 
Lincolnshire 
Nottinghamshire 
Northamptonshire 

Creation of police forensics 
Centre Of Excellence 

£920,244 

Devon and 
Cornwall 

 

Use of mobile data to 
assist officers in direct 
criming, ticketing, 
electronic statementing, 
and access to the Police 
National Computer (PNC) 

£323,000 

Dorset 

23 police forces will 
benefit 

Creation of a secure digital 
platform by a consortium of 
24 police forces in England 
and Wales, in partnership 
with three private sector 
suppliers, to support 
public-facing transactions 
and interactions 

£190,000 

Avon and Somerset 
Devon and Cornwall 
Gloucestershire 
Wiltshire 

Creation of a South West 
Forensic Science Service 

£180,000 

 

Creation of a cloud-based 
platform to enable 
transparent, effective and 
efficient working between 
blue light and local 
authority partners 

£75,000 



Lead force 
Other forces in 
collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Durham  

Red Sigma – a new IT 
system to incorporate 
crime, intelligence, 
protecting vulnerable 
people, tasking and 
briefing. 

£561,678 

Greater 
Manchester 
Police 

 
Development of a multi-
agency response to 
organised crime 

£940,000 

 

Extending the "Safer 
Trafford Partnership" to 
cover ASB and 
neighbourhood disputes, 
and mental heal work 

£47,056 

Hampshire 

 

Integration of shared 
services for County 
Council, Fire and Rescue 
and constabulary 

£466,000 

 

Co-location of police and 
other local partners (in 
particular safer 
neighbourhood teams) 

£408,000 

Leicestershire  

Implementation of a unified 
communications system 
including voice, video, data 
and desktop system 

£31,500 

Lincolnshire 
Leicestershire 
Nottinghamshire 
Northamptonshire 

Joint IT/shared services 
across multiple forces 

£1,190,000 

Metropolitan 
Police Service 

Bid on behalf of the 
Association of Police 
and Crime 
Commissioners 

Police IT Company £291,500 

North Wales  

Raising awareness of child 
exploitation and improving 
outcomes for young people 
at risk. 

£151,438 

Northamptonshire  

Police and fire integration.  
Development of a 21st 
century estate and new 
operating model 

£900,000 



Lead force 
Other forces in 
collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Nottinghamshire 

 
Support early interventions 
to children and families 
affected by child abuse. 

£109,434 

 

Plan to lead on integrating 
and innovating working 
practices of public, private 
and voluntary sector 
providers. 

£331,087 

South Wales 
 

 

IT services integration 
across back office, 
command and control, and 
intelligence 

£1,500,000 

 
Project to reduce violent 
crime 

£210,000 

 
Roll-out of youth offending 
team principles to young 
adults 

£160,000 

Staffordshire  
Introduction of a Multi 
Agency Safeguarding Hub 

£1,200,000 

Suffolk  
Expansion of Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition 

£779,400 

Surrey 

Sussex 

Enable both Surrey and 
Sussex Police to 
accelerate the deployment 
of public-facing online 
digital services and to 
integrate them with the 
national eCommerce for 
Policing 

£174,675 

 

Scoping development for 
multi agency information 
transfer (shared IT 
platform) with fire and 
rescue 

£735,000 

Thames Valley  
Digital public contact 
programme (apps, social 
media etc) 

£2,000,000 



Lead force 
Other forces in 
collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

West Mercia  

Implementation of  a 
combined contact and 
control across blue light 
services 

£1,647,000 

West Midlands  

Creation of a public sector 
intelligence hub.  
Integrated sharing of 
intelligence/'data mining in 
relation to child sexual 
exploitation and child 
abuse. 

£211,530 

 



 

New bids to the 2014/15 Fund 

Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Avon and 
Somerset 

 

Investment in multi-agency 
prevention activities in 
troubled areas to manage 
demand on police time and 
deliver efficiencies 

£321,500 

Devon and Cornwall 
Dorset 
Wiltshire 

Regional Digital Evidence 
Storage and Management 
Solution 

£750,000 

Bedfordshire 
Cambridgeshire 
Hertfordshire 

Body Worn Video £795,723 

Cheshire  

Introduction of mobile data 
and IT to allow flexible 
working from non-police 
buildings 

£167,489 

City of London 

 

Deliver behavioural 
detection tactics in densely 
populated sites in the City 
of London and key 
transport hubs around 
London 

£179,950 

 

Transformation of City of 
London public services 
through digital tasking and 
evidence gathering, 
including body worn video 

£312,848 

Cleveland  

Development of a demand 
management model for 
Cleveland Police (Phase 1) 
and then expansion to 
incorporate other forces 
and partners in further 
phases. 

£230,000 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Cumbria 

 

Supporting the “Time to 
Change West Cumbria” 
programme by 
transforming the disused 
Police station in Egremont 
into a direct access hostel 
for veterans, ex-offenders, 
and homeless people. 

£113,548 

 

Roll-out of improved mobile 
access to officers and wifi 
hotspots in key public 
areas. 

£543,000 

Devon and 
Cornwall 

 

Installation of video 
technology ‘live links’ in 
four additional sites in 
Devon and Cornwall, to 
provide facilities at all 
custody centres within the 
force area. 

£48,082 

Dorset 

Avon and Somerset 
Devon and Cornwall 
Gloucestershire 
Wiltshire 

Additional work to 
introduce digital forensics, 
crime scene identification 
and fingerprint and drugs 
analysis to the South West 
Forensic Science Service 

£1,764,000 

Durham  Body Worn Video £32,400 

Dyfed Powys  
Secure multi-agency 
electronic information 
exchange during incidents 

£95,500 

Essex  

Expansion of the 
Chelmsford Drug Testing 
on Arrest pilot to the 
remaining seven custody 
suites operating within the 
pan- Essex Force Area 

£412,256 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Bid on behalf of the 
Association of Police 
and Crime 
Commissioners 

Develop the evidence base 
regarding the potential 
benefits and savings that 
can be delivered through 
greater and improved 
collaborative procurement, 
including commoditisation 
of IT systems and services 

£159,000 

Greater 
Manchester 
Police 
 

 

Provide a Navigation 
Centre to improve services 
to people with mental 
health difficulties 

£200,000 

 

Develop an offender-
focused, real-time system 
to enable officers to 
interact with the most 
probable suspects of a 
crime within minutes of it 
taking place 

£86,016 

 
Project to provide 
interventions with young 
people missing from home 

£100,000 

Gwent 

Dyfed Powys 
North Wales 
South Wales 

Collaboration of all forces 
in Wales to create a Pan-
Wales Women’s Triage 
Scheme 

£234,517 

South Wales 

Collaboration with South 
Wales Police to create an 
affective mobile platform 
that will provide rapid 
access to key information, 
remove duplication and 
streamline current 
processes 

£837,267 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Hampshire 
 

 

Creation of a ground-
breaking joint working 
arrangement to share 
corporate services 
between three of 
Hampshire’s largest public 
bodies; Hampshire County 
Council, Hampshire Fire & 
Rescue Service and 
Hampshire Constabulary. 

£746,480 

22 other police forces 
will benefit from the bid 

Firearms licensing digital 
transformation project 

£657,800 

 

Strategic Headquarters 
Project, which will relocate 
the Hampshire 
Constabulary Chief Officer 
Group and associated 
support departments to the 
current Hampshire Fire and 
Rescue Service 
Headquarters site, as part 
of the force’s wider estates 
strategy 

£73,500 

 Body Worn Video £362,800 

Kent Essex 

Implementation of a 
telematics fleet system that 
will reduce bureaucracy, 
improve fuel economy and 
allow for a live, transparent 
picture of all vehicle 
locations 

£40,700 

Lancashire  

Investigate / introduce 
rapid DNA profiling 
technology in criminal 
investigations. 

£339,990 

Lincolnshire 

Derbyshire 
Leicestershire 
Northamptonshire 
Nottinghamshire 

Proof of concept project on 
live links and virtual courts 

£443,723 

Merseyside  Body Worn Video £228,731 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Metropolitan 
Police Service 

 

Forensic Biosensors - 
introducing innovative 
technologies to crime 
prevention. 

£113,340 

 MPS mobile IT programme £6,000,000 

 
Further rollout of Body 
worn video 

£573,488 

 

Introduction of multi-
agency Mental Health 
Awareness Training and 
Safeguarding support 

£460,050 

Norfolk  
Introduction of integrated 
mental health teams into 
Command and Control 

£87,509 

North Wales  Body Worn Video £44,538 

North Yorkshire 
 

26 other police forces 
will benefit 

 
Creation of a National 
Rural Crime Network to 
provide information and 
support for rural 
communities by 
encouraging direct 
interaction between 
businesses, organisations 
and the police 
 

£39,200 

 
Expansion and 
enhancement of York anti-
social behaviour hub 

£115,562 

 
Project to tackle internet 
enabled cybercrime 

£200,000 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Northamptonshire  

Joint police and fire and 
rescue work to increase 
community engagement 
and prevention activities 
through increased visibility 
and availability, proximity 
of resources, and improved 
response times 

£2,363,000 

Northumbria  

Mapping of domestic 
abuse perpetrators in the 
Northumbria Police force 
area and to development of 
a programme compatible 
with the Northumbria 
Police command and 
control system. 

£141,155 

Nottinghamshire 
 

Derbyshire 
Leicestershire 
Lincolnshire 
Northamptonshire 

Body Worn Video £1,684,240 

Derbyshire 
Leicestershire 
Lincolnshire 
Northamptonshire 

Investigate / introduce 
rapid DNA profiling 
technology in criminal 
investigations. 

£91,400 

Lincolnshire 
Leicestershire 
Northamptonshire 

Delivery of a four force 
interoperable ICT platform 
for Crime, Intelligence, 
Case File and Custody 

£2,922,000 

 

Project to address the 
impact that mental health 
has on the police and wide 
CJS 

£164,520 

South Yorkshire Humberside 
Enhancement of two 
forces’ existing mobile IT 
solution 

£1,812,430 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

Suffolk  

Creation of a shared 
Fire/Police station in 
Woodbridge, Suffolk on the 
site of the existing Fire 
Station. 

£413,250 

Surrey 

Dyfed Powys 
Hampshire 
Staffordshire 
Sussex 
Thames Valley 

Extension of the Digital 
Policing and Multi Agency 
data sharing capability of 
the current successful 
Surrey Police Mobile Data 
solution 

£485,000 

Sussex 

Implementation of a shared 
Business Intelligence 
platform to allow local and 
cross-force data analysis 
for intelligence, 
performance and 
management information 
requirements to be fulfilled 
through a 
standardised process. 

£544,500 

Sussex 

14 other forces will 
benefit 

Project to enable the fifteen 
Minerva member forces to 
obtain additional expertise 
and support to deliver 
operational and financial 
benefits and increase 
collaboration. 

£498,800 

Dorset 

Development of a mobile 
IT solution with the 
potential to be adopted by 
other Minerva forces. 

£1,850,000 

Thames Valley 
Bedfordshire 
Hampshire 
Hertfordshire 

Introduction of ‘Intelligent 
mobility’ through advanced 
analytics across four 
forces’ fleets 

£914,678 



Lead Force 
Other Forces in 
Collaboration 

Bid description 
Bid value in 

2014/15 

West Mercia Warwickshire 

Development of a business 
case for a single company 
(Joint Property Vehicle) to 
manage public sector 
vehicle estate 

£216,000 

West Yorkshire 

 

Chemical Profiling of 
fingermarks - MALDI MSP 
and MALDI MSI method 
refinement for operational 
deployment in casework 

£26,984 

 
Creation of a secure portal 
for the transfer of digital 
files and interviews 

£12,000 

 

Creation and delivery of 
digital applications, drawn 
and developed from the 
content of the Police 
National Legal Database’s 
successful products and 
services, to assist public 
users nationally by making 
the criminal law simple and 
accessible 

£102,000 

 
Development of a national 
operating model for air 
support 

£400,000 
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INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT 
 

1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 To provide members with an update on progress against the Internal Audit 

Annual Plan and the findings from audits completed to date. 
 

2. Recommendations 

 
2.1 Members are recommended to consider the report and where appropriate 

make comment or request further work in relation to specific audits to ensure 
they have adequate assurance from the work undertaken. 

 

3. Reasons for Recommendations 

 
3.1 This complies with good governance and in ensuring assurance can be 

obtained from the work carried out. 
 

4. Summary of Key Points  

 
4.1 The attached report details the work undertaken to date and summarises the 

findings from individual audits completed since the last progress report to the 
panel. 

 
 

5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 

 
5.1 None as a direct result of this report. 

6. Human Resources Implications 

 
6.1 None as a direct result of this report. 
 

7. Equality Implications 

 
7.1 None as a direct result of this report. 

 



8. Risk Management 

 
8.1 None as a direct result of this report. 
 

9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 

 
9.1 This report complies with good governance and financial regulations. 
 

10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 

 
10.1 None 
 

11.  Details of outcome of consultation 

 
11.1 Not applicable 
 

12.  Appendices 

 
12.1 Appendix A - Internal Audit progress report. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Nottinghamshire Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner 

& Nottinghamshire Chief Constable   

Internal Audit Progress Report 

Audit Committee meeting: 23rd September 2014 
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Introduction 

The internal audit plan for 2014/15 was approved by the Joint Audit & Scrutiny Panel in June 2014.  This 

report provides an update on progress against that plan and summarises the results of our work to date. 

Summary of Progress against the Internal Audit Plan 

The table below provides a progress summary of the reports that have been finalised, in draft or are work in 

progress. There are no fundamental issues to report to the Committee that may impact on our annual Head of 

Internal Audit opinion at this time. 

Assignment 

Reports considered today are 
shown in italics 

Status Opinion 

Actions Agreed  
(by priority) 

  High       Medium      Low  

Audits to address specific risks 

Information Management 

Arrangements 
Final Report Advisory - 8 2 

Information Security – Disaster 

Recovery 
Final Report Amber/Green - 2 3 

Commissioning Q4     

Governance – Delivery of Police & 

Crime Plan 

In the process of 

being scoped 
    

Partnerships Q3     

Policy Review As and When     

Scrutiny Panel  Q3     

Crime Recording Follow Up Q4     

Volunteering In the process of 
being scoped 

    

Regional HR – Training & Skills Refer to 

comments 

included in the 

Change Control 

section 

    

Victims Code of Compliance In the process of 

being scoped 
    

Key Financial Controls 
Q3     

Forensics Support Scientific Support Q2     

Financial Regulations Q2     

Corporate Governance / Policy Making Q4     

Follow Up Q4     

Regional Review  The scope has 

been agreed 
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Other Matters  

Planning and Liaison:  

We have continued to regularly meet and liaise with key officers and have also held various planning 
meetings with management to discuss the specific scoping of individual reviews and to agree the proposed 
timings of these reviews.  

 

Internal Audit Plan 2013/14 - Change Control: 

Action 

Changes considered today are shown 
in italics 

Date Agreed By 

The regional HR Training & Skills audit 
has been requested to be deferred until 
2015/16.  However, it is intended to 
utilise the allocation for this review to 
complete the regional review (with 
Northamptonshire Police) on Microsoft 
Licensing. 

September 2014 

To be agreed by the Joint Audit & 
Scrutiny Panel – September 2014  

 

 

Information and Briefings: We have issued the following updates electronically since the last Joint Audit & 
Scrutiny Panel:  

 Emergency Services News Briefing - August 2014 
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Key Findings from Internal Audit Work  

Assignment: Business Continuity & IT Disaster 
Recovery Planning 

Opinion: Amber / 
Green 

 

The Force is currently in a period of transition moving a number of its virtual servers into a cloud based solution.  
Furthermore, the personnel within IT has changed during 2014 with the Infrastructure and Service Delivery 
Manager taking on responsibility for IT business continuity.  Support and guidance for Force-wide Business 
Continuity is provided by the Strategic Support Officer.   

The Force is driven by ACPO guidelines to determine the criticality of IT systems and services for response 
times.  The main IT operating site is at Police Head Quarters in Nottingham, with a failover site located within 
the county at Mansfield and a third smaller site is available for IT disaster recovery and continuity at Carlton 
Police Station. 

The key findings from this review are as follows: 

Design of control framework 

 The Force has a combination of physical servers, a virtualised platform and a cloud platform.  
All business continuity data is backed up according to a documented schedule to a backup 
server which is housed at Force Headquarters in Nottingham.   

 The Force has two data centres facilitating the continuity of data - Force Headquarters which is 
the backup site and Mansfield Police Station which is the recovery site. A further smaller 
recovery site is sited at Carlton Police Station within the County. 

 These three core sites are triangulated in their configuration so if a link fails at any one site the 
others will remain operable; we verified this by review of a network diagram showing that it was 
last updated January 2014. 

 The IT department has an Excel document which shows what servers are backed up, the 
frequency and the storage location to failover site. There is also a data domain backup 
document which covers how backups are performed. A Legato Data Domain Backup System is 
used by the IT department to manage and review backups; this is referred to as DDR. 

 The backup system in place is designed to enable the IT Operations Team to monitor backup 
success, incidents and failures on a daily basis via the system management console; this 
ensures they are completed in accordance with the schedule. 

 A Formal Business Impact Analysis has been undertaken and is documented in the Force’s IT 
Business Continuity Toolkit which is maintained and retained on the Operations J Drive on the 
Force’s network.  The Business Impact Analysis shows interruption exposures to the IT 
systems and services, their probability and impact and remediation alternatives. 

 To ensure that staff are aware of their responsibilities in the event of a disaster, responsibility 
for IT Business Continuity has been assigned to appropriate members of staff and a Crisis 
Management Team have been defined. 

 An uninterrupted power supply (UPS), which is used to supply a safe power supply should there 
is be a loss of main power is in place and is powered by a generator at the three core sites. The 
time available is dependent on the current server load which was showing as 78 minutes during 
our review.   

 To ensure that IT hardware is available and would be replaced should an issue occur there are 
a number of contracts in place with 3

rd
 party suppliers. The scope and remit of this cover was 

found to be satisfactory. 

 An adequate service level management control framework for the provision of hardware, 
telephony and airwave services is in place and is designed to ensure that third party 
arrangements exist to maintain the continuity of IT services.  

 To ensure appropriate finance would be available in the event of a disaster the Force also has 
computer insurance with Tokio Marine London for the period 1st May 2014 to 30

th
 April 2015 

which includes schedules for computer and business interruption. 

Application of and compliance with control framework 

 We reviewed the DDR backup console for one day during our fieldwork to confirm that live daily 
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backups and network monitoring using Solarwinds were occurring at the Force’s backup site in 
accordance with documented procedures.  We found these to be operating without any 
continuity issues at the time of review. 

 Monthly failover testing of the Force control room system “Vision” is conducted.  We obtained 
and reviewed the log of these monthly tests for the previous six months and can confirm that 
these were carried out satisfactorily and any issues with the equipment were reported and 
logged for resolution rendering the system fit for purpose. 

However, we have made two medium category and three low category recommendations to assist the Force 

with its IT Business Continuity Planning. The medium rated findings and recommendations are summarised 

below: 

 The IT Department has recently developed an IT Business Continuity Toolkit which contains a 
suite of related documents and is aligned to ISO 22301.  The document is not yet fully complete.  
In addition associated key recovery documentation for each of the IT services held separately 
within the Business Continuity Folder on the network is also not complete and has not been 
formally reviewed as appropriate and approved by senior management (this will be updated as 
part of the IT Business Continuity Toolkit documentation).  Therefore there is an increased risk if 
relevant required guidance and information is not available in a disaster event, which could lead to 
a delay or inability to restore key IT services across the Force within an acceptable timeframe. 

 The Business Continuity Plan is currently only tested using "desktop" Force wide exercises.  It 
has yet to be tested for IT failure scenarios and results recorded; a full periodic test at the 
disaster recovery site is yet to be scheduled and undertaken and our review of the 
documentation provided and  discussions with IT Management confirmed that they do not 
currently perform restoration testing of servers containing critical IT services from backup data.  
Currently without comprehensive testing there is limited assurance that the Force is able to 
recover critical systems and data within an acceptable recovery time should a disaster occur. 

 

Recommendation Management Action 
Responsible Officer / 
Date 

An action plan needs to be developed to ensure 

IT Information Services have a complete and up 

to date Business Continuity Toolkit and 

associated suite of recovery documentation 

covering all the identified critical IT services. 

(Medium) 

  

Job descriptions need to be aligned to the IT 

Business Continuity Toolkit and updated to 

include responsibilities for IT Business 

Continuity, particularly for those in the Crisis 

Management Team. (Low) 

  

The Business Continuity Toolkit and other 
supporting documentation held in the directory to 
assist recovery in the event of a disaster occurring 
should be completed and stored securely offsite; 
in addition to the backup so available immediately 
should a disaster occur. (Low) 

  

The IT Business Continuity Toolkit - Tests & 

Exercise Tab should be fully completed and 

should provide comprehensive details of testing 

planned and undertaken. (Low) 

  

An IT Business Continuity test schedule should 

be documented and approved. 

The IT Business Continuity Toolkit should be 
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tested at least annually or after a change of key 

personnel, operational system or any aspect of 

the operational infrastructure. Where recovery 

testing takes place this should also assess 

recovery point and recovery time testing to 

ensure the specified objectives are achieved. 

(Medium) 

 

Assignment:  Information Management Arrangements 
(01.14/15) 

Opinion:  Advisory 

Headline Findings: 

Introduction 

Nottinghamshire Police (the Force) has recently completed a MoPI (Management of Police Information) 
questionnaire. On the back of the submitted responses HMIC (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary) has 
issued an inspection letter covering a number of key areas. The inspection is due to be completed in June 2014. 
As part of the Force’s Information Assurance Framework they have an established Force Information Assurance 
Board (FIAB) which meets quarterly and has a standardised agenda. To assist the FIAB the Force have recently 
established an Information Risk Management Group (IRMG) which will have their first meeting in May 2014 and 
monthly moving forward.  This working group will feed into FIAB. 

The Deputy Chief Constable (DCC) is the Force’s Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) lead on 
information assurance, information sharing agreements and also the Force’s nominated SIRO. She chairs 
FIAB and is part of IRMG. 

A number of areas of adequately designed and controls were identified during the review, including the 

following: 

Design of control framework 

 To ensure that responsibilities are clear, Information Asset Owner (IAO) responsibilities have 
been documented within the Information Assurance Framework (IAF) and initial workshops 
have been undertaken with those staff whose role includes being an IAO; 

 To develop the Force’s information management control framework and to provide evidence to 
the HMIC inspectors that improvements are being made the Force has documented a draft 
Information Assurance Improvement Plan (IAIP); and 

 To ensure records are retained in accordance with agreed guidelines a retention schedule has 
been documented this includes the retention periods for key Force records. 

However, we have made eight medium recommendations in relation to the design of the control framework. 

The findings are summarised below: 

 The MoPI Questionnaire submission for 2013 was not subject to approval by an appropriate 
group or committee to ensure that answers were a fair representation of the Force's information 
management arrangements; 

 The Force does not have a full suite of up to date and documented information management 
policies and associated procedures. Without appropriate policies and procedures the Force is 
increasing the risk that staff are not aware of their responsibilities which could lead to the 
incorrect handling of sensitive information; 

 Information Assurance training is a mandatory module for all staff; however this does not 
include the MoPI training. Accordingly, the Force are not able to submit this as complete on the 
questionnaire; 

 The Force has a number of information sharing agreements (ISAs) in place with third parties.  
There is a comprehensive centralised repository which is used to identify information that flows 
in and out of the Force.  Although there is a list which shows current and withdrawn ISA’s which 
Management advised is reviewed annually some gaps were showing at the time of our review 
and therefore assurance is reduced over the validity of the ISAs within the list; 

 A data flow mapping exercise to identify inbound and outbound personal and sensitive 
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information flows within and outside the Force has not been performed. This would allow the 
Force to review whether secure transportation of sensitive information is being performed; 

 Quality assurance audits of information held and intelligence captured to ensure that 
information is recorded accurately and effectively are not scheduled or undertaken; 

 MoPI groupings used for categorising nominal crimes (as required by MoPI) are not utilised 
within the Force’s crime data; and 

 The Force does not currently have a comprehensive Information Assurance Risk Register we 
would expect this to be linked to an Information Assurance Improvement Plan (IAIP) with a 
prioritisation given to each improvement action. A risk register is used to identify all current 
information risks and to document mitigating controls so that risks can be effectively managed. 

 

Recommendation Management Action 
Responsible Officer / 
Date 

To ensure that external facing communication is 
both accurate and approved at a senior level 
further questionnaires (not just MoPI) should be 
discussed and approved once completed and 
before being sent to a third party.  

Ideally the FIAB should be responsible for 
collating and approving responses to information 
assurance questionnaires and ultimate 
authorisation should be from the SIRO. (Medium) 

The business areas which deal 
with the questionnaire were 
consulted. Each section was 
completed by a specialist in 
post. FIAB only meet once a 
quarter so the timescales were 
not conducive to the 3 week 
turnaround requested of the 
questionnaire. All future 
questionnaires will be the 
responsibility (within reason) of 
the SIRO and approval 
through FIAB. As FIAB only 
meets quarterly t is not always 
practicable to approve through 
FIAB therefore, where 
appropriate, approvals will be 
sought through the monthly 
IRMG meetings or via the 
Interim Information 
Management and Security 
Manager or the Organisational 
Development Manager direct 
to the SIRO 

SIRO 

 

Implemented 

To ensure that responsibilities and procedures are 
clear, the Force needs to develop and implement 
a comprehensive Information Management 
Strategy in line with national guidance. (Medium) 

 

To support the Information Management Strategy 
the Force should complete the following actions: 

 To ensure that staff are fully aware of their 
individual responsibilities a comprehensive 
range of policies and procedures which 
should include but not be limited to records 
management, information security, data 
disposals and data quality that are associated 
with the Information Management Strategy 
should be documented, approved and 
implemented to support the Strategy.  

 

 To ensure the consequences of a lack of 
formal documentation is understood by 

Carry out a comprehensive 

review of information 

management responsibilities, 

to enable us to identify the 

extent to which we currently 

meet information 

management responsibilities, 

along with identification of 

any risks which are likely to 

impact on those 

responsibilities in the future.  

This recommendation only 

partly relates to risk 

management.  

 

College of Policing APP on 

Information Management 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

31/8/14 
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senior management the Force should ensure 
that the Information Assurance Improvement 
Plan and Risk Register is updated to include 
the risks and implications of not having in 
place appropriate Strategies and Policies. 

 

So that policies and procedures are relevant and 
progress of the implementation of the Strategy 
and associated policies and procedures should be 
monitored by the IRMG and FIAB. (Medium) 

states a strategy is required. 

Evidence gathered will inform 

the nature of the Strategy. 

 

To ensure that staff are fully aware of their 
individual responsibilities the Force should ensure 
the following actions are undertaken: 

 All staff should undertake mandatory 
Information Management Training as per the 
Information Assurance Framework. 

 Training records should be formally reported 
to FIAB in order to measure compliance.   

 A Training Needs Analysis should be 
performed and executed to identify those 
staff with elevated information management 
responsibilities, e.g. IAOs to ensure further 
relevant training modules like MoPI are made 
mandatory.    

 Consideration should be given to 
implementing periodic mandatory 
information management refresher training. 

(Medium) 

Commission training at 

regional level at the regional 

IA Board chaired by the SIRO 

and deliver e-learning 

packages for all staff. 

Review the training delivery 

via the Training Priorities 

Panel chaired by the Force 

SIRO 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

31/12/14 

The Force should ensure that all ISAs are 
documented within a comprehensive centralised 
repository to confirm that appropriate agreements 
are in place.   

In addition, once completed, the centralised 

repository should be reviewed periodically to 

ensure that the agreements are up to date, are 

still required and are adhered to. (Medium) 

Review all the ISA’s to 

ensure fit for purpose and 

place in the NC Forms 

network folder so accessible 

to all staff. 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

31/12/14 

The Force should perform a data flow mapping 

exercise to identify information flows within and 

information that leaves and enters the 

organisation. (Low) 

Carry out a data flow 

mapping exercise to identify 

information that leaves and 

enters the organisation. 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

Phased approach 

with full completion 

due by 31
st
 March 

2015 

 To ensure that assurance can be gained that 
staff are following the appropriate procedures 
and data quality is an appropriate standard 
the Force should look to complete the 
following actions: 

 Implement a comprehensive information 
quality assurance audit programme which is 
in accordance with an agreed Information 
Management Strategy.   

 An Audit Schedule and a standardised 

Carry out a comprehensive 
review of information 
management responsibilities 
(as per 1.2) 

 

Review the quality assurance 

audit programme to ensure in 

line with the Information 

Management Strategy. 

Pat Stocker 

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

31/08/2014 

 

 

31/08/2014 
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programme test template should be agreed 
which covers but is not limited to a sample 
assessments of data transfers and 
information sharing agreements  

 Results of all audits should be reported to 
FIAB.   

(Medium) 

In the proposed restructure it 
is thought the post of 
Information Sharing Officer will 
include the responsibility for 
audit of information sharing.  

Refresh the audit schedule 

and present to FIAB. 

The Force should implement MoPI groupings so 

that nominal crimes can be clearly grouped and 

reviewed. (Medium) 

Implement a system which will 
allow the grouping and review 
of nominals or crimes. 

Review current status of MOPI 
classifications within the 
current MOPI systems and 
review technical and business 
process options available 
alongside the current Force 
priorities to assess how  this 
recommendation can be 
achieved 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

 

Phased approach 

with completion by 

31
st
 March 2015 

To ensure that the Force is fully aware of the 
consequences of any risks in place and to ensure 
that appropriate mitigating actions are 
taken/agreed an Information Assurance Risk 
Register should be completed and reviewed 
formally at the FIAB and (IRMG).   

The Risk Register should be linked and 

referenced to the Information Assurance 

Improvement Action Plan and the prioritisation of 

each action should be listed. (Medium) 

An Information Risk Strategy 

and Risk Register are in 

development; terms of 

reference for the IRMG have 

been agreed by the DCC and 

monthly meetings set up to 

formally review development 

of the Information Risk 

Register alongside the 

required business processes 

with progress reported to 

FIAB. 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

Implemented 

To ensure that actions will be completed in a 

timely manner the Information Assurance 

Improvement Plan should be updated and 

reviewed in light of breached completion dates. 

(Low) 

Regularly review and update 

the Information Assurance 

Improvement Plan 

Pat Stocker  

(Information Security 

Manager) 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement 

of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.  Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in 

this report is as accurate as possible, based on the information provided and documentation reviewed, no complete guarantee or warranty can be given with 

regard to the advice and information contained herein.  Our work does not provide absolute assurance that material errors, loss or fraud do not exist.   

This report, together with any attachments, is provided pursuant to the terms of our engagement. The use of the report is solely for internal purposes by the 

management and Board of our client and, pursuant to the terms of the engagement, it should not be copied or disclosed to any third party or otherwise 

quoted or referred to, in whole in part, without our written consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report has not been prepared, and is 

not intended for any other purpose. 

© 2013 Baker Tilly Business Services Limited 

The term "partner" is a title for senior employees, none of whom provide any services on their own behalf. 

Baker Tilly Business Services Limited (04066924) is registered in England and Wales.  Registered office 25 Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AB.   
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AUDIT AND INSPECTION 
 

1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 To provide the Audit and Scrutiny Panel with an update on the status of audits 

and inspections taking place in Force.  This report also informs the Panel of 
expected future audits and inspections. 
 

2. Recommendations 

 
2.1 That the Panel notes the progress made against audit and inspection 

recommendations. 
 
2.2 That the Panel takes note of forthcoming audit and inspections. 
 

3. Reasons for Recommendations 

 
3.1 To enable the Panel to fulfil its scrutiny obligations to oversee and consider 

Force arrangements to deliver against audits and inspections. 
 

4. Summary of Key Points 

 
4.1 The actions outlined in this report are the result of recommendations made by 

the Force’s internal auditor Baker Tilly (formerly RSM Tenon) and external 
inspectorates, such as Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) 
and Criminal Justice Joint Inspectorate (CJJI).  They are managed through 
the Force Activity Plan process and reported at the Chief Officer Portfolio 
Boards on a monthly basis. 

 
4.2 Appendix 1 ‘Audit, Inspection and Review Status Report Quarter 1’ gives a 

summary of current, recent and forthcoming audits, inspections and reviews 
taking place in force. 

 
4.3 Actions update – Appendix 2 outlines the actions arising from audits and 

inspections that are off target, at risk of being off target, closed, on target and 
new actions added in Quarter 1. 
 



 

4.4 Overdue actions -  There is one action arising from audit and inspection 
which is currently overdue: 

 

 Baker Tilly – Culture Review. 

Action: Complete a staff survey to gauge if the cultural change has had 

an impact. 

Comment: ACO Monckton update 05/09/2014: Decision has been taken to 

delay the staff survey until 2015 as the level of change that the force is 

undergoing will give an unrepresentative result. Feedback has been received 

through various forums and this feedback was collated into a COT paper at the 

beginning of the summer. A number of actions from that paper are being taken 

forward, for example roll out of leadership development quest. 

4.5 Recent Audits and Inspections. 
See appendix 1. 
 

4.6 Forthcoming audits and inspections  
See appendix 1. 
 

4.7 A number of audit reports have recently been received and actions need to be 
agreed for these, there are also a number of reports due.  All of these reports 
will be scrutinised and where necessary actions agreed and added to the 
Force Activity Plan. 

 
 

5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 

 
5.1 There are no direct financial implications.  If financial implications arise from 

recommendations raised from audits, inspections and reviews these 
implications are considered accordingly.  Where an action cannot be delivered 
within budget provision, approval will be sought through the appropriate 
means. 

6. Human Resources Implications 

 
6.1 There are no direct HR implications.  Where an audit or inspection has Human 

Resources implications, these will be managed through the Force Activity 
Plan. 

 

7. Equality Implications 

 
7.1 There are no direct equality implications. Any equality implications which arise 

from an audit or inspection recommendation will be managed on an individual 
basis. 

8. Risk Management 

 
8.1 There is a risk to Force reputation, if mandatory or agreed actions identified as 

a result of audit or inspections are not completed.  The degree of risk will 



 

depend on the nature of the audit or inspection and will be assessed on a 
case by case basis. 

 

9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 

 
9.1 Where an audit or inspection recommends changes to Force Policy or 

Strategy, those changes will be managed through the Force Activity Plan. 
 

 

10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 

 
10.1 Where an audit or inspection relates to a change in Legislation or other legal 

considerations, those changes will be managed through the Force Activity 
Plan. 

 

11.  Details of outcome of consultation 

 
11.1 This process for monitoring audits, inspections and reviews has been agreed 

by the Chief Officer Team (COT). 
 

11.2 Action owners are consulted through the action monitoring process.  
 

12.  Appendices 

 
12.1 Appendix 1: Audit, Inspection and Review Status Report Q1 

 
Appendix 2: Actions arising from audits and inspections that are off target, at 
risk of being off target, proposed for closure, on target and new actions added 
in Quarter 1 

 
 
 



 



Appendix 1: Audit, Inspection and Review Status Report. Quarter 1. 

On target

At risk

Off target

Current Audits, Inspections and Reviews

COT Portfolio Title

Scrutiny 

Body

Audit, Inspection or 

Review

Total number 

of actions On target

At risk of 

being off 

target* Off target

Proposed 

for Closure Closed

ACO Monckton Culture Review Baker Tilly Audit 2 1 1

ACO Monckton Proceeds of Crime Act Baker Tilly Audit 7 7

ACO Monckton Partnerships Governance 2012 Baker Tilly Audit 1 1

ACO Monckton Environmental Policy Baker Tilly Audit 1 1

ACO Monckton Estates Management Baker Tilly Audit 1 1

ACO Monckton Health and Safety Baker Tilly Audit 1 1

ACO Monckton Workforce Planning Baker Tilly Audit 4 1 3

ACC Jupp Business Planning Internal Audit 1 1

ACC Jupp

Everyones Business: Improving the Police 

Response to domestic abuse (National 

Report)

HMIC Inspection 2 2

20 3 1 1 0 15

*Actions will be off target within one month and/ or are unlikely to be completed by the original target date.

On target to deliver within constraints, including target completion date, budget and resource allocated. It is also 

anticipated that any expected efficiency savings will be met. No further action required at this time.

Actions will be off target within one month and / or are unlikely to be completed by the end date.

Target date and / or other constraints such as budget or available resource have been exceeded, or it is anticipated 

that an expected efficiency saving will not be met. Issue to be highlighted to the Portfolio Board and corrective 

action sought to meet business objectives.

Actions



Recent  Audits, Inspections and Reviews

COT Portfolio Title Date

ACO Monckton HMIC: Valuing the Police 4 (VtP4). 

12th – 13th 

May 2014

ACO Monckton HMIC: Building the Picture. Information 

Management.  23rd – 25th 

June 2014

ACC Jupp HMIC: Crime Data Integrity Audit. 

30th June – 

3rd July 2014

ACC Jupp HMIC: Crime Data Integrity Inspection
8

th
 – 10

th
 July 

2014

DCC Fish HMIC: Police Integrity and Corruption

23
rd

 – 25
th 

July 2014

ACO Monckton Baker Tilly:  Absence Management

10th - 14th 

March 2014.

ACO Monckton Baker Tilly:  Information Management

22nd -24th  

April 2014

ACO Monckton Baker Tilly: Business Continuity and IT 

Disaster Recovery Plan.

24th-26th 

June 2014

To ensure the Force has effective IT 

disaster recovery arrangements in place to 

minimise disruption, maintain the service 

continuity of information systems, and to 

protect the integrity of critical data in the 

event of a disaster occurring.

Christi Carson

A research of policies, procedures and 

guidance to determine the direction, 

influence and control that organisations 

have on operational officers in respect of 

integrity and anti-corruption.

Effective governance and co-ordination of 

Information Management compliance 

arrangements within the Force and 

Management arrangements to prevent an 

avoidable breach of the Data Protection Act 

(DPA) and The Force’s Information 

Management Policies which could otherwise 

result in enforcement action, financial 

penalty or reputational damage.

Julie Mair

D Supt Jackie Alexander

DCI Simon Firth

As above.
DCI Simon Firth

To evaluate and the adequacy of risk 

management and control within the system 

and the extent to which controls have been 

applied, with a view to providing an opinion.

Steve Mitchell. Actions to be captured

Awaiting final report. (due in the autumn)

Awaiting final report.

Actions to be captured

Assess crime recording standards, examine 

incidents already reported to the police and 

crimes which have subsequently been 

recorded. Interviews with staff and visits to 

departments will help us understand the 

reasons for any issues around crime 

recording standards.

Awaiting final report.

Paul Steeples

How forces are responding to the remainder 

of the spending review but in particular look 

at  preparations for 2015/16 and beyond.

If force strategies, policies and procedures 

for information management adhere to the 

principles of the MoPI doctrine, are 

proportionate to risk and fit for purpose. 

Julie Mair

On force action plan (4action)

Awaiting final report.

Awaiting final report. (due in the autumn)

Force Lead StatusDescription



Forthcoming Audits, Inspections and Reviews

COT Portfolio Title Date

ACC Jupp HMIC Thematic:Welfare of vulnerable 

people in police custody**
Between 

September 

2014 and 

January 2015

ACC Jupp HMIC Thematic Inspection: Child 

Protection Arrangements**

2nd - 11th 

September

ACC Jupp Police Response to Online Child Sexual 

Exploitation*
TBC

ACC Jupp Interim Crime Inspection

31st 

September - 

3rd October 

2014

* This is a thematic inspection. HMIC are yet to confirm whether Nottinghamshire will be visited as part of this inspection.

** Unannounced inspection, the Force will be informed on the Thursday prior to the fieldwork commencing.

Focus on the following areas of child 

protection work in police forces:

- Section 47 Children’s Act 1989 cases 

where there has been police involvement;

- Domestic abuse cases where children 

have been identified as being part of the 

family;

- Sex offender management cases where 

there are children identified within the risk 

assessment or risk planning process;

- Cases of missing children, in particular 

those that go missing frequently and those 

in

care;

- Cases where children are considered at 

risk of harm from child sexual exploitation;

- On-line investigations where child 

protection has been considered;

- Cases where children or young people 

have been detained under Section 136

Mental Health Act 1983; and

- Cases where children and young people 

have been remanded in custody after 

charge.

Supt Helen Chamberlain 

Description

This work is to include, but not be limited to, 

those with mental health problems, those 

from black and minority ethnic backgrounds 

and children.

Vijayshree Appa

Supt Helen Chamberlain 

An additional inspection to update HMIC's 

original report on 21st Century Child 

Exploitation inspection (October 2013).

Force Lead

Det Ch Supt Jebb

An interim inspection that will concentrate on 

the effectiveness of forces at cutting crime 

and is designed to support forces to improve 

the way they reduce, prevent and 

investigate crime including anti-social 

behaviour.

Paul Saint

Insp Mark Turner

TBC

Beverly Topham

TBC

Planning and Policy SPOC



Appendix 2: Audit and Scrutiny Panel - Actions Update Report Quarter 1: September 2014

NB. Actions include those arising from recommendations highlighted by audit, inspection or intenal / external review, and any activity on the Force Activity Plan, where monitoring is required but not project management.

Summary Current RAG Key

1

1

0

3

0

8

13

Action(s) off target

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

BT/94b5/141113 Baker Tilly: Culture 

Review.

Action: Complete a staff survey to gauge if the cultural 

change has had an impact.

Human 

Resources

James Lunn 30/04/2014 Off target There will be a staff survey before end March 2014. Meanwhile all Divisions and 

Departments have had action plans in place following the last staff survey and an 

update report was recently provided to FEB. 

Action(s) at risk of being off target

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

BT/9499/18314 Baker Tilly: Workforce 

Planning

Action: Add the form reference into the ‘Police Officer 

Acting Duties and Temporary Promotion Procedure’

Human 

Resources

James Lunn 31/08/2014 At Risk  Police Officer Acting & Temporary Promotion – the procedure has been drafted 

and includes the form reference. Initial consultation on the draft procedure has 

been completed.

Action(s) proposed for closure

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

New action(s)

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

Closed action(s)

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

HC/34a4/22714 Everyone's business: 

Improving the police 

response to domestic 

abuse. (National 

Report) 

Research team to carry out a review to establish best 

practice by consultation with OoPCC, Partners, Support 

Organisations and Victims' representatives to specify in 

detail what steps it will take to improve its approach to 

domestic abuse.

 Work with Planning and Policy to produce a plan which 

will be monitored through the force action plan with 

scrutiny through the ACC / ACO Boards, and a final 

scrutiny with the DCC.

 The actions should be incorporated into the action plan 

and HMIC should be provided with a copy of each 

review and the action plan.

Crime and 

Justice

Keiley Freeman 31/08/2014 Closed A review was completed by the Research team, who have worked with Planning 

and Policy to produce a plan. The completed plan has been returned to HMIC.

Action complete.

HC/c4ac/22714 Everyone's business: 

Improving the police 

response to domestic 

abuse. (National 

Report) 

Complete a review using the self evaluation / gap 

analysis template provided by ACC Louisa Rolfe - 

ACPO lead for National Policing DA Working Group.

 Actions arising to be monitored and scrutinised through 

the force action plan.

 The actions should be incorporated into the action plan 

specified in Recommendation 2. HMIC should be 

provided with a copy of each review and the action plan.

Crime and 

Justice

Keiley Freeman 31/08/2014 Closed Gap analysis / self evaluation complete. The completed domestic abuse action 

plan has been sent to HMIC.

Action complete.

No actions are currently proposed for closure.

There are no new actions to be added this quarter.

Off target
Total closed action(s)

Target date and / or other constraints such as budget or available resource have been exceeded, or it is anticipated that an expected efficiency saving will not be 

met. Issue to be highlighted to the Portfolio Board and corrective action sought to meet business objectives.

On target to deliver within constraints, including target completion date, budget and resource allocated. It is also anticipated that any expected efficiency savings will 

be met. No further action required at this time.

Actions will be off target within one month and / or are unlikely to be completed by the end date.

On target

Total actions

Action(s) proposed for closure

Action(s) off target

Action(s) at risk of being off target
At risk

Action(s) on target

New action(s)



BT/f48a/18314 Baker Tilly: Workforce 

Planning.

Action: HR and Finance to agree the definition of 

Externally Funded and Seconded Officers.

Human 

Resources

Roger Lee 31/05/2013 Closed Definition agreed, ACO Scrutiny supports completion.

Action complete.

BT/6494/18314 Baker Tilly: Workforce 

Planning.

Action: Review and updated the recruitment and 

selection procedures. Present to the Force Executive 

Board in March 2014

Human 

Resources

James Lunn 30/04/2013 Closed The Recruitment and Selection policies & procedures have now been published 

and communicated

Action complete.

C&J035 RSM Tenon: Proceeds 

of Crime Act

Action: Complete the force wide roll out of electronic 

property recording     

Criminal 

Justice

Maria Fox 31/07/2014 14/11/2013 Closed  In terms of training, all supervisors are being trained (approx 1100 officers/staff 

over June/July 2014 with these individuals cascading this training to their staff 

(approx 1700 officers/staff). A Userguide, Powerpoint training presentation and 

demostration video will be available on the updated Archive and Exhibits Intranet 

Site to support the delivery of the cascade training. 

Action complete.

BT/1483/27314 Baker Tilly: Health and 

Safety

Action: In order for new Staff to complete the e-learning 

modules the Force should ensure that all new starters 

are communicated to the ICT Trainer Learning and 

Development Team. 

Human 

Resources

James Lunn 31/08/2014 31/08/2014 Closed Trevor Burgess recieves all the names from HR on a monthly basis. Training 

records are checked regularly to make sure that the appropriate e learning has 

taken place. 

Action complete.

BT/b4b9/18314 Baker Tilly: Workforce 

Planning.

Action: Introduce a monthly report so that budget 

holders can confirm the accuracy of the post holder and 

data.

Human 

Resources

David Machin 31/05/2014 31/05/2014 Closed  Incorporated staff analysis into the monthly budget holder report. In transition to 

self service and MFSS. Any changes the budget holder wants should feed 

through the HR route. Currently finance can by pass this but they will not have the 

ability once go to new DMS system. Example of report sent electronically to 

Beverly Topham to present to DCC Fish. 

Action complete.

BT/f4aa/13314 Baker Tilly: Estates 

Management

Action:  Review options for improving the management 

of facilities jobs to include potential software solutions 

and opportunities for collaborative working with 

Northamptonshire. Produce a report to present to the 

Corporate Services. 

Estates and 

Facilities.

Tracey Blincow 31/05/2014 31/05/2014 Closed The requirement for this action has been superseded by the implementation of 

Policing Business Services (PBS).

Action closed.

Action(s) on target

Ref Source/ Title Action overview Dept / Div Action Owner End date
Original 

end date

Action 

status
Action Update Portfolio Board Comments

BT/c482/13314 Baker Tilly: 

Environmental Policy.

Action: Work with Corporate Communications to 

develop and produce a Strategy and plan to ensure all 

employees are fully aware of environmental targets.

Estates and 

Facilities.

Ainsley Peters 30/09/2014 30/09/2014 On Target Refreshing current Environmental Strategy. Meeting to be arranged with Paul 

Coffey.

BT/44b3/141113 RSM Tenon: 

Partnership 

Governance

Action: Develop a Partnership Policy. Business 

and Finance

Martin Bakalarczyk 30/09/2014 31/10/2013 On Target Scheduled within a programme of work.



NB/c49e/1414 Business Planning Implement the protocol to share information to 

safeguard public safety following the European Union 

wide removal of border controls.

Crime and 

Justice

Insp Simon Carter 31/10/2014 31/10/2014 On Target Policy and procedural guidance with quick guides for staff have all been 

completed.  A draft Web site together with the Policy and quick guides has been 

made available to the Force Design Champions for feedback by the beginning of 

September with a view to go live for the force in early September. The Home 

Office have announced a slippage of the Schengen go live until December 1st at 

the earliest. Mandatory NCALT training has now commenced within force and is 

being monitored by our Training Department. 

The form to ensure communication between the PNC Bureau and Contact 

Management is still in design stage.

Back Record conversion assessment for Article 36 Discrete checking is currently 

being undertaken. This will need manual inputting post go live. The numbers 

required for circulation are anticipated to be less than 400 circulations.

Richard Mace has audited PNC Objects and found a high compliance in 

readiness for go live.

Information Services have confirmed that Capita have scoped the costs of any 

potential changes to the interfaces with the Home Office and Capita. 



 

Consideration 

Public/Non Public Public 

Report to: Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

Date of Meeting: 23rd September 2014 

Report of: The Chief Executive 

Report Author: Sara Allmond 

E-mail: sara.allmond@nottscc.gov.uk 

Other Contacts:  

Agenda Item: 10 

 

PANEL WORK PLAN AND MEETING SCHEDULE 
 

1. Purpose of the Report 

 
1.1 To provide the Panel with a programme of work and timetable of meetings 

 

2. Recommendations 

 
2.1  To consider and make recommendations on items in the work plan and to 

note the timetable of meetings 
 

3. Reasons for Recommendations 

 
3.1 To enable the Panel to manage its programme of work. 
 

4. Summary of Key Points  

 
4.1 The Panel has a number of responsibilities within its terms of reference.  

Having a work plan for the Panel ensures that it carries out its duties whilst 
managing the level of work at each meeting. 

 

 

5. Financial Implications and Budget Provision 

 
5.1 None as a direct result of this report 

6. Human Resources Implications 

 
6.1 None as a direct result of this report 
 
 

7. Equality Implications 

 
7.1  None as a direct result of this report 

8. Risk Management 

 
8.1 None as a direct result of this report 
 

mailto:sara.allmond@nottscc.gov.uk


 

9. Policy Implications and links to the Police and Crime Plan Priorities 

 
9.1 This report meets the requirements of the Terms of Reference of the Panel 

and therefore supports the work that ensures that the Police and Crime Plan 
is delivered. 

 

10. Changes in Legislation or other Legal Considerations 

 
10.1 None as a direct result of this report 
 

11.  Details of outcome of consultation 

 
11.1 None as a direct result of this report 
 

12.  Appendices 

 
12.1 Work Plan and schedule of meetings 
 
 
 



 

 

JOINT AUDIT AND SCRUTINY PANEL WORK PLAN  
 
 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 
 

REPORTING 
REQUENCY 

PANEL ASSURANCE  LEAD OFFICER 

10 December 2014 – 2pm 

1. (5) IPCC investigations, recommendations and actions (April – 
September) 

6 monthly Good Governance Force 

2. (36) Force Improvement Activity Lessons Learned monitoring, 
IPCC lessons learned report (April – September) 

6 monthly Good Governance Force 

3. (6) & (7) Whistle Blowing Policy and review of compliance (April – 
September) and Anti-Fraud and Corruption Policy - review of 
compliance update (April – September) 

6 monthly Counter Fraud and Corruption Force & OPCC 

4. External Audit Annual Audit letter Annually External Audit OPCC CFO 

5. (66) Management Information Reports on contracts, assurance to 
relevant policy agreements 

Annually Financial Reporting/Good 
Governance and Value for 
Money/Best Value 

ACO Resources 

     

 Standard items:-    

 Updates on scrutiny and other reviews As required  OPCC & Force 

 PCC Update Report (including budget process information) Quarterly Good Governance, Value for 
Money/Best Value External 
Audit and Financial Reporting 

OPCC 

 (12) & (40) Internal Audit Progress Report Quarterly Internal Audit OPCC CFO 

 (40) Audit & Inspection Report Quarterly Internal Audit ACO Resources 
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